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Armstrong Office Zone'Mceiling systems can help
make any office a place for more efficient work
and more effective employees. Acoustical

Ceilings that don't increase
productivity are just overhead.
The same for employees.
ceilings reduce distracting noise and encourage
concentration. High light reflectance ceilings help
lessen eye strain and glare. And, new i-ceilings"'offer sound systems to control acoustics and
wireless systems that make your office wirelesscapable. All invisible, with tecl111ology built right
into the ceiling panels. Plus, our wide range of
design options, like Vecto("grid-hiding ceilings
and Architectural Specialties custom wood and
metal products, help create that distinctive look
your office deserves. To find out more, call us
at 1-877-ARMSTRONG and mention Dept. 13K
or visit www.armstrong.com. And make your
office more productive ... starting overhead.
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The key is to start early,
right at the design stage,
with Johnson Controls.
We can create a seamless,
fully integrated platform for
all your building systems that
can save you up to 10%.
And that's just up front costs.
Your building automation
networks, fire, security and
other systems will work
better, more efficiently, more
cost-effectively, well into
the future. A lot of money
that can be put to good,
practical use. Or not, if
you' re so inclined. Call
414-524-4262. Or visit us at
www.johnsoncontrols.com.
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drawings, statistics, and links to people and products.

5 9 Snapshot: l jburg Bridge by James S. Russell, AJA
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Features
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7 2 Design Intelligence and the New Economy by Michael Speaks
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131 New Ways to Build Better, Faster, Cheaper
by Sara Hart*
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Architects Steve Kieran and James Timberlake use technology
transfer to rewrite the laws of conventional wisdom in design and
construction.
141 Digital Architect: Virtual design studios by Jerry Laiserin, AJA*

It may look as if the landscape changed after 9/11, but features of

the new economy are alive and shaping architectural practice.

Projects
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by Suzanne Stephens*
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8 6 Allston Library, Boston by Robert Campbell, FAIA *
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\,§ Continuing-Education Opportunity is "New Ways to Build

including expanded coverage of projects. Explore the latest news about

Better, Faster, Cheaper" [page 131}. For important information on how the

emerging architects at www.architecturalrecord.com/archrecord2.

AJA/Architectural Record Continuing Education Program has changed, see page 178.
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Prize Research

Editorial
By Robert Ivy, FAIA

N

icholas Grimshaw's Eden Project in Cornwall, England, featured

gigantic moving roof at the Milwaukee Museum ofArt owes its undulating

on this month's cover, both startles and instructs. The human

form to smaller-scale investigations by Calatrava that blur the distinction

form appears diminished above the 35-foot geometry of the

between science and art.

geodesic dome, here covered in the air-filled, gossamerlike skin of ETFE, a

Here is breaking news: Whether in building systems or in more eso-

space-age foil that was actually invented decades ago. The geodesic dome's

teric pursuits, architectural research has a major new champion. As reported in

inventor, Buckminster Fuller, whose prodigiously fertile mind was devoted to

this magazine in December, the College of Fellows of the American Institute of

architectural research, would not be surprised to see this marriage of mate-

Architects recently inaugurated the Latrobe Fellowship. Initially funded by the

rials by a British architect, transforming his structural ideas into light-as-air

executive committee of the College of Fellows with a $50,000 prize to ''promote

bubbles at the lunar scale.

research to advance the profession," the first award went to a Philadelphia firm,

Bucky was the tip (quite a tip!) of a tsunami. For the post-World

Kieran Timberlake Associates. Our current building-science story on technol-

War II generation, for whom Ronald Reagan (the spokesperson for General

ogy transfer (see page 131) describes how the winning architects dedicated

Electric) declared "Progress is our most important product," research prom-

their grant to devising a new construction methodology. A stunning wall

ised an ever-brighter future; space, our national challenge, lent a cosmic

system with improved thermal characteristics under construction at the

impetus to scientific pursuits. Tarnished, even perverted, by subsequent

University of Pennsylvania resulted.

events such as the war in Vietnam, our national hunger for continually

Encouraged by the program's initial successes, the Fellows decided to

unfolding newness waned, as architects took up formal exploration, histori-

up the ante to international prominence: AJA meets Pritzker Prize or the

cism, or theory: We left the heavy lifting, and the role of invention, to others.

Premium Imperiale. By consolidating a welter of worthwhile but smaller

Research did not disappear. Like monasteries that kept the world of

stipends already offered by the Institute, the money fell automatically into

ideas alive when the secular world seemed bent on upheaval, universities car-

place. In the future, the Latrobe will consist of a single biennial award of

ried the torch. Institutions such as MIT, Carnegie Mellon, and Georgia Tech,

$100, 000-twice the original amount. Because of the heft of the purse, this

aided by corporate sponsorships, have continued to advance our under-

grant will bring strong focus to architectural research throughout the media

standing of productivity in the workplace, building materials, the feasibility

and the profession, while the advances made will spin out their own benefits

of mass-produced housing, and the benefits of digital technology. Nor was

during the intervening months. In a single stroke, with vision, action, and

research locked up in ivy. Engineers, always hungry for new applications and

cash, the College of Fellows has elevated the content of architecture to the same

improved systems, have encouraged research within their firms.

high plane as its form. No research is required to admire the decision.

As the millennium turned, however, architects rejoined the race.
Today, research extends beyond pure science to engage social analysis, as
Rem Koolhaas examines sprawling cities worldwide for clues to their messy
vitality. Or, for architects like Santiago Calatrava, research may mean
artistic discovery, in which drawings merge into kinetic sculpture. The
01.02 Architectural Record
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Letters
Looking for the best way

members and critics successfully

the new composition more smoothly

so much, and the fire chief says,

In your September issue [Letters,

prepared to educate students?

into the streetscape. I suspect that,

"maybe now they will start talking to

among "ambitious" designers,

us [the fire service] about what we

I.LI

:E

page 27], Douglas Kelbaugh, FAIA,

The AIAS is not averse to hard

addressed the American Institute of

work, dedication, or competition; we

smooth fit is not an objective that

think is important when they build

Architecture Students' Studio

simply question whether architecture

has much currency these days.

these things." The driving force

(/)

1-

z

Culture Task Force with the letter

students can be better educated to

-Jay Turnbull

behind the new buildings should be

IC:::
c::c

titled "Are the kids alright?" In

face the future. The profession of

Page & Turnbull, Inc.

safety, strength, stability, and not

I.LI

response, the AIAS will refocus the

architecture is going through a period

San Francisco

just the greenbacks saved by the

intent of the discussion.

of vast change. If we are to remain a
valid and vibrant profession, we must

A voice from experience

-Lieutenant Gregory Gargiso

that "the car, not the all-nighter, is

make some changes in the way

The New York City Fire Department

FDNY

the most recent and more lethal

architecture is practiced and taught.

studies in-depth building construction

ingredient in studio culture" may

The design studio is a perfect place to

for promotional purposes, but, I feel,

have raised some interesting points

start. I invite any interested persons

has been left behind by the techno-

I can't help but agree with Robert

regarding society's dependence on

to provide input into our research

logical advances since the World

Campbell's December Critique [page

the automobile, he seems to have

process. Please contact the AIAS at

Trade Center towers were built. Most

37]. The way in which the architec-

completely missed the point of the

mail@aiasnatl.org, with your com-

of what goes on today by my col-

tural community has dealt with the
issue of Ground Zero is offensive. To

While Mr. Kelbaugh 's argument

c

use of lightweight materials.

Starting over

AIAS's efforts. Studio culture is not

ments on our studio culture initiative.

leagues comes in the form of

about our automobile-reliant soci-

-Matthew R. Herb

self-learning due to a close call with

use this tragedy as a professional

ety, but rather the analysis of the

A/AS National President

something that failed during a normal

marketing opportunity is highly disre-

posit ive and negative aspects of

Washington, D.C.

fire or, worse, a death. I was assigned

spectful, both to those directly

the educational and cultural experiences that occur in design studios.
The purpose of the Studio

If the building fits, build it

to lower Manhattan for more than 12

affected by this horrific event and to

years (1987-99), 100 Duane Street,

the rest of us who mourn alongside
them. However, there is a reality that

In response to Thomas Hine's article

and arrived at the WTC many times

Culture Task Force is to research

about "Preservation's Shackles"

for various alarms or emergencies,

must be faced: While memorializing

and analyze the current practices in

[November 2001, page 90] and the

and always in under four minutes

the victims of September 11 is of

from receipt of alarm.

utmost priority, the threat to the eco-

architecture education and target

apparent schism between architects

opportunities for positive change in

and preservationists, the tension isn't

studio culture. The goal is to gener-

between ambitious new design and

in our studies is that steel begins to

not allow for this site to lay void of

ate discourse on developing a more

themed pastiche. More often the

soften somewhere around 1,000

commercial space. If construction
and/or reconstruction cannot be

One of the first things we learn

nomic vitality of lower Manhattan will

balanced, healthy, and inclusive

choice is between difficult work that

degrees Fahrenheit, and to fail

educational experience. While many

breaks existing fabric-and the

around 1,400 degrees. I can tell you

avoided, the responsibility then lies

positive values and habits are

banality that results when poor

what we firefighters don't like: light-

with us, the architects and students

learned in the design studio, our

designers attempt to be "compatible:'

weight steel bar joists, spray-on

of this profession, to make sure this

current practices also harbor some
dangerous and tragic side effects.
If architects are to remain a val-

Real courage, and civic respon-

fireproofing, no redundancy in struc-

resurrection of commercial space is

sibility, are shown when good

tural-load-bearing components, and

done in such a way that is both

designers work within the patterns

cost-cutting measures. Some of us

respectful of, and secondary to, the

ued and relevant part of society,

that formed the urban environment

are even of the opinion that the

memory of September 11.

there are many real and deep-rooted

to produce buildings that are at

Empire State Building would stand

-Paul A. Tebben

questions that we must address. Are

once compelling and courteous.

under such an assault, partly

Student, Harvard University

because it did so in 1946 when

Graduate School of Design

architecture studios cont ributing to

San Franciscans know well the

emotional, physical, and intellectual

corner where Rem Koolhaas pro-

struck by a B-25, and partly because

deprivation? Are architecture

poses to build Prada's new flagship. It

we've seen up close what fire does to

Corrections

schools too isolated from their com-

is within a downtown retail district

lightweight constructed buildings and

The form• Z 3.8 software product

heavyweight buildings.

from auto• des• sys should have been

munities and other disciplines on

that has maintained particular cohe-

campus? Are students taught to

siveness. The district will not die if

value their time, communicate effec-

Prada is built, and it may even bene-

ward to build like the Empire State

of the December 2001 Product

tively, and work collaboratively? Why

fit. But the illustrations provided in

Building again, but I'm reminded of a

Reports [page 147]. An image of the

is the "time-honored practice of long

the article show perfectly what small

line from the end of the movie The

product was mistakenly attributed to

and often late hours in studio" per-

adjustments could be made-to

Towering Inferno, in which the archi-

Autodesk's Architectural Desktop 3.3.

petuated and glorified as a good

height of ground floor, floor lines, and

tect and the fire chief (played by

thing? Are all architecture faculty

implied cornice, for example-to fit

Steve McQueen) meet after losing

I'm not suggesting we go back-

included in the General Data section

Write to rivy@mcgraw-hill.com.
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Ceres
Quite possibly.natures perfect floor.
Beautiful, renewable and
recyclable ... naturally.
he bark of an oak tree is a
renewaole resource-a gift
from nature, capable of complete
regeneration every nine y~ars. Both
durable and practical ,
cork products
have been
in use for
over 1,000
years. C0rk is
naturally fire
resistant,
microbe resistant and impenetrable to nearly
40 species
of insects.
But perhaps
the most wonderful

T

qualities of cork can be found in Ceres'
homogeneous tile as a beautiful,
acoustically friendly natural
insulator-as harmonious
in application as it is
. . environmentally

engineered
veneer
patterned
surfaces to
conveniently
pre-stained color
tiles, Ceres cork
floors offer the design
dexterity and myriad
creative possibilities of
synthetic floors-but with
a much more ethereal and
warmer aesthetic.

Ceres cork Floors

are available in dozens of
textures and colors ... and
every one of them is "green:'
For more information , or for our complete sample library, cal l our
Marketing Manager, Barbara Napolitano at: (888) 377-8801.

Design challenges require
innovative solutions.

Proving our leadership . .. everyday!

Ceco Door Products is a proven industry leader in the development
of customized products that solve specific architectural needs.

Here are some of the innovative products that
we've introduced in the past few years.

RestrictDor ®Security System -

Developed for areas where vandalism
s a p roblem or containment is a requirement: police stations, stadiums, shopping
:enters, courthouses, airports, etc.

KhemPro®FRP - Developed for "wash-down" areas where moisture
and corrosion are factors, areas such as kitchens, milk and food processing,
salt and chemical storage, "clean" rooms, marine applications,
swimming pool equipment areas, etc.
Thrulite ®-

Tubular stile and rail construction. Cold rolled steel standard with continuosly welded corners. Made of extra heavy duty 16 gage steel.

STORMPRo ® 36 1, Severe Weather Door System -

Developed
for community storm shelters, disaster and tornado shelters, school shelters and
"safe" rooms. This was the first door of it's type to pass the FEMA 361 test
guidelines.

Madera ®-

Developed to provide the designer with an alternative to costly
architectural wood doors. The look and feel of wood, the strength and durability
of steel. The rich wood grained pattern is engraved into the steel surface.

Sound Tech ®-

Developed with ratings of STC 39 up to 52, for mid and highrange sound intensity attenuation. The perfect choice for areas where custom sound
doors might be considered cost-prohibitive.

ArmorShield ®Level 4 -

Developed for use where assault and vandalism
of vu lnerable door openings are design factors such as cashier islands, currency
exchanges, box offices and isolated switching stations, etc.

Stainless-Tech ®-

Manufactured in 2 alloys, 6 finishes and 6 textures. This
door was developed to offer the designer significant aesthetic creative opportunities
in commercial, institutional, or high style architectural environments.
TEAM SPONSOR

ASSA.ABlDY
racing team
ln the Volvo Ocean Race 2001-2002
visit www.assaabloyracingteam.com

I =ICeco Door Products
An ASSA ABLOY Group company

9159 Telecom Drive • Milan, Tennessee 38358 • (731) 686-8345; FAX (731) 686-4211 • archhelp@cecodoor.com
Visit our website at www.cecodoor.com
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TODAY

TOMORROW

TOYOTA

Each year Toyota builds more than one
million vehicles in North America. This
means that we use a lot of resourcessteel, aluminum, and p lastics, for instance.
But at Toyota, large scale manufacturing
doesn't mean large scale waste .
In 1992 we introduced our Globa l Earth
Charter to promote environmental
responsibility throughout our operations.
And in North America it is already reaping
significant benefits. We recycle 376 million
pounds of steel annually, and aggressive
recycling programs keep 18 million pounds
of other scrap materials from landfills.
Of course, no one ever said that looking
after t he Earth's resources is easy. But
as we continue to strive for greener ways
to do business, there's one thing we're
definitely not wasting. And that's time .
www.toyota.com/tomorrow
@2001
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Highlights Piano's N.Y. limes tower p. 24
Examining WTC wreckage p. 26
Trump's Chicago plans p. 32
Lincoln Center redevelopment p. 34

Tadao Ando honored
with 2002 AIA Gold Medal
On December 6, 2001, the day

eled into a granite wall of honor

before the 60th anniversary of Pearl

located in the lobby of the AIA head-

Harbor, the American Institute of

quarters in Washington, D.C.

Architects (AIA) selected Japanese

Ando told RECORD, "Having

architect Tadao Ando, Hon. AIA, as

learned from masters such as Frank

the 59th recipient of the AIA Gold

Lloyd Wright, Mies van der Rohe,

Medal, the highest honor the AIA

and Louis Kahn, I feel so honored to

confers on an individual.
The Gold Medal recognizes
someone whose body of work has

be awarded the greatest medal from
the AIA. I will continue trying my
best to make buildings that will give

had a significant and lasting influ-

a stimulus to the architectural cul-

ence on the theory and practice of

ture in the world."

architecture. Ando, 60, will receive

Born in Osaka, Japan, in 1941,

the Gold Medal at the 2002

Ando did not receive any formal

American Architectural Foundation

architectural education. He estab-

Accent on Architecture gala Friday,

lished Tadao Ando Architect &

March 1, in Washington, D.C.

Associates in 1970. His recent proj-

Past Gold Medal winners
include Thomas Jefferson, Frank

ects include the Fabrica/Benetton
Communications Research Center

Lloyd Wright, Louis Sullivan, l.M. Pei,

[January 2001, page 80], Pulitzer

FAIA, and 2001 winner Michael

Foundation for the Arts in St. Louis
(this issue, page 55), and the

the Fa brica Complex (top) in

Graves, FAIA. In recognition of their

Treviso and the Eychaner/

legacy to architecture, the name of

Eychaner/Lee House in Chicago.

Lee House in Chicago (left ).

each Gold Medal recipient is chis-

John E. Czarnecki, Assoc. A/A

Thompson, Ventulett, Stainback wins 2002 AIA Firm Award
The American Institute of Architects

Cesar Pelli & Associates; Skidmore,

(AIA) named Atlanta firm Thompson,

Owings & Merrill; and 2001 winner

peers is fantastic: it validates

Vent ulett, Stainback & Associates

Herbert Lewis Kruse Blunck

our commitment to create good

(TVS) as recipient of the 2002 AIA

Architecture.

Architecture Firm Award.
The highest honor the AIA con-

"The reaction [when notified
that TVS won] was just overwhelm-

dent of TVS. "To be selected by

design. It's the ultimate recognition for us:·
Founded in 1968, TVS
established itself in the Atlanta

fers on an architecture firm, the

ing. It really was a rewarding

award recognizes a practice that

experience to tell the firm ;· said

area by designing the Omni/CNN

has produced distinguished archi-

Roger Neuenschwander, AIA, presi-

Center and the Georgia World

tecture consistently for at least 10

Congress Center. Recent proj-

years. The award will be presented

ects include the Woodruff Arts

to TVS at the 2002 American

Center Renovation, Philadelphia

Architectural Foundation Accent on

Convention Center, McCormick

Architecture gala Friday, March 1, in

Place Expansion, and the United

Washington, D.C.

Parcel Service world headquarters.

observed at TVS a corporate culture

In nominating the firm , Lugean

that emphasizes collaboration, con -

Previous recipients include
Gensler; Kohn Pedersen Fox
Associates; l.M. Pei & Partners;

TVS employees in Atlanta.

Chicago's McCorm ick Place expansion.

L. Chilcote, FAIA, and Thompson E.

tinuity, and depth and breadth of

Penny, FAIA, write: "We have

achievement and expertise." JEC
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San Francisco architect Gordon Chong,

Piano's N.V. Times
tower moves forward

FAIA, has begun his term as the 2002

Renzo Piano unveiled his detailed

president of the American Institute of

architectural models and drawings

Architects. Chong is the founding part-

for a 52-story tower for The New

ner of the 85-person fir m Gordon H.

York Times Company at a December

Chong & Partners.

13 press conference.

Terry Farrell and Pa rtners has been

after the New York Times Company

selected to master plan London 's

and developer Forest City Ratner

Millennium Dome site with 5,000

Companies (FCRC) posted letters of

homes, as well as offices, retail, and

credit valued at $106 million to

screens 18 inches from one skin of

open space. HOK will design a 20,000-

acquire the site on Eighth Avenue

transparent glass will be a second

auditorium, and retail space. A con-

seat Millennium Dome arena.

between 40th and 41st streets. A

skin with about 250,000 white

ference facility on the top floor will
be surrounded by a grove of t rees.

The event took place just hours

trates Piano's tower. A model
(above) shows the 40th
Street elevation.

ground floor will include a lobby,

total of 55 businesses-ranging

ceramic rods, 1% inches in diameter.

Bill Lacy, FAIA, executive director of the

from sex shops to architecture

The rods will filter sunlight but will be

Pritzker Prize, stepped down as presi-

firms-will be displaced by the

spaced to allow views outside. The

11 tragedy, the Times emphasized

dent of Purchase College of the State

tower. The estimated construction

building itself will be 748 feet tall, but

that it was committed to a tall build-

University of New York in December.

cost was not released. Ground

the ceramic screens will reach 840

ing that appeared welcoming,

Lacy had that position since 1993.

breaking will likely occur in 2003.

feet, and a central mast will top out at

visible, and t ransparent. Michael

Rafael Vifioly, FAIA, has been selected

oped with Fox & Fowle Architects, "an

Piano called his design, devel-

1,142 feet.
The Times will own and occupy

In the wake of the September

Golden, vice chair of The New York
Times Company, said, "This build ing

to design the new Tampa Museum of

expression of love for this city and the

800,000 square feet of space on

Art build ing. Construction on the

values it represents." The building will

floors 2 through 28. FCRC will lease

reinforce the values of The New York

125,000-square-foot building will begin

have two skins. Suspended on

offices on floors 29 through 50. The

Times Company." JEC

is designed from the ground up to

in 2003. Vifioly was one of four finalists
considered for the job, including
Arquitectonica, Polshek Part nership,
and Machado & Silvetti.

AIA anticipates positive net assets total through 2001;
shifts primary access to electronic means for key member services

The Prairie View A&M University School

Taking steps to financial recovery, the American Institute of Architects (AIA) expected to report a positive net

of Architecture has selected Michael

assets total for the end of 2001 and continues to plan for net assets of $2.5 million by the end of 2003.

Rotond i of Roto Architects with HKS of
Dallas as the architects of its new

Through 2000, the AIA's completed audit by PricewaterhouseCoopers shows total net assets of negative
$1.475 million, which is an improvement from the auditor's worst-case calculation (in May 2001) of negative $4.4

school facility. Short-listed firms

million. As ARCHITECTURAL RECORD has reported [June 2001, page 28; December 2001, page 24], a combination of

included Gwathmey Siegel &

events in late 2001 further improved the AIA's net assets total. Through financial settlements by the AIA with near-

Associates, Carlos Jimenez, Antoine

ly 60 AECdirect creditors, the AIA's net assets deficit was reduced by almost $1.5 million. PricewaterhouseCoopers

Predock, and Michael Graves.

revised downward the sum of the AECdirect deficit that must be consolidated with the AIA budget. The institute's
financial situation is also improved with a forecast net income of $2.146 million for 2001 that far exceeds the bud -

Prince Charles at the Building for the

geted net income of $1.446 million. The exact cost of AECdirect to the institute has not been calculated, and previ-

21st Century conference in London in

ously reported estimates of losses attributed to AECdirect had no basis in fact.

December: "At the top of these new

Following the board of directors meeting in early December, the AIA instituted changes that ensure primary

structures, let's see genuine artistry

access to key services will be through electronic means. The AIA restricted physical access to its library/archive to

that trul y reaches the heart and soul

an appointment-only basis and eliminated the print version of A/Architect, the AIA's national newsletter. In a writ-

of those who look on, rather than the

ten statement to ARCHITECTURAL RECORD, Chuck Hamlin, managing director of communications for the AIA, said:

overblown phallic structures and

"These changes are a direct response to the ways in which AIA members wish to receive services:'

depressingly predictable antennae that
say more about architectural ego than

What had been a monthly print newsletter through 2000, A/Architect was reduced to quarterly digest print
publication last year. It will now be published exclusively via the AIA members-only Web portal.

craftsmanship." For a complete story

The AIA library and archives, located in the AIA national office in Washington, D.C., is now open by appoint-

by Engineering Ne ws Record (" Rapid

ment only. Hamlin said, "The AIA library and archives will continue to provide a range of services to members, but

Evacuation Concepts Aired ") on the

with an emphasis on electronic search capabilities through the MyAIA members-only portal (www.aia.org). While

Building for the 21st Century confer-

this ongoing emphasis required the elimination of several staff positions at the national component, the change

ence, visit architecturalrecord.com/ wtc.

focuses more resources on the needs of the AIA's worldwide membership." JEC
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'Vith a Compaq Eva™ Workstation, architects and engineers can collaborate to build
omplete, three-dimensional building models. Quickly and easily. Because they use the
atest Intel ® Xeon™ Processor technology, our workstations can handle the load-even
:omplex CAD applications. A reliable design platform means faster time to market.
\nd fewer trips back to the drawing board.

The Power of
MACROPROCESSING

to find out more go to compaq.com/workstations
[ or call 1-800-888-0414

::ompaq PCs use genuine Microsoft® Windows®
Nww.m icrosoft.com/pi racy /howtotel I
=om paq is not liable for editorial, pictorial or typographical errors in thi s advertisement. Compaq and the Compaq logo are registered in the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office. Evo is a trademark of Compaq Information Technologies
::iroup, L.P. In spiration Technology is a trademark of Compaq Information Technologies Group, L.P. in the U.S. and oth er countries. Intel, the Intel Inside logo, and Intel Xeon are trademarks or registered trademarks of Inte l Corporation
Jr its subsid iaries in the United States and other countries. Products and company names mentioned herein may be trademarks and/or registered trademarks of other countries.© 2001 Compaq Computer Corporation.
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Other speakers included archi-

Record News

tect and planner Jonathan Barnett,
FAIA, AICP; Richard Farson, president, Western Behavioral Sciences

SPECIAL REPORT

Symposium speakers, including Moynihan,
insist on freedom without fortresses

Ground Zero
panel discussion

Institute; and Jeri Thomson, secre-

The National Building Museum

tary of the U.S. Senate.

in Washington, D.C., will host a

Farson, a psychologist, spoke
of the psychology of security and

panel discussion, "From
Ground Zero," at 6:30 P.M.,

the paradoxes and unintended con-

Monday, January 28, with key

Harold L. Adams, FAIA, RIBA, JIA,

sequences of security measures. He

figures that have been working

cially public buildings, cannot be built

chair of RTKL, introduced Moynihan,

said, for example, "The paradox of

at Ground Zero. Panelists

as insular fortresses that are unwel-

who said public buildings must have

national success is that our very

include Daniel A. Cuoco, P.E.,

coming to the public. That was the

free and open access. "Architecture

strength makes us vulnerable-our

president and managing prin-

message of speakers, including the

is inescapably a political art and it

power, our wealth, our standard of

cipal of LZA Technology, a divi-

Honorable Daniel Patrick Moynihan,

reports faithfully for ages to come

living, our influence, and a complex,

Buildings in the United States, espe-

sion of the Thornton-Tomasetti

former U.S. senator from New York,

Group; George J. Tamaro, P.E.,

in a symposium "Freedom Without

partner, Mueser Rutledge

Fortresses? Shaping the New

Consulting Engineers; and

Secure Environment;' at the National

Ralph Johnson, senior vice

Building Museum in Washington,

president, Turner Construction

D.C., on November 27. The sympo-

Company. Charles H. Thornton,

sium, cosponsored by ARCHITECTURAL

P.E., chair and managing prin-

RECORD, the American Institute of

cipal of Thornton-Tomasetti

Architects, the Urban Land Institute,

Symposium participants (from left) Daniel Patrick Moynihan, Richard Farson,

Group, will moderate the dis-

and RTKL, explored the impact of the

Robert Ivy, FAIA, and Harold L. Adams, FAIA, with Farson.

cussion. This event is cospon-

what the political values of a partic-

General Contractors of

September 11 attacks on the built
environment.
Moderated by Robert Ivy, FAIA,

sored by the Associated

ular age were," Moynihan said.

target-rich environment:'
Brief responses to the presen-

America and the American

editor in chief of ARCHITECTURAL

"Surely ours must be openness and

ters were offered by a number of

RECORD, the panel addressed ques-

fearlessness in the face of those

experts. For a full list of speakers

Companies. Visit www.nbm.org

tions related to urban planning,

who hide in the darkness. A precau-

and more about this event, visit

for more information.

psychology, and public spaces.

tion, yes. Sequester, no."

www.archrecord.com/wtc JEC

Council of Engineering

Forensics engineering expert studying WTC steel to determine precisely how towers failed

Astaneh-Asl studies WTC steel.

Laboratory in Livermore, California,

damage. The severed members will

fected by the crash or fires. "There

to simulate the crashes, fires, and

be studied to determine the speed

were lots of different types of steel

collapses. The lab has the computing

and force of impact. Fire-damaged

used in the towers-both high- and

power needed to recreate the disas-

steel will be examined under an

regular-strength-and we can learn

ter digitally. By varying model

electron microscope for changes to

things from pieces that fell hundreds

parameters such as column design,

its crystal structure; material scien-

of feet as the buildings collapsed;'

construction materials, and type of

tists can then determine how long

he explains. Tests can measure the

fireproofing, Astaneh-Asl hopes to

fires burned and at what tempera-

robustness of bolts and connec-

find ways to harden future buildings

ture the steel failed .

tions, for example, and identify the

against catastrophic failure.
Last September, Astaneh-Asl

Abolhassan Astaneh-Asl, P.E., a

Astaneh-Asl will also study
structural members relatively unaf-

types of steel adequate for various
structures. Deborah Snoonian, P.E.

was part of a team from the

forensics expert and structural engi-

American Society of Civil Engineers

neering professor at the University of

that convinced the city of New York

California at Berkeley, is studying the

to delay recycling the WTC steel so

World Trade Center disaster with the

that some of it could be studied for

Co-curated by architectural record, the exhibition "A New World Trade

goal of improving skyscraper design.

clues to the collapses. At a scrap-

Center: Design Proposals" will be held at the Max Protetch Gallery, 511

Using a grant from the National

yard in Jersey City he has helped

West 22nd Street, New York, January 16 through February 16. The exhibi-

Science Foundation, Astaneh-Asl

identify the steel pieces to be saved.

tion will include sketches, renderings, and multimedia projects by estab-

will test damaged steel from several

The most important structural

A New World Trade Center: Design Proposals

lished and emerging architects for the World Trade Center site. An open-

portions of the towers and build a

steel members to study are those

ing reception will be held at the gallery 6-8 p.m., Thursday, January 17.

computer model, in conjunction

severed by the planes and those

For information, call 212/633-6999 or e-mail info@maxprotetch.com.

with Lawrence Livermore National

that sustained the heaviest fire
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First downtown N.Y.C. building completed post 9/ 11 opens
The first building completed in Lower Manhattan
since the events of September 11, the Millennium

The hotel was originally scheduled to open
October 9, but access to the building was hin-

Point building, has opened this month. Located

dered and construction could not be completed in

five blocks south of Ground Zero on the southern-

the days after September 11. The building was

most parcel of Battery Park City, the 39-story

not damaged, but the exterior had to be cleaned

building includes the first new hotel to open in

of excessive dust.

th e area since September 11, the Ritz-Carlton
Downtown, which begins operation January 29.

While the Ritz-Carlton has fantastic views of
New York ha rbor, the recession , reduced tourism
in New York City, and limited

Designed by Gary Edward
Handel

+ Associates in collab-

accessibility and amenities

oration with Polshek

near Ground Zero will make f ill-

Partnership, the $175 million

ing hotel rooms a challenge.

building includes the 298-room

But Manfred Timmel, general

hotel on the lower 12 floors

manager of the new Ritz-

and the Residences at Ritz-

Carlton, said there is still a

Carlton, 113 condominium

demand for hotel rooms for

units, on the upper floors. The

business clients near Wall

building, clad in brick with a

Street. The supply of available

glass curtain wall , will also

rooms in the area was dimin-

house the new home of the

ished when the Marriott at the

Skyscraper Museum, an exhibi-

World Trade Center was

tion space dedicated to the
history of high-rise buildings.

destroyed and the Millennium
The Millennium Point building.

Agency to lead rebuilding
of lower Manhattan
Is it Design or is it Archi te cture?

Hilton was closed. JEC

Council of Greater New York; Lewis M. Eisenberg,
who has resigned as chair of the board of commissioners of the Port Authority of New York and

An 11-member agency called the Lower

New Jersey; Roland W. Betts, the lead owner of

Manhattan Redevelopment Corporation has been

Chelsea Piers; and Madelyn G. Wils, the chair of

organized to help rebuild the area of New York

Community Board No. 1, which includes the

City devastated on September 11, as well as revi-

financial district and TriBeCa; Frank G. Zarb, the

Sensational, li ke all his work. Once

talize all of Manhattan south of Houston Street.

former chair of Nasdaq; and Deborah C. Wright ,

again Lord Norman Fo ster ha s

The corporation's responsibilities are vague, but it

the chief executive of Carver Federal Savings

pushed the bounda ries , quit e

is likely to expend the federal aid given to New

Bank in Harlem.

simply. Two adjacent circles inform

York and have the power to acquire properties for

the geom etry of the whole range.

condemnation.

In any case, it is genuin e Fo ste r.

To define the bathroom anew .

As a subsidiary of the Empire State
Development Corporation, New York governor

Former New York City mayor Rudolph
Giuliani appointed four members to the board :
Richard A. Grasso, chair of the New York Stock
Exchange; Robert M. Hard ing, a deputy mayor for

Bathroom_Foster produce d by

George Pataki has the power to appoint seven of

economic development and finance; Howard

Duravit. Catalog?

the agency's 11 directors. Pataki named John C.

Wilson, the chair of the School Construction

Whitehead, a former chair of both the investment

Authority; and Paul A. Crotty, a public affairs

firm Goldman Sachs & Company and the Federal

executive for Verizon Communications. JEC

888 - Duravit , www. du ravit.com

Reserve Bank of New York, as the corporation's
chair on November 29. "This is a huge undertaking," Whitehead said of the rebuilding. "We want it
to be done right, and we want it to be done well.
How quickly it's done is not the primary concern ."
Pataki 's other appointments were Ed Malloy,
president of the Building and Construction Trades
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For Architects, Interior
Designers, Architectural
Lighting Designers,
Electrical Engineers,
Educators, Lighting
Equipment Salespeople
and anyone interested in
creating great architectural
lighting
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H LIGHTING DESIGNS AND
T HOW TO ACHIEVE THEM.
Lighting
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Master Classes is not
N about light sources,
or lamp and
G fixtures,
ballast combinations.
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Architectural Lighting
Master Classes is about
creative lighting design.

Faculty will include some
of the world's foremost
lighting designers including :
Paul Gregory, Jonathan
Speirs, Howard Brandston ,
and Ken Billington

Tuition - $495
(before Jan. 1: $4 75)

c
L

left) and Calatrava's

Speirs present two full days
of classes that will address
architectural lighting design
philosophies and get your
"creative lighting juices"
flowing.

HOW CREATIVE LIGHTING
ADDS ADDITIONAL
DIMENSIONS TO YOUR
ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN.

M

The new Penn Station (far

To Register - Send checks and
contact info to:
Architectural Lighting M C
155 W. 68th St., Su ite 1505
New York, N Y 10023
p 212 .769.2751 f 212.769.4983

A
5
REGISTER EARLY
5 SPACE
IS LIMITED
E Lighting Dimensions
and Lighting
Dimensions on Architecture are the
5 official media sponsors of ALMC.
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Orient Station in Lisbon,
Portugal (left).

City, which would be
built within the main
post office building,
across the street from
the site of the station
that was torn down in
the 1960s. SOM's design

Rail station exhibition rolls into Chicago

features a towering, sailli ke glass structure that

The Art Institute of Chicago has opened an exhi-

would split the two wings of the post office build-

bition showcasing trains and the stations that

ing and mark the station's new main entrance.

house them. Modern Trains and Splendid

Several other projects in the exhibition reach the

Stations: Architecture and Design for the 21st

same level of monumentality.
The show is divided into categories: facilities

Century features 30 station designs from San
Francisco to Singapore, with substantial contin-

for urban transformation; multipurpose stations;

gents from Europe and Japan, areas that have

airport stations; new symbols for cities and

traditionally been strong markets for railroads.

towns; and architecture for innovation. Both com -

The Frankfurt Airport Railway station (this issue,

muter and intercity facilities are included. The

page 120) is prominently featured , as are stations

exhibition also looks at designs for new trains,

in Italy, Norway, and Switzerland.

focusing on issues of passenger comfort, acces-

The show reflects the recent surge in rail

sibility, and durability. Among the many architects

transportation in the United States. Not coinci-

whose projects are exhibited are Santiago

dentally, the exhibition's designers, David Childs,

Calatrava, Helmut Jahn, Bernard Tschumi,

FAIA, and Marilyn Taylor, FAIA, of Skidmore,

Norman Foster, and Shigeru Ban.

Owings & Merrill (SOM), also designed the
proposed new Penn Station (above) in New York

Modern Trains and Splendid Stations is on
view through July 28. Kevin Lerner

Some firms hiring in difficult economic times
Despite the recession, some large architecture firms are hiring. ARCHITECTURAL RECORD contacted each
of the firms in the AIA's Large Firm Roundtable in early December to get a sampling of the employment
picture for the largest firms in the country at this difficult economic time. RECORD found that in many
cases, if a firm was hiring, it was doing so very strategically and its employment needs were highly
specialized. Some firms have had layoffs coupled with new hires to fill specific positions.
Shepley Bulfinch Richardson & Abbott (SBRA), a 237-person firm in Boston, hired 70 new employees in 2001 and was looking for more. "We are hiring;• said Garrold E. Baker, AIA, SBRA principal. "We
are looking for some senior positions in science and health care as well as senior design support:'
OWP&P, a firm with 355 employees in Chicago and Phoenix, is hiring strategically. "At the
moment, we are monitoring our resources week-by-week, perhaps a little more carefully than before;'
said Greg Surufka, AIA, chief operating officer at OWP&P.
Only a handful of the firms reported layoffs. Gensler, which had nearly 2,000 employees in midDecember after laying off about 300 people in 2001, was planning to hire 12. HOR Architecture, based
in Omaha and with about 3,200 employees in 60 offices worldwide, had 80 layoffs in the past year, yet
it was also hiring in engineering, management, marketing, and key specialized positions. HNTB
Architecture has a hiring freeze in place but was planning to hire two senior-level persons in December
after approximately 80 layoffs in the previous six months, 60 of which were in aviation architecture. Much
smaller layoff totals were reported at FRCH Design Worldwide (30), Hardy Holzman Pfeiffer (11), CUH2A
(3), Gould Evans Affiliates, Einhorn Yaffee Prescott, and HOK. JEC, with research by Christina Rogers
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One more reason
America's leading
construction firms
are members of
Associated Builders
and Contractors

I Record News
Foster proposes daring
add-on tower for Hearst
The marriage of early-twenty-first-century Lord
Norman Foster and 1920s Joseph Urban and
George Post may sound like an architectural odd ity, but it has been approved by the New York City
Landmarks Preservation Commission. Foster and
Partners has designed a 36-story-tower addition
for the Hearst Corporation building-a 1928 sixstory structure on Eighth Avenue at 57th Street in
Manhattan designed by Urban and Post to be the
base for a much taller building.
The Hearst Corporation hired Foster based
on his tall building experience and his elegant

More than 23,000 contractors, suppliers
and associated firms make up the ABC team of
merit shop construction companies, dedicated
to building every project on time, on budget
and to the highest measure of quality.

additions to the Reichstag in Berlin and the
British Museum in London [MARCH 2001, page
114]. While the existing Hearst building is not a
national icon like the Reichstag and the British
Museum, the Foster proposal has already generated discourse among New Yorkers regarding the
appropriateness of the design. This is Foster's

Every year a select number of ABC members
meet the exacting standards that .allows them
to be named Accredited Quality Contractors.
AQC companies must be certified annually to
retain their status, by demonstrating the
highest commitment to safety, employee
benefits, training and community relations.
To build with the best, look for AQC and
other ABC contractors and suppliers on the
Web at findcontractors.com.
It's fast, easy and, best of all, free.
To join ABC and find out if you qualify as
an AQC company, call toll free 877-22-MERIT,
or visit www.abc.org.

first New York project.
The glass-and -steel Foster tower is set back
from the roof edges of the existing masonry building, so the point where old meets new will not be

The planned Foster addition on the Hearst building.

easily seen from street level below. A stainlesssteel structural system comprising nine tiers of

offices, under one roof. Yet, like many publ ishing

interlocking four-story triangles will be exposed

companies, Hearst has had a troubled year in the

on the exterior of the Foster addition.

slowed economy. So construction of the tower,

With this tower, Hearst could consolidate all
of its publications, now in a number of Manhattan

which is still pending City Planning Commission
approval, is not certain. JEC

Trump shows plans for 78-story Chicago skyscraper by SOM
While Donald Trump is no longer proposing the world's tallest building in Chicago, plans for his first
Windy City skyscraper are still ambitious. Drawings of Donald Trump's first Chicago skyscraper were
released in mid-December. He plans a 78-story building at 401 N. Wabash on the Chicago River, currently the location of the Chicago SunTimes headquarters. Skidmore, Owings &
Merrill, led by Adrian Smith, FAIA, is
designing the building for Trump and
Hollinger International, the publisher of
the Sun-Times. The tower, which will rise
1,073 feet, will include 2.3 million square
feet of space, including 1 to 1.6 million
square feet of offices and up to 500 highend residential units. It will be the fourth tallest building in Chicago, after the Sears Tower, Aon Center,
and John Hancock Center. A three-tiered riverfront plaza (above left) with retail will face a promenade

ASSOCIATED BUILDERS

AND CONTRACTORS, INC.

BUILDING AMERICA
CIRCLE 18 ON INQUIRY CARD

along the Chicago River. When Trump initially announced plans last summer to develop the site
[SEPTEMBER 2001, page 40], Chicagoans speculated that he was proposing the world's tallest building.

The decision to scale back the proposal undoubtedly was influenced by the slowed economy and the
events of September 11. Pending city approvals, plans call for construction to start in 2003. JEC

Excellence
in Gypsum
Board
Design &
Construction

and builders or general contractors in the United States and
Canada are invited to submit their
finest, most innovative gypsum
board projects from 2002 for
· consideration in the Excellence
in Gypsum Board Design and
Construction awards program.
Large or small, residential or nonresidential, all innovative designs
are eligible to participate.
Projects substantially completed
by December 31, 2002, are eligible.
One residential and one nonresidential project will be selected as
winners. Top awards include
$3,000 for each winning project
team. In addition, all qualified
entries will be displayed on the
Gypsum Association's Web site.

The first 40
qualified entrants to
submit materials
after January 1, 2002,
will receive
$250!
GYPSUM ASSOCIATION CIRCLE 19 ON INQUIRY CARD

To obtain an entry form, visit us online a
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New Yori< City reviews Lincoln Center plan
The $1.2 billion redevelopment

tect Laurie Olin are part of the

plan for Lincoln Center for the

design team, but the extent of

Performing Arts was presented to

Gehry's design work remained spec-

then New York City Mayor Rudolph

ulative. A glass-roofed public plaza

Giuliani last fall. At press time,

enclosure by Gehry was on the table

Giuliani was expected to make an

at one point but was discarded

announcement in late December

before the plan was submitted. Of

(before his term expired at year-

the existing buildings, it remained

end) on whether the project was to

unclear if any would be razed or if all

receive the promised $240 million

would receive major renovation.

in city funds. That promise was

· The plan does call for transforming

made early in 2001, before the

Damrosch Park into a greener

New York economy was struggling

space. Options are being explored

and before a plan and schematic

to reconfigure 65th Street (above),

design were developed. When the

Broadway, and Columbus Avenue to

mayor's announcement was made,

create a more pedestrian-friendly

details of the plan were to be

arrival to Lincoln Center.

made public.
While the plan in its entirety

West 65th Street at Lincoln Center today (left} and how it may appear (right}.

With the support of new mayor
Michael Bloomberg, who has been a

had not been made public, some

member of Lincoln Center's board,

portions were released (rendering

the plan is expected to move for-

1. Juilliard School with

3. Plaza

6. Metropolitan Opera

and plan, right) in early December.

ward despite the slow economy and

4. New York State Theater

7. Vivian Beaumont

Frank Gehry and landscape archi-

difficulty in gaining consensus. JEC

Alice Tully Hall
2. Avery Fisher Hall

Yo u work so hard to be original, yo u'd be outraged if someone stole or cop ied your drawings.
It's true of Autodesk® software , too. We work hard to develop the best design tools for you .
And using an illegal copy is theft. But you can do someth ing about it. Call 1-800-NO COPIES* or
visit www.autodesk.com/piracy to report pirated Autodesk software. You 'll feel a lot better.

5. Damrosch Park

Theater

autodesk®
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News Briefs

tecture, landscape architecture,

their proposals on February 11, 12,

historic preservation , planning, or

and 13, and a winner will be

urban design. Scully, the Sterling

selected on February 15. The project

Professor Emeritus of the History of

will include substantial renovation of
the museum's existing facility and a

Queens Plaza winners
announced Winners of the

tions, pedestrian routes, medians,

Art at Yale University, was the initial

and public spaces. The Amoebe

recipient. Author Jane Jacobs was

Queens Plaza design ideas competi -

Architecture partnership of Gisela

space, studios, workshops, labs,

tion were announced in New York in

Baurman, Birgit Schoenbrodt, Jonas

offices, restaurants and retail, a ref-

December. Sponsored by the Van

Coersmeier, and Michael Biermer of

erence library, and two theaters.

Alen Institute, the competition

New York took second prize. Lynn

Created in 1912, ROM is the fifth

new wing with gallery and curatorial

sought urban design proposals for

Hsu and Bradley Shanks of

largest museum in North America

the subway and highway hub of

Cambridge, Massachusetts, took

and Canada's largest.

Queens Plaza in Long Island City,

third prize. Six entries won honor-

Queens, New York. First prize (and

able mentions. Launched in June

$10,000) went to Su rachai

2001, the competition drew 191

Akekapobyotin and Juthat hip

entries from 17 countries.

Techachumreon of New York City.
They proposed a "media corridor "
(below) to connect the subway sta-

Duany and Plater-Zyberk win
Scully Prize Pioneers of New

Foster and Kool haas win
Dallas projects The Dallas
Center for the Performing Arts has

last year's winner. The prize carries

selected Foster and Partners and

a $25,000 honorarium.

Rem Koolhaas and the Office for
Metropolitan Architecture for two

and Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk,

Toronto's ROM close to
selecting architect The Royal

FAIA, were honored as the third

Ontario Museum (ROM) in Toronto

opera, ballet, musical theater, and

winners of the annual Vincent J.

has narrowed its list of architects

ot her large-scale productions.

Scully Prize in a December 16

from 12 to three finalists for its $85

Koolhaas was chosen for an 800-

ceremony at the National

million expansion: Architetto Andrea

seat multiform theater with flexible

Building Museum in Washington,

Bruno ofTurin, Italy; Bing Thom

stage space for theater, dance, and

D.C. The Vincent J. Scully Prize

Architects of Vancouver; and Daniel

other performing arts. Construction

recognizes exemplary practice,

Libeskind of Berlin. The three final-

on both buildings will begin in 2004

scholarship, or criticism in archi-

ists will give public presentations of

and be complete in 2007.

Urbanism And res Duany, FAIA,

Queens Plaza winning proposal.

Plater-Zyberk (left) and Duany.

cultural projects. Norman Foster will
design a 2,400-seat lyric theater for

Architects can earn AJA Continuing Education learning units by reading designated articles and sponsored sections in ARCHITECTURAL
RECORD and on Architecturalrecord.com, answering test questions on the Continuing Education Reporting Form and submitting forms for
processing. Each month Architectural Record Continuing Education articles and sections are listed on the table of contents in the magazine and on the Web site. Most qualify for health, safety, welfare credit. Simply look for the sign. t.".':~

In compliance with AI A Continuing Education guidelines, beginning with the January 2002 issue:
1. A separate Continuing Education Reporting Form must be completed for each continuing education article or section. The form 's location is
stated in each article. The correct answers to the multiple choice test questions must be circled on the Reporting Form along with the applicant's
name, AIA number, and other contact information. A $10 processing fee payable by check or credit card must accompany each Continuing
Education Reporting Form.

2. Beginning with the January 2002 issue, Reporting Forms will be mailed to the Architectural Record Continuing Education processing center
address listed on the Reporting Form. All Continuing Education registrations will be forwarded to the AINCES records office at the University of
Oklahoma for inclusion on AIA Continuing Education transcripts. (The date the AINCES records office ascribes to the LUs will be the last day of the
month in which t hey receive notification from the provider that the LU credit has been earned .)
3. Certificates of completion: To comply with state licensing mandatory continuing education issues, RECORD has established a system to provide
certificates of completion to participants who request this documentation. A passing score of 70% on the test answers is required for successful
completion. You may request a certificate on each reporting form . We've changed our format to closely align with state licensing requirements.

4. AINCES-approved magazine articles and sect ions that are more than two years old can only be self-reported as part of a self-designed research
project, not for HSW credit. Contact the AIA records office in Oklahoma for self-reporting: 800-605-8229. Articles and sections published within two
years of this issue must use the AINCES Reporting Form in those issues and/or follow the instructions on the Web site.
If you have questions regarding the AINArchitectural Record Continuing Education Program, e-mail AReditorial@mcgraw-hill.com .

Work hard. Apply yourself.
Get into a good university.

~u

principle restoration architect John Mecum

expect a university to have high standards.

So naturally, when the University of Minnesota

of Miller Dunwiddie Architects, Marvin

set out to renovate historic Pillsbury Hall, it

delivered. Right down to extruded aluminum

wanted a window supplier that could meet

screens that matched the building's original

tough requirements. Marvin Windows and

5/4 wood scree'ns. Our efforts also resulted in

Doors was awarded the project. The challenge

easier installation and reduced labor require-

was to match new windows

ments. The Marvin replacement

to the aesthetics of the

windows allowed for the

112 year old building.

original interior millwork

To fit with the original

and plaster to remain

stonework, Marvin molded

undisturbed, dramatically

extruded aluminum to

cutting installation time and
Windows needed to fit with the

match the historic casing

original stonework of the building,
Apostle Island Sandstone.

resulting in minimal disrup-

profiles and created a cus-

Clad round top windows
were custom made to match the
historic architecture.

tion of building occupants.

tom window color: Single

If your commercial project

double-hung windows with a chain and

calls for similar unique solutions, call Marvin

pulley system were configured in a sliphead -

Windows and Doors, the company that gets

like fashion. Whatever was requested by

high marks for creativity and hard work.

MARYIN-1~

Windows

and

Doors

•

Made for you.®
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For a free catalog and our Commercial Capabilities CD-ROM, call 1-800-236-9690.
In Canada , 1-800-263-6161. www.marvin .com

Dates &Events
Preserving the World's Great Cities: A
Monumental Challenge
Washington, D.C.
January 30, 2002

Business Week/Architectural Record
Awards Conference
New York City
February 21, 2002

(/)

Former New York City landmarks commissioner,

The Fifth annual Business Week/Architectural

ei:::

Anthony M. Tung will explore the growing conflict

Record Awards Conference and awards presentation

Employing the metaphor of a storm, the exhibi-

between preservation and contemporary building

honors buildings based on their architectural excel-

0..
I.LI

tion illustrates the destructive and transformative

pressures. At the National Building Museum.

lence and the degree to which they advance the

effects that war and rapid social change have on

Contact 202/272-2448.

owners' goals. Information on the winners appeared

New & Upcoming Exhibitions
Architect Lebbeus Woods Exhibition,
The Storm
New York City
January 2-February 1, 2002

the built environment. The installation features a
series of complex, three-dimensional tension
fields composed of steel cables and dynamic
massing. At The Cooper Union. For more information, contact 212/353-4158.

A New World Trade Center: Design
Proposals
New York City
January 16-February 16, 2002
An exhibition featuring sketches, renderings, and
multimedia projects created by established and
emerging architects in response to the need to
rebuild on the site of the World Trade Center and
embrace the future of New York. At the Max
Protetch Gallery. For information, call 212/6336999 or e-mail info@maxprotetch.com.

SFMOMA Experimental Design Award
San Francisco
Through February 5, 2002
Featuring the work of this year's recipients, Thom
Faulders, Donald Fortescue, and Post Tool Design,
the exhibition delves into the breadth of material
experimentation taking place among architects
and designers in the Bay Area. At the San
Francisco Museum of Modern Art. For more
information, contact 415/357-4000.

Lectures, Symposia &
Conferences
A2B-lnternational Architecture
Symposium 02
Basel, Switzerland
January 24-25, 2002
Entitled mobility: immobility, this symposium
explores the somewhat paradoxical spatial
existence of cybercommunications and its
influence on the nature of architecture and
urbanism. Hosted by Swissbau. Visit
www.a-2-b.ch for more information.
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Dates & Events

Material Process: 2001-2002

2002 AIA Archit ectu ral

Young Architects Forum

in the October issue of ARCHITECTURAL

Now in its ninth year, this confer-

York is sponsoring this competi-

Photography Competition
Deadline: March 1, 2002
AIA St. Louis presents the competition, which is open to all architects

RECORD and the November 5 issue of

ence and trade show gathers

tion, open to architects and

registered in the U.S., as well as

Business Week. At the Rainbow
Room. Contact amy_katz@mcgrawhill.com or call the registration office

exhibitors, speakers, and experts

designers 10 years or less out of

associate members of the AIA and

from around the world to address

undergraduate or graduate school.

student members of AIAS. The top

contemporary issues in restoration

Winners receive a $1,000 cash

14 entries will be exhibited at the

at 800/371-3238.

and renovation of period buildings,

prize, exhibit their work, and pres-

2002 AIA National Convention in

interiors, and streetscapes. At

ent lectures at the League in New

Charlotte, N.C. Subject matter must

the Hynes Convention Center.

York City during May and June . For

be located in the U.S. Cash prizes

For more information, contact

more information and to get an

will be awarded. For more informa-

World of Concrete

800/982-6247 or visit

entry form, call 212/753-1722 or

tion, call 314/231-4252 or e-mail

New Orleans

www.restorationandrenovation.com.

visit www.archleague.org.

bookstore@aia-stlouis.org.

RIBA Competition
Deadline: February 28, 2002
Invited to explore the possibilities of
environmental construction, the
Government Energy Efficiency Best
Practice Programme sponsored by

Bus Shelter Competition

Deadline: February 20, 2002
The Architectural League of New

Conventions
January 18-20, 2002
One of the largest annual construction trade shows, with more than

Competitions

1,500 indoor and outdoor exhibits

The NCARB Prize

and more than 90 seminars con-

Deadline: February 1, 2002
In an attempt to bring together the
academy with professional practice,
the National Council of Architectural
Registration Boards offers a grand
award of $25,000 for a fall 2001

cerning everything from the basics
to specialized techniques in con-

2002
Deadline: April 19, 2002
The Bloomington Community Arts
Commission, in conjunction with
Bloomington Transit, invites propos-

the Royal Institute of British

als for three new public bus shelters

Architects has launched its fourth

to be installed along a major thor-

open ideas competition to promote

oughfare that will be improved as

term project that demonstrates this

sustainable architecture. Open

part of a city-wide transportation

Restoration & Renovation 2002

integration. For an entry packet,

internationally to students and

project in 2002. For information,

Boston

contact 202/879-0535 or

architects, first prize is £10,000.

contact BloomingtonArt@aol.com

March 21-23, 2002

M bou rd rez@ncarb.org.

Contact 0113 234 1335.

or call 812/336-0564.

crete design and technology. At the
Morial Convention Center. For more
info, visit www.worldofconcrete.com.
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Now the horizons are within your reach. Narrow sightlines and unobstructed
views. CuNed walls and slopes. A panorama of colors. And zero water infiltration.
Discover EFCO Series 5800 Silicone Gasket Curtain Wall
System . lrs the only one with a unique silicone gasket that
allows narrow 2 W sightlines and low profiles. You can
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design cuNed walls using flat infills up to 7° off-axis, or
create slopes down to 20° from horizontal. And the patented
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gasket is impeNious to harmful U.V. rays, water, temperatures,
and pollutants for the lifetime of the building.
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Series 5800 silicone gasket is pigment dyed throughout for
continuous color; choose from standard EFCO colors, or unlimited
custom shades. And Series 5800 is compatible with the complete line
of EFCO windows, storefronts, and entrance systems.
Product: EFCO Series 5800
Silicone Gasket Curtain Woll System

Let your creativity take flight. Ask your

Architects: Gensler & Associates
and SGPAArchitecture & Planning
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For and about
the new generation of architects
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FOR THE EMERGING AR CHITECT
This month's archrecord2 is all about sound and architecture. In the building at right, Sarah
Wigglesworth, a London architect, insulated the occupants from t he thunder of the passing
Great North Eastern Railway on its way to Scotland. And in Northern California, one band
member looks around his house, a 1960s Joseph Eichler creation, and he hears music. And
on the Web, you' ll find a special Work feature. Just be sure to wh istl e while you read it.
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Sarah Wigglesworth Architects
Sarah Wigglesworth dislikes stylistic labels for architects. She
doesn't think that an architect's work needs to be pigeonholed or
limited to being "high-tech" or "green:• The best solution to a particular building problem, in her opinion, may lie in a combination
of approaches.
"What's the best kind of insulation you can get for your
money?" she asks, not entirely hypothetically. "Well, straw.
What 's the best kind of glazing?" she asks, by way of contrast.
"Well, it's got to be very high-tech glass:'
This adaptability displays itself in Wigglesworth's most important project to date, 9/10 Stock Orchard Street, a combination residence and office for Wigglesworth and her partner, Jeremy Till.
Indeed, Stock Orchard Street uses such energy-efficient materials
as straw bales and recycled concrete, but contrasts them with
slick, clean lines in other parts of the structure. All of these solutions address specific building problems, as well. For instance, a
wall t hat faces the main rail line between London and Scotland is
covered in concrete-filled bags, which dampen the sound of the
trains that rush by every ten minutes.
Stock Orchard Street began as a project when Wigglesworth
decided to take control of her career and expand beyond the
usual small residential projects that London architecture affords.
"I'm not well-connected, and I don't know lots of millionaires,
and I haven't won any competitions," Wigglesworth said. "So
that's how it all started, really:•
And "it" has finally started in earnest for Wigglesworth, though she had to
pare her staff down considerably during work on Stock Orchard Street.
"It became so all-consuming that I had to let all my staff go in order that I

9/10 Stock Orchard Street,
London,2001

Sarah Wigglesworth Architects.

could focus on the project;' she said. "It was taking so long and not taking any

A combination of a house and the

sums in that we couldn't afford to keep the practice going. At one point we were

architects' offices, the building

working at the building site and living there as well:'
But now, with that project more or less complete and gaining some attention
in the U.K. and beyond, the investment of time and money in Stock Orchard Street

employs unorthodox materials
such as concrete-filled sandbags,
straw bales, and quilted cloth.
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(continued from previous page) is paying off. And while t he firm's direction

from here on may not be entirely clear, Wigglesworth is bursting with ideas.
"One thing people say about Stock Orchard Street is t hat it has too
many ideas in it, which I readily acknowledge;' she says. "Any one of
those ideas is something you could take as the basis of another project
and run with:'
And those projects are no longer j ust the typical residential renovat ions: She is working on a school, a project for a dance company, and a
Writer 's Retreat,

display for the Chelsea Flower Show. Again, Wigglesworth's adapt ability

London, 1999

serves her well.

Sarah Wigglesworth Architects.
Made from prefabricated
parts, this summerhouse
serves as a writer's workspace.

"We don't really mind what sort of project we do;' she says, "as
long as it has an interesting brief to it:• Kevin Lerner
Go to architecturalrecord.com/ archrecord2 for more on Sara
Wigglesworth, and to submit your own projects.

Orange Peels and Eichlers
Joseph Eichler built nearly
11,000 tract homes in
Northern California
between 1949 and the
early 1970s that came to
personify the spirit of
California living at the time.
The Eichler homes, mostly
single-story houses with
flat roofs, floor-to -ceiling
glass, radiant-heated
floors, and atrium gardens,
were modest and modern,
appealing to the parents of
the Baby Boom Generation.
Today, thanks to both nostalgia and skyrocketing
home prices in Silicon
Valley, the Eichlers appeal
to a whole new generation
of homeowners. That
generation includes Allen
Clapp, leader of the band
the Orange Peels
(www.theorangepeels.com).
The band's warm,
196os-pop-influenced
songs (think Beach Boys)
are a perfect soundtrack for

life in an Eichler house.
The Orange Peels are
(photo, clockwise from
top right) Allen Clapp (with
glasses), Jill Pries, Larry
Winther, Bob Vickers, and
John Moremen.
Both in his music and
his house, Clapp is living
the Eichler lifestyle.
"There's a simple, elegant
geometry in Eichler homes,
and our songs reflect
that," he says. "There's an
optimism, too. Eichler
improved quality of life,
and, as a band, we're trying to do the same thing. "

Clapp grew up in an
Eichler house in Foster City,
California. " It formed my
opinion of what a house
should be, and little did I
realize that not everyone
grew up in a house like
this," he said . "I just

On the Web, archrecord2 presents a series of articles about how emerging architects
shape their careers. The first installment, focusing on Web sites, can be found at

architectural record.com/archrecord2, along with our monthly forum.
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always had this fascination
with buildings that looked
like my house."
Clapp remained interested in Eichlers, and, in 1999,
he and his wife bought a
1,500-square-foot vintage
1961 Eichler (above). The
Orange Peels recorded their
second album, So Far, in
Clapp's garage, and plans to
record the next album in the
house. JEC
To hear Orange Peels songs, visit
architecturalrecord.com/archrecord2

SONY
Sony Authorized
Audio/Video Designer

1-soo-295-7669

.JY<< .

www.sonyblueprint.com

6th CENTURY SUBSTRATE
Project: The Pyramids of Chichen ltza
Designer: Mayan - Unknown
Product: Handhewn Stone
Probably founded by the Mayan tribe ofItza in
514 A.D., Chichen Itza was taken over by the
Toltecs around 900 and flourished until around
1200, when it was abandoned. The most notable
pyramid is El Castillo, rising to a height of JOO feet
with staircases on four sides leading up to the temple
ofKukulcan at the top.

21ST CENTURY SUBSTRATE
Project: Janeway Children's
Health & Rehabilitation Center,
Canada
Architect: Health Care Consultants
Fabricator: Vicwest, Canada
Product: ALPOLIC/fr Custom
Champagne Metallic
This six-story, 140,000-square-foot
building was clad with AI.KJllOft
in Custom Champagne Metallic.
The architect purposefully selected
the dry gasketed aluminum composite
panel system for its simplicity in
attachment. He selected the custom
color to give the building a crisp,
.fresh, colorful and sharp profile in
its surrounding environment.
n the 161h century, early Mayan builders utilized the very latest in materials and techn iques to achieve
their civilization's most creative creation. In the 21st century, ALPOLIC® prides itself in being a leader in
innovative technology, taking aluminum composite materials in new directions. In fact, we're the leader
in offering new and innovative products that can help you realize your visionary designs. Utilizing the
solvent-soluble fluoropolymer resin Lumiflon® developed by Asahi Glass in 1982, ALPOLIC® created a
patented coating process with PPG/MEGAFLON®, a high-performance fluorocarbon, as our primary
paint finish. We were the first to offer a virtually endless palette of colors limited only by a designer's
vision. Today, we remain on the cutting edge of substrates with such unique products as ALPOLIC
STONE SERIES®, ALPOLIC A-LOOK®, Steel, Stainless Steel, Copper, and Titanium finishes. When
you have a vision for the 21st Century, create your masterpiece with ALPOLIC products .
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LACMA makes radical
conservative choice with Koolhaas

Correspondent's Fi le
By John E. Czarnecki, Assoc. AIA
A simple, elegant design by Rem

The new museum would be

Koolhaas for the Los Angeles

built above existing administrative

County Museum of Art (LACMA) may

and curatorial offices that will be

go beyond LACMA's need for addi-

preserved below grade. On top of

tional space-it may in fact help to

this "Pompeian base;' the ground-

redefine the museum.
LACMA selected Rem

level plaza will have lobbies, special
exhibition space, theaters, shops,

Koolhaas's firm , Office for

and restaurants. Grand staircases

Metropolitan Architecture (OMA),

will provide access from the parking

on December 6 in an architectural

structure, Wilshire Boulevard, and

competition for its $200 million

Hancock Park. LACMA's permanent

renovation and expansion . A selec-

collection-with departments for

tion was expected to be made in

American, Asian, Latin American,

late September, but the events of

European, Modern, and

September 11 delayed the decision.

Contemporary art-would be on the

In November, the museum narrowed

top floor, arranged chronologically.

its field of finalist architects from five

The Koolhaas design is also

to two: Koolhaas and Jean Nouvel.

the most fiscally conservative of the

The Koolhaas design

The finalists, each of whom received

five because about 85 percent of

(above and right)

$200,000 to prepare schematic

the budget will be put into new con-

includes most museum

designs, included Daniel Libeskind,

struction, and exhibition space could

uses under a translu-

Steven Holl, and Thom Mayne of

potentially be doubled under one

cent plastic roof.

Morphosis. Construction will begin

roof. The other four schemes each

Nouvel's scheme

in 20 04, at the earliest.

required at least 50 percent of the

(below) proposed exist-

budget to go toward existing build-

ing building renovation

Radical and conservative

ing renovation. According to

with new construction
tying it together.

On one hand, Koolhaas's design is

estimates by cost consultants Davis

the most radical of the five finalists'

Langdon Adamson, Koolhaas's plan

because his scheme calls for the

will cost approximately $187 million

most demolition. In fact, he pro-

and Nouvel's scheme, which would

poses tearing down most of the

keep all existing buildings, would be

existing buildings on the LACMA

$230 million.

campus and constructing a single,

LACMA's Wilshire Boulevard

rectangular, three-level building with

campus is an amalgam of structures

a translucent roof. He will funda -

that began in 1965 with the original

mentally redesign the museum.

three-Ahmanson Building, Hammer

"[Koolhaas] knocks down our

Building, and Bing Theatre-by Los

old buildings and on top of that he

Angeles architect William L. Pereira. A

builds a twenty-first-century museum

plan by Mies van der Rohe, favored

built for adaptability and changing

by then director Richard Fargo

technologies;' LACMA president and

Brown, was rejected by museum

director Andrea Rich told RECORD. "It

trustees. An addition to the

physically represents optimism and

Ahmanson Building was built in

faith in the future:·

1983, and the Anderson Building by
01.02 Architectural Record
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Hardy Holzman Pfeiffer was
added in 1986. The
Japanese Pavilion, designed
by the late Bruce Goff with
design development by Bart
Prince, was completed in

Thom Mayne of

1988. LACMA West opened

Morphosis (left), and

in 1994 one block to the

Daniel Libeskind (far

west in the former May

left). The models and

department store 1940

drawings of the five

Moderne building.

finalists' schemes

When LACMA initiated

are now exhibited at

this architect-selection process, it

ing with the selection of the

planned to demolish the Ahmanson

Koolhaas design that its moment to

Building only. Koolhaas nearly wipes

redefine itself is now. Selecting

the slate clean with plans for demo-

Koolhaas has broad implications for

major construction projects in the

moment to stop and take stock of

lition of all LACMA buildings except

LACMA. "It's the singularly most

past decade, including the Getty

the city and our collections."

LACMA West, the Japanese Pavilion,

important choice for the museum

Center. Rich says Koolhaas under-

and the parking structure. The Bing

since it opened;' Rich said. "To bring

stands Los Angeles's evolving

A December 12 Los Angeles
Times editorial declared that

Theatre, with its walls removed ,

someone like Koolhaas to L.A. is a

socioeconomic diversity and how a

LACMA, together with the Getty

would be transformed into an open -

great civic contribution to the city."

museum must adapt to fluid demo-

Center, Disney Hall, and Rafael

air amphitheater.

graphics. "L.A. has become this

Moneo's downtown cathedral, ends

Evolving L.A.

incredibly mobile culture. It's one of

the "timidity" in L.A. architecture:

additional building on a patchwork

LACMA follows a number of Los

the great diverse and dynamic cities

"Finally, the United States' second-

museum campus, LACMA is declar-

Angeles museums that have had

in the world ," Rich said . "This is a

largest city has confidence." •

Rather than opting for one

innovation

inside the box

The arrival of the Pilkington Profi li f" system has been dramatic with the specification, construction
and completion of the system within key landmark projects. The Profi lif"system's dynamic use of
light, created by combining alternative glass finishes with various light transmitting/insulating
materials, produces the ideal glass solution for interior applications.
Blue Cross/Blue Shield - Minneapolis, MN.
NOVA Chemicals - Pittsburgh, PA
Architectural Testing Inc. - York, PA
The Profi lif" system can be simply curved to create elegant glass screens, while the system's
sound insulation properties provide practical benefits for its use.
Minimal framework, complete adaptability and simple design/installation processes augment the
innovative features of the Profi li f " system.

Pilkington Profilit™
~

Establ~licd

1873

WESTCROWNS INC.
www.westcrowns.com

t: 910 579 4441 e: admin@westcrowns.com
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Hy-Ute's®easy-to-install,
operable acrylic block
windows. With the beauty
of block and the convenient
ventilation of traditional
windows, they're a breath of
fresh air. To locate a supplier,

-------------------

call 1-877-712-4013 or visit
our website at www.hy-lite.com.
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Riff on Rem: Sorkin's take
on multinational style

Critique
By Michael Sorkin
Woke up to the Sunday Times to

the Genny Group, along with a size-

post-Organization Man, Madison

method was co-optation: The leg-

find t he architecture critic again

able chunk of Fendi."

Avenue approach to architecture,

endary ads of the period took on the

unhinged by the object of his affec-

The architectural haberdashery

t ions. This time, a gushing review of

of the shop (which occupies much

spinning the creative wheels to

rebellious, teasing style of the coun-

make the sale. In a 1991 book,

terculture, snoot cocked at the same
corporations whose products they

Rem Koolhaas's boutique for Prada

of the forme r space, and is twinned

What's the Big Idea? How to Win

on Broadway, which opened to the

with the remnant of, the downtown

with Outrageous Ideas , George Lois,

were promoting. Discarding the but- ·

full Hollywood: klieg lights, limos,

Guggenheim) similarly compiles

legendary 60s adman writes,

toned-down look, the ad business

blocked streets, and paparazzi. The

brands within the brand-a bou-

"Advertising should stun momentar-

wore flowered shirts and ponytails,

Times well-timed coverage (only 10

tique of received forms-from the

ily ... it should seem to be

smoked pot in their boardrooms.

shopping days until Christmas) was

Dan Graham light boxes to the

outrageous. In that swift interval

bolstered by a sideba r hyping

Venturiesque supergraphic

another overweight book from OMA,

wallpaper to the Portmanoid

t his one about Prada, a classic mer-

glass elevator, the SITE-like

chandising tie-in. (You've seen the

objects hung from the ceiling,

+ Scofidio video

movie, now get the action figure at

and the Diller

Burger King.) The book includes lists

cams in the dressing rooms,

of key concepts ("shops should not

the disco Mylar on the ceiling,

be identical"), pictu res of handbags

the pulsing tech no, the person-

and of cardboard study models,

nel dressed in security gray,

larded with images of the master,

whispering urgently into their

phot ogenically craggy and dressed

mouthpieces. This conflation of

in clerical black.

shopping with invention is the

I understand Prada to be an

philosophy embedded in both

upmarket Tommy (Hilfiger, that is,

the shop and its massive apol-

whose hideous retro boutique

ogy. The store becomes

recently opened on the other side of

museum and vice versa.

SoHo), an amplification of traditional

Fabulous.

shapes and styles, refinements.
Prada's corporate culture is likewise

The Koolhaasian project

The main architectural
move is sectional, a wooden

geared to the shopping theory of

wave that dips from the first

creativity. Another tie-in piece in the

floor to the basement and back,

Times chronicled the company's

providing seating and a display

recent rapid expansion : "Over the

surface for shoes. The wave is the

Koolhaas's Prada boutique is a conflation of shopping with invention.

between the initial shock and the

merges both 50s and 60s Madison

cou rse of its buying spree, Prada

Koolhaasian portmanteau metaphor

realization that what you are show-

Avenue styles: from the 50s, the

acquired controlling interest in Jil

and his logo for multinationalism, his

ing is not as outrageous as it

authority of "objective" statistical

Sander, Helmut Lang, Church's

site. The architect's a surfer, the cool

seems, you capture the audience:·

shoes, Azzedine Alaia, Carshoe and

individualist who rides but does not

M ichael Sorkin is the director of the

The 60s were a watershed for

information, the conflation of marketing and taste, with its

pretend to tame the massive

the ad business and the formative

barse-ackwards formulas of legiti-

hydraulics of the system. Architecture

era for Koolhaas. Hip ad people

mation. From the 60s, radical chic.
Advertising is the creche of

graduate program in urban design at

makes multinational culture look

broke the mold of traditional adver-

the City College of N ew York and

good, all the while compiling a mas-

tising, with its stodgy formats and

p ractices arch itecture. He alternates

sive documentation of its nightmarish

endless mock social-scientific and

ized ambivalences, the birthplace of

each month wi th Robert Campbell in

qualities just to keep critical distance.

statistical research, with new "cre-

the multinational style. Rem

ative" approaches. The working

becomes Rem ©. OMA becomes

writing the Critique colum n.

What we have here is the

postmodernity and its professional-

01 .02 A rchitectural R ecord
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Critique

AMO. The idea of resistance, of fric-

of the critique: embodying the contra-

tion, is lost in the go-with-the-flow.

diction escapes it. Architecture is

For the post-Andy generation, the

performance art.

subject matter of art can only be
anxiety and ambivalence, and Prada

The Godardian tone of the writing-flat, ironic, Johnny Halliday

drips with it. Rem is our dark Seinfeld,

voice-over as he drives through the

producer of our Truman Show.

Alphavi/lian night-disclaims opti-

When Rem first began his

mism and mocks totalitarianism.

Harvard operation, he called it the

Koolhaas treats urbanization like

An amplification of traditional shapes and styles, the Prada store's design

"Project on What Used to Be the City"

nature, a huge sweep of forces, rules

echoes Prada's corporate culture, geared to the shopping theory of creativity.

(in a massive loss of nerve, it is now

without agency, the landscape of his

rebranded the "Harvard Project on

bitter sublime.

the City"). This nominalist dodge was

He describes Lagos, the Pearl

which must inescapably turn to type

The remorseless, addictive

for the means of its own inhabitation.

celebrity and rapier prose obscure an

surely intended both to signal a fasci-

River Delta, Atlanta with stylishness

Built up of standard components, the

old-fashioned whine of alienation and

nation with the "post-urban" forms of

and insight. The prose is honed and

generic requires a basic gene pool of

a complete refusal of risk. Although

globalization and its degraded univer-

cooly enthusiast, a deadpan Tom

building types that can take on a vari -

he has helped open interesting terri-

salism, and to put some distance

Wolfe. But what actually is his posi-

ety of recombinant forms.

tories for analysis, Koolhaas's project

between himself and the more pre-

tion on the city? He writes, "If there

For Koolhaas, historicism

scriptive styles of contemporary

is to be a new urbanism, it will not

stands in for prescription. The Village

beyond hedonism or slavery, and any

architectural debate (eyes rolled at

be based on the twin fantasies of

Green, the Constructivist archive,

optimism for anything but the bottom

anyone still flogging the dead horse of

order and omnipotence, it will be the

Coney Island, Vegas, and Ancient

line. With world -weary resignation

humane urbanity).

staging of uncertainty, it will no

Rome are ideal post-Modern enthu-

before corporate "nature,'' the volumi -

longer be concerned with the

siasms: all understood at a distance.

nous oversimplification, the

arrangement of more or less perma-

One as easily imagines Robert

campiness, the fogy disdain for the

Modernist urbanism is postmodern

nent objects but with the irrigation

Venturi playing craps as Rem

political, the ironic combination of

urban despair-suspicion and

of territories with potential."

Koolhaas riding a roller coaster.

criticism with celebration, all mark

The reticence is a commonplace: Our legacy from utopian

excludes any idea of subjectivity

Having fun is not the point. The pro-

the larger failure to ever tell us what

weirdness. Modernity is the Taliban,

sounds like the 60s to me. "More or

fessional objects of Rem's sly

he really wants (so uncool).

something we can all oppose. Rem's

less permanent" recalls the first-do-

veneration-John Portman, John

fascination with this urban other may

no-harm techno fantasies that

Jerde, Wallace Harrison, etc.-are all

relevant urbanism somewhere

spring from formative years in colonial

yielded such product as equipotential

big American men representing big

between hysteria and totalization,

Indonesia: The writing presents us

space, support structures, mega-

with the Con radian gloom of the colo-

structures, flexible modules,

nizer with a conscience, helpless

user-change-the last gasp of

before the horror.

Modernist urban science fiction and

dystopia, and a fascination with

In this portrait of urban hyper-

"Staged uncertainty" sure

its precybernetic technical fix. A mas-

But there must be at least one

FOR THE POST-ANDY GENERATION, THE
SUBJECT MATTER OF ART CAN
ONLY BE ANXIETY AND AMBIVALENCE.

bole, suspicion attaches to any

sively noncommittal space could

American business, druids of a prac-

perhaps in places to which we've

optimism for the future. The associa-

liberate everyone: By predicting noth-

tice in which innovation is largely

turned a blind eye. The neo-liberal,

technical and organizational.

economic version of rationality is

tion of optimism and totalitarianism is

ing, it would accommodate

foundational Koolhaas: Called the

everything. The city would be a series

most gifted architectural polemicist

of laminations that serve its shopping

this nostalgia, the taste that dare not

since Le Corbusier, the comparison is

subjects by smoothing the flow of

speak its name. Koolhaas clearly

environment, the grossly uneven dis-

apposite, if complicated. Koolhaas

traffic, allowing efficient circulation

adores the actuality of postwar

tribution of resources, the repression
of the regimes-Singaporean,

There's a hint of shame behind

soulless and converts our affections
to commodities. The asphyxiating

uses the epithet "optimism" to jeer at

between a narrowed set of architec-

Modernism, the repetitive blocks of

the Corbusian fantasy of power and

tural certainties produced by the

the Albany Mall or downtown

Chinese, Nigerian-that run these

to reveal his own deepist value: pes-

wisdom of the market.

Stockholm, the thin curtain wall of

fascinating cities, the lived lives

simism. The writing exudes it,

After working through such

Lever House, the '64 World's Fair. I

behind the defensive walls of the

colorfully acid descriptions of

post-urban paradigms as bigness,

can understand this: I grew up on

compounds in Lagos or in the jerry-

onslaught globalization and its weird

sprawl, hyperdevelopment, and retail,

Vallingby and Scandinavian Modern.

built apartments at the edge of the

generic architectures, couched in the

Rem's Harvard (the Prada of universi-

It's like liking Vanilla. Ditto the thin

Chinese town that are replacing tra-

prosody of enthusiasm. Backed by

ties) research project has turned its

columns, strip windows, and lifted

ditional bustling neighborhoods, the

corporate organizational diagrams,

attention to the techniques of Roman

volume of the Villa Savoie and the

sheer stupidity of the culture of con-

charts of travel schedules, and a

city building, investigating especially

compulsive repetition of the Ville

sumption, are not to be desired. A

thousand neat hierarchies, the sellout

its style of code making. This rever-

Radieuse. Rem 's projects are darkly

useful urbanism needs to take a

becomes the marker of the ingenuity

sion is produced by the generic city,

traditional, ironic sequels, Mies Ill.

stand about what is. •
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When the builders of Providence Place Mall needed
perfectly matched curtain wall, operable windows, entrances
and skylights, one call got it all.
That's what we mean when we say single source supplier.
So whether you need a portion or you need it all, don't
hesitate to make the call.

The Vistawall Group.

Curtain Wall
Storefront
Entrance Systems
Operable Windows
Ventilation Systems
Slope Systems

800-869-4567

f (972) 551-6264

Skylights

For specifications and detail information, visit: vistawall.com
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Translucent Panels

Ando's work teaches us not to
judge a package by its wrapping

Exhibitions
By Mildred Schmertz, FAIA

Tadao Ando: Architect. Saint

the debut of the Pulitzer building.

Fabrica complex, a project for

generous space just beyond the

Louis Art Museum, St. Louis, Mo.

The exhibition moves this spring to

Benetton outside of Venice, which

entry. It consists of a softly lit wall

(October 6-December 30); Mass

Mass MoCA in North Adams,

combines a renovated seventeenth-

suspended above a void spanning a

MoCA, North Adams, Mass. (spring

Massachusetts.

century Palladian villa and a mostly

pebble-filled pool. It was designed

underground new structure [RECORD,

by Ando to symbolize the funda-

2002). Curated by Cara McCarty,

The show presents 15 projects,

Grace L. Brumbaugh, and

including the Pulitzer building.

January 2001, page 80]. And for

mentals of his architecture: light,

Richard E. Brumbaugh.

Designed by Ando himself, it is sub-

those who remember Ando's beauti-

wall, texture, reflection.

tle and slow to unfold. Like much of

ful little Japanese churches of the

Tadao Ando is an architect's archi-

Ando's work, it doesn't give every-

late 80s, all three are included: the

tect, long admired by members of

thing away at once. Cara McCarty,

Chapel on Mt. Rokko; the Church on

the profession but little known to

the museum's curator of decorative

the Water on the island of Hokkaido;

The uninflected exterior of the

the general public. Just awarded the

arts and design, notes that exhibi-

and the Church of the Light in Osaka.

Pulitzer Foundation for the Arts

AIA's 2002 Gold Medal, Ando had

tions of architecture-which usually

Two early houses are shown, the

(bottom) offers no clue of features

already earned the Pritzker

rely on photographs, drawings, and

Azuma House (1976) and the

inside-like a water court (below).

Architecture Prize in 1995 and the

models-can only suggest space,

Koshino House (1984), as

Royal Gold Medal of the Royal

form, and materials. Because few

well as Time's Shopping

Institute of British Architects in 1997.

people in St. Louis were familiar with

Center in Tokyo (1984).

His work has appeared in major

Ando, McCarty saw an opportunity

architectural exhibitions, both here

to educate. "We hoped to help make

eight museums in a total of

and abroad, and is faithfully covered

the Pulitzer building comprehensible

15 projects provides the

by t he architectural press. But few

to laymen by placing it in the con-

intended context for the

Westerners have visited his build-

text of Ando's body of significant

new Pulitzer building. But

ings, because most of them are in

work," she says. The nature of

had the show been bigger,

remote locations in Japan. With the

Ando's work-the way he distills his

it might have included more

architecture into fundamental

of Ando's many spare,

Foundation for the Arts in St. Louis,

forms-helped make McCarty's

unadorned, but geometri-

however, many more people will

intent clear. "Since we intend to

cally ingenious concrete

now have the chance to experience

teach, he is the perfect architect to

houses, as well as his two

Ando's architecture firsthand.

focus on ," she explains, "because

splendid exhibition build-

The Pulitzer project is the

his work is about the pure elements

ings: the Main Pavilion for

architect's first public building com-

of architecture-site, nature, walls,

the Tennoji Fair in Osaka

pleted in the U.S., after a private

uses of light."

(1987) and the Japan

More U.S. work to come

Seville, for which he

the Art Institute of Chicago [RECORD,

In addition to the Pulitzer building,

explored new themes. That

September 1992, page 86].

the exhibition shows two yet-to-be-

said, all the selected proj-

completed projects in the United

ects were displayed simply,

tion, the Saint Louis Art Museum

States: the Modern Art Museum in

without crowding, in the

opened an exhibition of Ando's work

Fort Worth, Texas (which is adjacent

old-fashioned way-photo-

early last October, to complement

to Louis Kahn's Kimball Art Museum

graphs, drawings, and

RECORD 's

former editor Mildred
Schmertz is a contributing writer for
Architectural Digest.

z

and will open later this year), and

models-no videos, films,

the competition-winning design for

or sound. Visitors first see a

an Alexander Calder museum in

dramatically charged instal-

Philadelphia. It also includes the

lation piece, set in a

~
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Visitors to the Pulitzer
Foundation for the Arts who have
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Pavilion at Expo '92 in

house in Chicago [RECORD, April

In a commendable collabora-
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The decision to exhibit

opening late last year of the Pulitzer

1999, page 132] and a gallery at
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Exhibitions

without, represents Ando at the

the foot of the ceremonial stair,

height of his game, and a very

hangs Blue Black, a painting on a

Japanese game it is.

pair of joined honeycomb aluminum

Anyone who visits famous tem-

panels, which Ellsworth Kelly created

ples, gardens, or houses in Japan

specifically for the space. Outdoors,

finds that some of them don't look

a series of stairs and ramps punct u-

like much from the street. Once

ated by terraces descends to the

inside, though, one discovers the

paved court, dominated by Richard

multileveled, ingeniously structured

Serra's weathering steel sculptu re

enclosures, the beautifully propor-

Joe. Named by the artist in honor

tioned open space, the carefully

of the late Joseph Pulitzer, Jr., the

created vistas of water and sky, and

work is the first of Serra's torqued

the objects of art well placed in their

spiral series.

surroundings. It is an experience all
the more powerful because it
comes as an unforgettable surprise.
And just such a surprise is Ando's
gift to St. Louis.
The foundation building con-

Ellsworth Kelly's Blue Black hangs in the Pulitzer Foundation's main gallery.

Staying true to old themes
Kelly and Serra, both of whom had
visited Ando's work in Japan, influenced Pulitzer in her selection of the
architect. Her goal was to have an

sists of two narrow, parallel,

architectural masterpiece built, and

rectangular boxes, equal in width

she has succeeded brilliantly. A

but different in height. A reflecting

bunker perhaps, but Ando is never-

pool (called the water court) runs

theless at his best here. His client

between the two structures and

apparently did not invite him to

shares the same width as each of

explore new themes, or if she did,

them. The building is bordered by

he didn't oblige. Instead, he has

the street, the parking lot, an exte-

remained true to the lifetime disci-

rior court to be shared by the Forum

plines of work-pure geometry,

of Contemporary Art next door, and

light, sky, and nature made abstract.

an undeveloped site at the rear. On

Does his design relate to the con-

the main floor, the lower box con-

text of Grand Center in St. Louis? Of

tains an entrance gallery and

course not, because there is no

executive office space that over-

there there. The Pu litzer Foundation

looks a roof garden and the lower

building is the first to provide con-

court. Another gallery overlooks the

text, and one may hope that the
builders who follow pay attention. •

already seen the museum exhibition

immense and distinguished private

water court, and the main gallery

may have learned that the genuine

collection of the Pulitzers and is pri-

occupies the higher wing.

power of Ando's architecture is expe-

marily a study center for students of

The lower floor is primarily

The Church of the Light outside of Osaka is

rienced inside, rather than outside

art and architecture.

office and storage space,

one of Ando's little churches from the 1980s.

with two small galleries

his buildings. The exterior facades of

to what may be going on within. This

Playing a Japanese game
Ando's building houses the foundation's art galleries, offices, and
research facilities. The site-in the

cool demeanor reveals the truth

neglected Grand Center district of

For the opening, Emily

about the building's function-that it

St. Louis-is flat, and the building

Pulitzer chose works limited

is more private than public. (Visiting

fills it, with no room for landscape.

in number, but select in

hours are on Wednesdays and

The uninflected entrance facade (try

quality. Monet, Maillol,

Saturdays only, reservations are

to find the door) abuts the sidewalk,

Picasso, Braque, and

required, and a maximum of 50

and the parking lot pulls up directly

Giacometti are among the

people are allowed in at one time).

to the facade around the corner

masters represented, and

This restriction on public access by a

from the entrance. An empty lot

the show includes contem-

the foundation building, deemed
"bunkerlike" by many, consist of bare
concrete walls that offer no clue as

reached by a splendidly
proportioned ceremonial
stair descending from the
main gallery.

nonprofit institution receiving tax

next door adds to the forlorn look of

porary works by Warhol,

benefits has angered some alert citi-

the area, but it will be the home in

Lichtenstein, Rothko, and

zens. The foundation, established by

2003 of the Forum of Contemporary

others. The water court has

art historian and collector Emily

Art designed by Brad Cloepfil of Allied

a single inhabitant-Torso,

Rauh Pulitzer, the widow of publish-

Works Architecture in Portland,

a bronze created in 1957

ing magnate Joseph Pulitzer, Jr.,

Oregon. The Pulitzer building, under-

by Jean Arp. On the far end

exhibits art on loan from the

stated and underplayed from

wall of the main gallery, at
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Eddie Marl.~ham,
Frame Builder

At Pozzi, some of Eddie
MaJcliam's best worl< is yours.

Our Specials BuJders, lJ<e
Eddie, produce practically any
design you dream up. In fact,
40 percent of Pozzi®wood
windows and patio doors are
custom designs. 1hese designs
can be personalized with
color finishes on aluminum
clad products. Pozzi offers

31 clad colors, 1 as well as
custom color 9apabilities.

Our cladding features a 70
I

percent Kynar 500® resin
system, and it cbffers extra
. fr om nature.
I
protection
So
even years from now, your
window

will

be

j~st

as you

first imagined it.

~I

WOOD WINDOWS®
Part of the JELD-WEN"' family

"Handcrafted in Bend, Oregon"
Free catalog:

1-800-257-9663 ext. Pl5.
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Snapshot

By James S. Russell, AIA
Only rarely do arch itects play any role in highway-bridge design in America,
and the ljburg Bridge, at the edge of Amsterdam, shows what we're missing. The city of Amsterdam could have done what most American cities

Lacy struts that promise
a new city's greatness

would do-pull the standard girders and deck out of the civil-engineering
bridge-building manual. After all, the 792-foot-span wouldn't tax engineering design or modern construction techniques. But Amsterdam saw the bridge as more than a vehicular conduit
(indeed, the deck is divided into sepa rate carriageways for autos, trams, bicycles, and pedestrians). Amsterdam
asked architect Nicholas Grimshaw & Partners to design a symbolic gateway to the vast new urban development it
is building on eight new man-made islands in the ljmeer, the vast inland lake created by Dutch engineering from
what was once an inlet to the sea. (The architect worked with WS Atkins and IBA, the engineering office of the City
of Amsterdam.) Although tiny by this nation's historic reclamation standards, the new islands add up to 1,100 acres
and may house as many as 45,000 people at bu ildout, perhaps 10 or 15 years from now. Sales offices have been
01.02 Architectural Record
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Drawing:
The Creative Link

Architectural schools
shouldn't jettison
course~· in·drawing, as
1il8RB is of the work
of sElveral
innovative
l
·architects shows

By Sophia A. Gruzdys
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as the incorporation of digital technology into the creative process
redefined the way architecture is taught? Five years ago the future of
architectural education seemed clear. The "paperless studio" was the
way to go. To be sure, schools continue to devote space exclusively to
this course of study, but today students and professors are beginning to reassess
the advantages of drawing and thinking by hand.
In the age of form·Z and Maya computer programs, the awareness
that hand drawing helps architects to think and to create is being revived. The
most innovative architects, those who do work through digital processes, still
rely on hand-drawn representation. Because the computer does not discriminate the information it receives, there is an even greater need for hand
drawings and diagrams to sort out ideas.
The computer is tempting: It bypasses the old techniques of drawing-two-dimensional orthographic projections of plan, section, and
elevation-to allow the architect to work directly on three-dimensional
models. By linking the architect's initial ideas as sketched in the computer to
programs like Rhino and then to actual architectural form through
CAD/CAM software, digital technology promotes speed, precision, and
instantaneous results that are seductively economic and efficient. For this
reason, the computer process has been called by Dana Cuff and others "the
smart link" [RECORD, September 2001, p. 200].
However, in practice, the act of drawing with pen and pencil has the
obvious advantage of bringing the hand, eye, and brain of the architect
together to promote, at the very least, a keener sense of proportion and scale.
And, as the late Robin Evans pointed out, "For any material object to obtain
freedom, its handler has to lose control of it." He is talking about creativity
with a capital C. The process of searching, grappling, and pushing the boundaries of any medium is important to the creative process because it separates
ideas caught in conventions from ideas that have been set free. One can lose
control in both drawing and digital design,
but with drawing, the subject becomes intimately familiar as an unmediated extension
of oneself. Drawing is not just representation; it helps the architect to think ideas
through, allowing their independence from
the tools that mold them.
Drawing is essential in the teaching of architectural design because it brings
the student into the entire design process
from the beginning, not just at the end
stage. The computer's speed allows students
to explore alternatives quickly, but drawing
encourages students to develop patience in
Sophia Gruzdys is an architect who practices in
New York and teaches drawing and design at
Yale University.
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Diller

j

+ Scofidio uses

hand drawing and computer modeling to link
plans with the section
in its competition
design for the Eyebeam
Atelier, in New York City.

For the Bordeaux
House (1998), Rem
Koolhaas of OMA
relied on forms of
isometric projection to
show the elevator as
a diagram (right), and
with built-ins (below).

creative work. At Columbia University's Graduate School of Architecture,
Planning and Preservation, students are taught drawing in order to understand and follow more closely the functions of the computer. At Yale's School
of Architecture, analytical freehand drawing is taught to explicate and analyze architectural form; while at Harvard's Design School, both perceptual
freehand drawing and rigorous, hard lined, hard-core descriptive geometry
are equally important.
A number of inventive architects today rely on drawing by hand,
even when they are known for their use of sophisticated computer technology. Frank Gehry moves from the sketch at the beginning of the process to
the CATIA software at the end. Gehry is not alone. Other architects employ
all sorts of drawing types, including perspective, orthographic, and parallel
drawing projections, to promote a further understanding of their work
through the tools of geometry.
For Office dA in Boston, the perspective serves as a tool of perception,
while performing a syntactic function to position three planes-plan, section,
and elevation-in relation to one another. In its Witte Arts Center project in
Greenbay, Wisconsin, principals Monica Ponce de Leon and Nader Tehrani
designed a promenade that threads in and out of three facades, one of which
contains a stair that slips through the building. Here the brick facade literally
wraps the stair in this scheme where the material is being pushed to its geometric limits. This interest in material is also seen in Mies van der Rohe's famous
drawings of the Brick Country House ( 1923), where the turning of the corner
and the jointing of the brick are investigated, using perspective as an analytical
tool. CAD/CAM has added an entirely new dimension to fabrication technology,
but the fascination with geometry and its underlying armature precedes the
exploration in the computer. There is not a single, unique logic to the development in Office cl.A's work. All these tools serve to "thicken the plot:' says Tehrani.
Quite different from Office dA's drawings are those of Steven Holl.
More than most highly published architects today, Holl seems to rely on
drawing by hand to create and represent his ideas. One can surmise that he
really isn't interested in the computer to promote the sensory characteristics
of his work. Like Le Corbusier, Holl develops the kinesthetic aspect of the
architectural promenade in his design, using drawing to work out the diagram and sketch the experiential quality of moving through a building. In this
regard, Holl's success with built work may be traced to his devotion to drawing as the embodiment of an authentic thought, analogous to our interest in
Frank Gehry's sketch
(below) for the New
York Times tower competition (2000) shows a
freedom in uncertainty.

Steven Holl sticks to
drawing and watercolor
to develop a diagrammatic section for the
Knut Hamsun Museum
in Norway (right).
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Going Out On a Line:
A brief Q&A about historic
moments in drawing
Preston Scott Cohen's

1. Who used perspective first? In the first century

Montague House

B.C., Vitruvius, in Book I, described perspective as a
"shaded image of the front and the retreating sides, and
the correspondence of all lines to the center of a circle."
Around 1300, Giotto used what you might call proto-perspective in the projection of spaces to give a sense of the
third dimension in paintings like The Crib at Greccio, in
San Francesco, Assisi. Alberti, in his Della Pittura of
1435, spelled out the mechanics of perspective as
demonstrated by Brunelleschi's optical experiments with
the Baptistry in Florence of 1420.

(1997-99) shows how
a perspectival shadow
creates the foreground
of computer-generated
form (left and below).
I
I
I
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2. Who was the first architect to use the plan, section, and elevation? Plans, sections, and elevations
I

I

(orthographic projections) were first employed by Raphael
in the design of Villa Madama (1517-21) in Rome, for
Pope Clement VII. The full potential of orthographic projection was realized by Gaspard Monge, a French military
engineer, who, in his Geometrie Descriptive of 1799,
positioned parallel projections of the object on planes
perpendicular to one another.

things artisanal, like handmade paper and crafted food. In the Knut Hamsun
Museum in Hamarny, Norway, Holl's section is drawn so that the idea of
episodic, nonlinear time evident in Hamsun's novel is expressed in architecture as a play of light.
The architectural firm of Diller+ Scofidio enlists projective drawing
techniques to clarify its own ideas about form and experience. As Liz Diller
explains, the projects become a back-and-forth between hand drawing, computer modeling, and the construction of physical models. The drawing strategy
of linking a plan, for example, to a section, which might have been extracted
from a perspective, helps sort out the architectural decisions of the building.
Here the computer is not a generative device, but a tool to create a simulacrum
of the real and extend an idea that has been "thought through" by hand. As
seen in their competition design for the Eyebeam Atelier, a gallery in New York
City, the drawing strategy specifies details and decisions along the promenade.
For his part, Rem Koolhaas has kept the isometric alive. Different
from an axonometric projection, the isometric construction expresses a point
of view in relation to the subject. Peter Eisenman used it in the late 1960s as an
extension of his interest in formal and compositional ambiguities. Koolhaas's
isometric for the elevator of his Bordeaux House (1998) demonstrates the
economy of means by which he uses drawings to express his ideas. Because the
elevator was designed so that the handicapped owner could reach all parts of
the house, it is fitting that the isometric, whose point of view is not neutral,
represents this most significant aspect of the architectural concept.
Clearly, both drawings by hand and mouse must be taught in our
architecture schools, not as antithetical representations, but as integrated elements of a creative process. For example, Preston Scott Cohen's drawn
knowledge of seventeenth- and eighteenth-century parallel and perspective projective techniques enables him to break new ground in inventing form with the
computer. In the Montague House (1997-99), the terminal line, derived from
the specifics of the site, shapes the primary body of the house, while the perspective projection onto the site creates the protective garden foreground. Here,
his decision to search just beyond the limits of this drawing system helped him
lose control in order to find form. This process requires patience, a patience that
allows one to take the time to "craft" an architectural solution. Ultimately, our
minds synthesize the respective value of both drawn and digital thought to
determine how architecture is to be imagined, conceived, and made. •

Proto-axonometric drawings appeared in depictions of
military fortifications, as in Jacques Perret's 1601 treatise Des Fortifications. Then, in 1873, axonometric
(parallel) projection was developed by the French engineer Auguste Choisy. Although axonometric drawing
had its origins in perspective, the increased distance
between the viewer and the object renders the form
more universal and abstract The technique was seized
upon by avant-garde types such as El Lissitsky, Theo
van Doesburg, and Le Corbusier.
4. What about isometric drawings? In 1820, the
isometric form of parallel
Jacques Perret's Des Fortifications (1601).
projection was systematized
by a British engineer and
mathematician, Sir William
Farish, in an attempt to
make the complex drawings
of industrial machinery more
readable. This type of drawing, in which the three faces
are positioned at obtuse and
acute angles to one another,
allow a spatial reading of the
structure, where planes and
their edge lengths can be
measured precisely. In the
1930s, the isometric
became quite popular when Boeing used it to explain
orthographic projects to untrained workers. S.G.

For more information about architectural education, including a comprehensive
chart with demographic information about NAAB accredited architecture programs
in the U.S. go to www.architecturalrecord.com .

For more history, see Alberto Perez- Gomez and Louise
Pelletier's Architectural Representation and the Perspective
Hinge (1997) and Martin Kemp's The Science of Art (1992).
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3. When were axonometric drawings developed?

Design
Intel Iigence
and the
It may look as if the
landscape changed
after 9/11, but
features of the new
economy are alive
and shaping
architectural practice
By Michael Speaks

T

he past year brought numerous and seemingly definitive condemnations of the new economy and the heady future it
promised to all who understood it and lived by its rules. Then
came September 11, dealing what remained of the optimism
about the new economy a decisive blow from which it may never recover.
Yet its fundamental features, as enumerated by Kevin Kelly in his
influential New Rules for the New Economy (1998), were not altered by the
catastrophic events of September. According to Kelly, "This new economy
has three distinguishing characteristics: It is global. It favors intangible
things-ideas, information, and relationships. And it is intensely interMichael Speaks, a RECORD contributing editor, wrote "How the new Economy is
Transforming Theory and Practice" in December, 2000. He is the director of the
Metropolitan Research and Design Postgraduate Degree program at the Southern
California Institute of Architecture in Los Angeles and has a Ph.D. in literature
from Duke University.
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New

Economy
linked. These three attributes produce a new type of marketplace and society, one that is rooted in ubiquitous electronic networks."
The relevance of all this for architecture may not be obvious, but it
should be. During the 1990s, architecture underwent fundamental changes,
many of which followed the contours of the new economy and the technological, political, and organizational transformations it prompted. One of the
most significant changes was the rise of what Amsterdam-based architects
Ben van Berkel and Caroline Bos call the "network studio." On the occasion
of the reorganization of their own office under the moniker UN Studio
(United Network Studio), Van Berkel and Bos published MOVE (1999), a
three-volume monograph in which they announced the emergence of a new
kind of virtual architecture studio, which, they wrote, "extends existing
forms of cooperation with clients, investors, users, and technical consultants
to include design engineers, finance people, management gurus, process specialists, designers, and stylists:' The successful completion of unimaginably
complex projects such as their Erasmus Bridge in Rotterdam, detailed in
MOVE, is a testament to the efficacy of a new kind of network practice.
Enabled by new information and communication technologies,
network practices become communities that are more powerful than any
single studio or office. Networks, Kelly suggests in New Rules, allow for a
gathering and redistribution of information so that "as the number of
nodes in a network increases arithmetically, the value of the network
increases exponentially." And when network links to network, the possibilities for innovation multiply exponentially, as well.
The new architectural practice

Not limited to established firms like UN Studio, network practices proliferated in the 1990s, reflecting the need for small, innovative studios to

The North Delaware Riverfront Study
by Field Operations-Stan
Allen/James Corner of Philadelphia
and New York-for the Bridesburg
section of Philadelphia (2001).

create working partnerships that bridged geographical divides. The Korean
Presbyterian Church of New York [RECORD, November 2000, page 78] was
designed and built as a collaboration among Greg Lynn (Los Angeles),
Douglas Garafalo (Chicago), and Michael Mcinturf (Cincinnati), architects with small offices in three geographically distant cities. Taking
advantage of electronic imaging and new communication technologies,
they were able to complete a large, complex project in a distant city, which
none could have managed alone. The rise of network practices such as
O.C.E.A.N., founded in London, with members scattered around the
world, and the New York and Philadelphia-based Field Operations, a collaboration between architect/theorist Stan Allen and landscape architect
James Corner, also reflected the need to expand research and development
possibilities that have been luxuries to most firms.
Research was essential for many of these new offices. Dutch firms
like MVRDV transformed "datascaping"-the literal transformation of data
(economic, building codes, etc.)-into a new kind of design protocol.
Meanwhile, Crimson and MAX. l, also from Holland, developed new urbanplanning strategies based on what they called "orgware;' a middle ground
between the software of plans and the hardware of architecture. Research
also became the focus of many new programs in schools of architecture,
including at Harvard Graduate School of Design's "Project for the City;' the
Berlage Institute in Rotterdam, the Design Research Laboratory (DRL) at the
Architectural Association in London, and the Metropolitan Research and
Design Program at SCI-Arc in Los Angeles.
This interest in research in architectural schools was accompanied in many cases by a parallel development in which the object of the
research was no longer simply an academic thesis required for a degree, but
it aimed instead on discovering opportunities for architects to exploit, both

A proposal by Ben van Berkel and
Caroline Bos of UN Studio in
Amsterdam for a transit station in
Arnhem, the Netherlands, (1996).

commercially and socially. DRL head Patrick Shumacher boldly states,
"Questions concerning design product and process can only be addressed
within an academic framework that understands architecture as a
research-based business rather than a medium of artistic expression."
Following Kelly's assertion that the new economy favors intangible
things, knowledge-based architecture consultancies like AMO, an offshoot of
Rem Koolhaas's Office for Metropolitan Architecture (OMA), also emerged
in the 1990s [RECORD July2000, page 92].AMO was formed when principals
Rem Koolhaas and Dan Wood, then project architect for OMA's abandoned
Universal Studios Project in Los Angeles, discovered that their ideas and
research into the identity, organizational structure, and corporate culture of
Universal was potentially more valuable than any "investment in the physical:' As AMO principal Jeffrey Inaba explained recently, relying on an
extensive and loosely organized network of curators, philosophers, editors,
and designers, AMO offers clients such as Prada, Conde Nast, and Harvard
University "cultural intelligence with a decided point of view."
Appeal for the Big Guys

The formation of Gensler Consulting in the late 1990s signaled that some
large firms understood better than anyone the growing importance of
"intangible things." Created by the merger of Gensler's strategic-planning
and information-service practices, Gensler Consulting sought to develop
new business competencies. As Gensler COO David Gensler noted in a
recent conversation, "It is built upon the customer-oriented approach that
was part of the original vision of the firm's founders." Seeking the next
level of innovation in an already successful "business to design" approach,
Gensler Consulting was able to transform knowledge gained from what it
calls "client intimacy" into new lines of nontraditional design services. "To
stay abreast of changing conditions," says Loree Goffigan, Gensler's
firmwide head of consulting, "we must understand all aspects of a client's
business needs, including not only its spatial and environmental needs, but
also its technology, communications, organizational, and cultural needs."
These new, knowledge-based services include workplace transformation,
information solutions, and real estate facilities strategy, among others.
Young firms join in

An interest in this kind of integrated approach led Gregg Pasquarelli and
his partners at SHoP, a young and growing firm founded in the mid01.02 Architectural Record
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AMO, the research arm of Rem
Koolhaas's OMA based in
Rotterdam and New York, relies on
a network of curators, philosophers, editors, and designers to
provide clients "cultural intelligence with a decided point of view"
(below). At right, an image from a
recent long-range planning study
for Harvard University.

1990s in New York City, to think very carefully about the kind of practice
they wanted to develop. "We looked around and none of the existing
models of practice were of interest to us. Design had pushed itself into a
thinner and thinner, horizontal part of the industry, and we were looking
for a more vertical integration of the process, in which design was not just
handed-off but was part of an entire approach." Projects such as their
Museum of Sex in Manhattan and Dun escape at PS 1 in Queens showcase
SHoP's ability to turn out high design. But, according to Pasquarelli, who
worked in the financial-services industry before becoming an architect,
SHoP is interested in more than the formal or aesthetic dimension of the
project. Indeed, as Pasquarelli is fond of saying, SHoP is more like
McKinsey & Company than it is like other architecture offices. But, unlike
management consulting firms or architecture firms, SHoP has combined
the two most advanced forms of design intelligence-computer design
technology and a sophisticated approach to marketing, public relations,
and other aspects of the business of architecture-to create a truly innovative practice that enables it to tackle big projects. "Large developers now
come to us for total end-to-end design services," Pasquarelli observes,
"from finding the property to determining the nature and scope of the
74
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project to marketing, financing, manufacturing, and project delivery."
Even the most forward-looking members of the architectural
establishment have ignored the above-mentioned innovations in architectural practice and product. Often the importance of the new economy and
the changes it has brought about are unrecognizable to architects, critics,
curators, and editors trained to see change only in stylistic terms, and who,
moreover, have an almost pathological aversion to the market and business
culture in general. One year ago, it seemed as though change was in the air.
Following a history of trendsetting exhibitions at the Museum of Modern
Art, Things in the Making: Contemporary Architecture and the Pragmatist
Imagination, a conference organized by Terence Riley, MoMA's chief curator of architecture and design, and Joan Ockman, director of Columbia
University's Buell Center, promised to chart a new course by focusing on
architectural practice rather than on new styles.
The promise, however, went unfulfilled. Instead of discussing
real innovations in practice, the conference was more concerned with filling the vacuum created by the exhaustion of Continental "theory," which
had provided the intellectual foundation for avant-garde architecture
since the 1970s. And for this it turned to Pragmatism, that uniquely
American philosophical disposition associated with William James, C.S.
Pierce, and John Dewey. In a recent essay on the conference in A + U,

THE INNOVATIONS IN ARCHITECTURAL
PRACTICE HAVE BEEN IGNORED EVEN BY
THEORISTS ADDRESSING PRAGMATISM.
Ockman observed that many vanguard architects whose reputations were
built on ideas are now dealing with "real-world building" and the vicissitudes of the global marketplace. It is in this context, she proposes, "that a
theory of practice-specifically a theory of these incipient forms of practice still very much in the making-seems particularly necessary."
Pragmatism might be an appropriate choice for a conference

~t' s about fune.
granite and marble surface desks
storage components
conference tables
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addressing what theory would come after the exhaustion of "theory." But
focusing on a theory of practice rather than on newly emerging forms of
practice suggests a failure to recognize the important shift in the relationship between thinking and doing that occurred in architecture in the
1990s. Rather than turn Pragmatism into a theory meant to influence
practice, the goal should have been to emphasize thinking as doing-the
promise extended by Pragmatism in the early 20th century and readdressed by managerial thinkers in the 1990s. Management pioneer Peter
Drucker has pointed out that the transformation of modern capitalism

THE CATASTROPHIC EVENTS OF 9/11
ARE CONSISTENT WITH, NOT CONTRARY
TO, THE NEW MARKETPLACE.
into a world system was enabled by a fundamental change whereby
knowledge was no longer centrally concerned with being (philosophical
questions about what is), but with doing. Knowledge was applied to tools
in the first, industrial period of capitalism, the period in which American
Pragmatism emerged. But, Drucker suggests, a second phase of this transformation occurred after World War II in which knowledge is applied not
only to tools but also to intangible things-ideas, information, and relationships. This transformation ushered in the management revolution and
signaled the emergence of"the knowledge society," as Drucker terms it, of
which the new economy is only the most recent incarnation.
Network effects

Given all that we know about the global network of the alleged September
11 perpetrators-about the complex, interlinked cellular networks of
finance, training, and communication that supported them; about the
intangible things, the fear and uncertainty, left it their wake-it has
turned out that the catastrophic events of September are consistent with,
and not contrary to, the new marketplace and the society of ubiquitous
electronic networks predicted by Kelly. Oxford financial historian Niall

Ferguson made just this point recently the when he suggested that we may
look back from the year 2011 to discover that September 11 will have had
little impact on, and indeed conforms with, trends already underway,
including the globalization of terrorism, the financial downturn, and the
emergence of a new form of imperialism.
Taking a more pessimistic view of what they prefer to call the
"society of control," Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri, authors of
Empire (2000), the highly acclaimed neo-Marxist study of globalization
and politics, presciently forecast in their book a new supercapitalist
world in which all forms of centralized power and authority will be
decentralized, resulting in a complex global network of control
("empire") . Struggle for dominance, for market share in this new world
order, they suggest, will no longer be among superpowers, nation states,
or even large corporations, but among competing networks of cells that
recognize no fixed boundaries.
Whether "society of control" or benign "knowledge society," the
challenge facing architecture post-September 11 is not to develop more
pragmatic theories of practice. Nor is it to worry about what object will fill
the gaping hole left in all our lives when the towers came down. No, the
challenge for architecture is to develop forms of practice able to survive
and prosper in the fiercely competitive global marketplace where intangible things like brands, experience, identity, terror, fear, and even access, as
Jeremy Rifkin tells us in The Age of Access (2000), are becoming increasingly important. In order to live up to this challenge, architecture will have
to evolve new forms of adaptive design intelligence that will enable it to
add value and achieve competitive advantage. This is precisely what the
innovative practices mentioned above offer architecture. But it is unclear
whether or not architecture will understand or accept them. What does
seem certain, however, is that if architecture remains fixated on form and
abstract ideas, on flesh and word, as Colin Rowe famously put it, and their
combination to create new styles, it will surely lose out to more supple
forms of design practice. This is as true for the network we call architecture
as it is for the individual, cellular nodes that comprise it. •

Proposal by SHoP/Sharples, Holden
Pasquarelli of New York for temporary pedestrian bridge, Lower
Manhattan (2001).
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tud nt housing
RONTO combines
g typologies with a brash
Its gateway status

By Suzanne Stephens

ith the limited opportunities architects have to produce
housing, it is not too surprising that Los Angeles architect
Thom Mayne would seize the chance to design a 434-bedroom residential complex for graduate students at the
University of Toronto. He and his firm, Morphosis, entered a limited
competition with Toronto architect Stephen Teeple and, happily, won.
The bad news was the budget: $85 ($53 American) per square foot for
the 230,000-square-foot structure. As Mayne points out, "A parking garage
is $55 [American] per square foot."
However, in spite of the constraints, Mayne was able to rework
two housing typologies popular with early Modernists-the perimeter
block and the skip-stop plan-and give them literally a new twist. Sited at
the edge of the university campus, the large, rectilinear structure combines these planning concepts with materials, symbolic expression, and
formal considerations in a strong, compelling statement. The planning
types are combined and altered by a series of moves that involve cranking
portions of the mass off the orthogonal grid to create openings and fissures and then layering these masses with perforated metal screens,
aluminum-coated steel panels, glass window walls, and precast planks. On
top of that, a walkway and a sign element that juts out over the side street
proclaim the housing as a gateway to the University of Toronto campus.
The .79-acre site for the graduate student complex fronts a large
four-lane street (not including tracks for the tram). With this assortment
of slablike apartment buildings and old houses turned into commercial
use, Mayne placed the dwelling units around the edges of an interior open
court, under which sit two levels of parking for 158 cars. "The object building wasn't going to work there, so
we went to perimeter block housing to give it a massing, height,
and horizontality;' says Mayne,
pointing out how that horizontality is reinforced by the sign jutting
out over the street.
To keep the massing
low for the community yet provide the density needed for the
university's requirements, Mayne
made the west-facing portion
stretching along the main thoroughfare seven stories high, while
the portion along the other side
of the court, facing east, rises to
10 stories. Here the block is composed of duplexes arranged in a skipstop, double-loaded plan, with living rooms on one floor and bedrooms
either above or below. With this stacking, hallways with elevators need
only occur on the first, third, sixth, and ninth floors.
The skip-stop plan, developed in the mid-1920s, brings to mind

W

Project: Graduate House, University

Bernard Jin, Rob Knight, Tom Arban,

of Toronto, Toronto, Ontario

design team

Design architect: Morphosis-

Client: Michael Marrus, dean of

Thom Mayne, principal; Kim Groves,

School of Graduate Studies

project architect; Stephen Slaughter,

Engineers: Yalies Partnership,

Brandon Welling, design team

(structural); Carincini Burt Rogers

Executive architect: Teeple

(electrical); Keen Engineering

Architects-Stephen Teeple, principal;

(mechanical)

Chris Radigan, project manager;

Contractor: Axor Construction
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The materials and
treatment of each
facade vary: On the
low-scale, north end
{above}, a mustardtinted stucco coats
the concrete shear
wall, and aluminum
shingles cover an
abstract gable element. The ribbed
concrete planks of
the west facade are
integrally painted a
gray-brown.

Josep Lluis Sert's Peabody Terrace Married Student Housing at Harvard
(1965) , where, incidentally, Mayne lived as a student at the Graduate
School of Design. Nevertheless, he disavows too much willed (or nostalgic) intent in turning to this parti. "It took about 45 minutes to decide to
do the skip-stop;' he says. "We weren't thinking about reviving the planit just seemed doing floor-through units with a lot of natural light was the
right move. And reducing the number of corridors was more efficient."
The seven-story portion of the housing facing the main street is
devoted to single-loaded corridors and suites: On the second through
fifth floors the corridor runs along the inner-court side of the building,
while on the sixth and seventh floors it switches to the road side. Here it
becomes a large "human cornice," according to the architects, which
cantilevers over the side street by virtue of a double-height truss construction. Because of the glazed bar of ceramic frit, where University of
Toronto is spelled out in clear glass, this west facade becomes the major
enchilada-seen by all, sign and circulation are one.
However, the active west elevation is not the entrance facade;
instead, the entrance is located on the short end, facing south. The
southwest corner rotates away from the orthogonal plan so that the space
created by the rupture reads more clearly as an entrance. All facades are
treated differently: Because of the polyglot neighborhood, it made sense
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for each facade to relate to the scale of its
particular micro-context. Therefore, the
short end of the north side of the block is
treated as a more intimate, abstracted
version of a house, albeit with aluminum-coated steel shingles and a gable
element. What would normally be the
back side, the elevation facing east
toward the rest of the university campus
becomes a window wall masked with a
filigree of perforated metal. Attached to
vertical fins of a standard aluminum and
glass window system, the screens create a
shimmering effect and partially reveal
the elongated fenestration.
The use of materials and massing may seem brash or overly muscular at
first glance, but a closer look reveals a
sensitivity in the architect's use of proportion and scale. There are some
drawbacks to be sure: Some apartments, in which bedrooms range from
118 to 270 square feet, have more light, space, and windows than others.
Some of the fenestration on the east facade is masked over; however
stunning this scrim, it may not be preferable to uninterrupted views. The
dark brownish-gray pigmentation of the ribbed concrete facade on the

SEVENTH FLOOR

street and on the court's stuccoed base seen in contrast with the grid of
light precast concrete panels looks stark on a gray, wintry day. The courtyard, which has a pool running around the periphery, with an elevated
"pier" diagonally crossing through the center, is drained in the winter. The
result is rather bleak, particularly since there is so little planting (one
tree!) in the courtyard itself. Nevertheless, the balance of formal strategies,
materials, and planning types is well thought out. The poured-in-place
concrete shear wall and slab construction, much of which is exposed
inside, bring a tough, lean, but calm sense to the whole. Even the interior
halls and public spaces benefit from ample natural lighting and modulation of the ceiling plane. In taking on the problem of budget housing for
a university, Mayne has shown that early Modernist housing typologies
can yield an architectural richness today.•
Sources

Acoustical ceilings: Armstrong

Precast concrete panels: Global

Plastic laminate: Formica

Precast

Resilient flooring: Marmoleum by

Steel truss: Torsteel

Parbo

Perforated corrugated anodized
aluminum: Vicwest
Window wall and curtain wall:

VVWW For more information on

Allan Windows

the people and products involved in

Paints and stains: Sherwin Williams

this project, go to Projects at

Plastic glazing: CPI
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THIRD FLOOR

1. Entry

6. Single-story units

2. Lobby

7. Skip-stop units

3. Terrace

8. Upper cornice

4. Office

9. Garbage chute

5. Cafe
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At the new ALLSTON LIBRARY,
Machado and Silvetti pleases the
public with a casual, stylish building that's more
a community center than a place for books

-

By Robert Campbell, FAIA

t the new branch of the Boston Public Library in the Allston
neighborhood, the winter light seems to flow uninterrupted
from the sidewalk to the Amelanchier trees in the inner
courtyard garden. This is a building that opens itself with
trust to the street and the world.
Public buildings today, as everyone knows, are designed by
collaboration-not only of architects with civic administrators, but also
with neighborhood residents (and sometimes other advocacy groups). In
Allston, the architects were the Boston firm of
Machado and Silvetti (Jorge Silvetti chairs the
architecture program at Harvard's Graduate
School of Design). For a long time, Machado and
Silvetti were stylists whose work was more often
published than built. In the Allston library and
other recent works, they've learned to please the
public without sacrificing their integrity.
Neighbors were worried they would
get a building that would overscale the modest
wood-frame residential streetscape. They also
didn't want anything that would look too (gasp)
modern. The architects responded with a building that fits comfortably into its surroundings
but doesn't look shy or old-fashioned (although
there's a whiff of a fifties "Danish Modern" aesthetic). For efficiency, the library is a one-story
plan, but it asserts a civic presence by rising to a
double-height interior volume along the street.
There it looks like a two-story building, because
the architects have divided the facade into tiers: a
lower level of rough blue-gray Vermont slate,
and an upper tier of smooth Norwegian slate panels of a variegated coppery color. The library thus reminds one of the Boston two-family houses
that put on a sweater of maybe asphalt shingles upstairs, with perhaps
stone veneer below. It's contextual in a way that is simultaneously amused
and respectful.
Along the street, the design problem was to make the building
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Architect: Machado and Silvetti

Development for the Boston

Associates-Jorge Silvetti, principal

Public Library

in charge; Rodolfo Machado, consult-

Consultants: Lim Associates

ing principal; Timothy D. Love,

(structural); TMP Consulting

project director; Matthew T. Oudens,

Engineers (mechanical! electrical);

project architect; Michael Le Blanc,

Robert W Sullivan (plumbing)

Gregory G. Canaras, design team
Contributing editor Robert Campbell, FAIA, is the Pulitzer Prize-winning

Client: The City of Boston,

Size: 20,000 square feet

architecture critic for The Boston Globe.

Department of Neighborhood

Cost: $6.3 million
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The library looks like a
two-story building
because the architects
divided the facade into
tiers (above). They went
to great lengths to
avoid a uniform inst itutional ambience by
varying materials (left).
On the main facade,
besides the two kinds
of slate used in upper
and lower registers,
there's yet a third slate
in the form of hanging
shingles (far left).
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stand out without being obtrusive. The solution was to set the library back
from the street, where it lines up with houses on adjacent blocks, then thrust
the entrance forward in a bold wedge you can't miss when you drive by.
The clear, simple plan is four stripes, all parallel to the street.
First comes the street-front building, containing the books, the reading
rooms, and the staff, lining the sidewalk with windows that open a welcoming view of the interior. Second is a stripe of mostly open-air garden
courtyards, including a children's reading garden beneath a fairytale-size, 75-year-old copper beech, painstakingly protected during
construction. Next is another stripe of building, containing meeting
rooms and backup spaces. Finally comes an outdoor stripe of parking.
Architecture buffs will quickly spot the influence of Alvar Aalto
in many of the materials and details: the cork floors, the wood jackets on
the steel columns. The architects go to great lengths to avoid a uniform
institutional ambience by continually changing materials. On the main
facade, besides the two kinds of slate on upper and lower tiers, there's yet
a third slate in the form of hanging shingles. And there is unfinished
mahogany that should bleach and weather in a Kahnian manner. Around
the courtyard, walls are sheathed in lead-coated copper. Cabinets and furniture are made of walnut and mahogany. On the floor, the usual cork is
varied with oak, bluestone, and vinyl tile. Sometimes the mix of so many
materials feels fussy, like a display of samples you might see in a manufacturer's showroom. But it works to keep things casual. The Allston

1. Reading gardens

6. Lounge

11. Community room

2 . Reading rooms

7. Bathrooms

12. Projection room

3. Stacks

8. Study ro om

13. Kitchen

4. Audio-visual/reference

9. Office

14. Gallery

5. Circulation desk

10. Workroom

15. Confe rence room
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video swaps, coffee bars, bulletin boards, meet ing rooms-anything but book stacks. It's all
from the sidewalk to
healthy and democratic and good for community and social life, of course. But maybe there
the Amelanchier trees
could be lots of books, too.
in the inner courtyard
garden (above), which
That's not the architects' problem. As
includes a children's
a building, Allston is a triumph of what you
reading garden
might call the architecture of democracy. The
beneath a fairy-talecollage of many materials becomes a symbol of
size, 75-year-old
the pluralism of the design process. The cowboy
copper beech (left).
and the farmer can be friends, the old song says.
Here, read the architect and the neighborhood.
Harvard University deserves credit for friendship, too. It donated the land,
as an early diplomatic step in making acquaintance with a neighborhood
into which it plans to expand in a major way. The Allston library is a
winner on all counts. •

The winter light seems
to flow uninterrupted

library isn't a suit, it's dress-down Friday. "It was necessary to counter the
antimodernist feeling in the neighborhood with texture;' says Silvetti. "We
wanted materials that would gain a patina with age." The honey locust
trees along the sidewalk are another layer of softening patina.
What's puzzling about the library is that there are so few books.
There is shelf space for only 37,000 volumes. The paucity of books is an
index of the way libraries are changing. They are, increasingly, community
centers, art galleries, children's story nooks, gardens, computer banks,
90
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Sources

Agati ("white collection" side chairs

Exterior cladding: Vermont

and armchairs); Herman Miller

Structural Slate (slate shingles and

("Aeron" chairs)

panels)

Reception furniture, desks,

Wood windows and doors:

carrels: Huston and Company

Duratherm Window Corporation
(Jarrah exterior-unfinished; African

'WWW For more information on

mahogany interior-clear finish)

the people and products involved in

Seating: Phister (lounge seats); Knoll

this project, go to Projects at

Studio (leather chairs and sofas);

www.architecturalrecord.com

The front of the building
contains the books and
reading rooms, which
line the sidewatk with
windows that allow a
welcoming view of the
interior.

With domes that bubble out of Cornwall's ruined
landscape, Nicholas Grimshaw & Partners
gives the EDEN PROJECT a sci-fi twist

-

By James S. Russell, AIA

nly a few years ago, the site of the Eden Project was a 37-acre
open-pit mine giving up its last truckloads of china clay.
Nowadays, while parking in one of the many lots sliced into the
edge of the pit, you get no hint of the site's past nor its remarkable transformation. The sense of the place is tightly orchestrated as you
reach the visitor center, under an entrance passage roofed by a fabric tent
tautly stretched to a rammed-earth wall. There, driftwood-art wooden
horses greet visitors, gesturing them toward waiting lines roped in garden
hoses and buckets.
This somewhat dissonant combination of suave eco-design and
ingratiating cuteness still fails to prepare you for what is to come. Only
from outside the center does the project's Ozlike expanse appear, fully
spread. There, giant bubbles of improbable lightness, which appear to
have seeped out of the old pit walls, preside serenely over a scene of hivelike activity: Little rubber-wheeled trains haul swarms of visitors in and
out of the 200-foot-deep pit amidst colorful stripes of planting festooned
with tents, flags, and artworks.
For all its amusement-park trappings, the Eden Project is a
botanical garden with an agenda-to tell the story of how people rely on
plants for the necessities and amenities of everyday life, and thereby to

0

inspire a greater concern for the natural world. It was the brainchild of
Tim Smit, a composer and record producer who figured out that the
unique climate of Cornwall, lying in the warming embrace of the Gulf
Stream at Britain's far southwest tip, could support a major botanical
attraction. In the early 1990s, he turned an overgrown jungle on a
neglected Cornwall estate into a successful garden attraction, The Lost
Gardens of Heligan. Anyone who adds "lost" to the name of a garden
clearly has a showman's instinct, and a Barnumesque spirit permeates
the Eden Project. (The name, for that matter, combines a whiff of Ian
Fleming with a Biblical-scale ambition.)
The visitor can't escape a relentlessly ingratiating tone, akin to
that of a children's television show (as in, "a symbol of hope-in action").
Project: The Eden Project,

Engineers: Anthony Hunt Associates

St. Austell, England

(structural); Arup (mechanical and

Architect: Nicholas Grimshaw &

facade); Land Use Consultants

Partners-Andrew Whalley, AJA,

(landscape)

Jolyon Brewis, David Kirkland,

Project manager: Davis Langdon

Michael Pawlyn, Perry Hooper, Bill

Management

Horgan

Contractor: McAlpine Joint Venture
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1. Humid tropical biome
2. Cafe

3. Temperate
Mediterranean biome
4. Fan/heater
5. Roof vents
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Even the sl<y's not the limit at the Eden Project
Buckminster Fuller would be

steel frames that are infilled with

was introduced commercially, ETFE

impressed. At the Eden Project,

hexagonal-shaped pillows made of

film shows no sign of decomposing

several interlocking structures push

DYNEON ETFE (ethyltetrofluoroeth-

from either air pollution or high lev-

geodesic dome technology beyond

ylene) film . Although the domes

els of UV radiation .

what Fuller could accomplish in his

appear too light and fragile for

own time, but certainly not beyond

their function , FOILTEC designed

tion is provided by air between the

what he could have imagined. At

them to withstand a wind suction

layers of foil , which is supplied by

Eden, domes cover 323,000

load of 45 pounds per square foot

an external air handler. However,

square feet of tropical rain forest

and a snow load of 65 pounds per

this system is not related to the

and can accommodate trees

square foot.

that soar to 160 feet in height,

The pillows are made from

Highly efficient thermal insula-

structure. An interruption of air
supply will affect the insulating

making the project the largest self-

three layers of ETFE. The interior

supporting structure in the world.

layer is .1 mm thick, and the mid-

integrity. Unlike glass, ETFE film

dle and outer layers are .2 mm.

is self-cleaning. All exterior dirt is

Germany with offices in the U.S.

ETFE has excellent chemical and

washed off by rainfall.

and London (www.foiltecna.com),

electrical properties, superior

engineered the domes using its

resistance to abrasion and tear,

in size only. It's a glimpse into the

unique Texlon Transparent Roof

and a seemingly indefinite life

future of space-making that Bucky

System of relatively thin tubular

expectancy. Twenty years after it

Fuller dreamed of. Sara Hart

FOILTEC, headquartered in
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properties but not the structural

The Eden Project is an anomaly

A sod-roofed cate

of cold (opposite); the

(right) linking the two

project hopes to

biomes spills into the

replace gas-fired

outdoor "biome:•

heaters with wood -

The pit shelters the

fired ones fueled by

domes from extremes

Eden-grown biomass.

What's remarkable is how an architecture overtly expressive
of technological prowess and industrial technology not only
works with Smit's vision, it makes it work better.
Domes make dreams come true
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The success of Smit's Heligan project convinced him that the
region could support something much larger and more
ambitious. He discovered the quarry near the village of St.
Austell that would become Eden's site. In its eroded sides and
lumpy bottom dotted with pools of fetid, standing water, he
saw something "very bold and primal."
Smit assembled a team in 1995 to compete for government Millennium grants (proceeds from the national
lottery), proposing a private, limited-profit company to run
Eden. Envisioning a twenty-first-century version of the crystalline botanical halls at Kew Gardens, he chose Nicholas Grimshaw &
Partners on the basis of the glass-and-metal bravura at Waterloo Station,
in London [June 1994, page 90) .
It took three applications and more than two years before the
funding was assembled, but there was a silver lining: "The long funding
process allowed more time to figure out the scheme;' said Andrew
Whalley, Grimshaw's partner in charge of the project. The firm had
enormous expertise at its disposal thanks to the design/build arrangement adopted for the project. Eden united the contractor, McAlpine
Joint Venture, and Grimshaw with Davis Langdon (a project management firm) and Anthony Hunt Associates, the structural engineers that
had helped Grimshaw realize Waterloo.
Smit's original scheme envisioned three enclosed biomes, rep-
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resenting the tropics, the temperate Mediterranean, and the desert.
Grimshaw's earliest proposal for the site simply adapted the undulating

A STRUCTURE OF INTERLOCl<ING
GEODESIC DOMES ADAPTED WELL TO THE
UNDULATING TOPOGRAPHY.
glass vault of Waterloo, with its spidery trusses, to the bumpy topography of the clay pit. But the large trusses would have been costly to
fabricate, since each had unique span and end conditions and was
difficult to transport. The scheme, says Whalley, "somehow seemed
Victorian- that we hadn't really pushed the envelope."
In the meantime, ethyltetrafluoroethylene (ETFE) foil, with its
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Inside the tropical
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ideal transparency, thermal qualities, and ability to span large distances
(page 96) seemed the glazing material of choice. "We asked ourselves how
to devise a structure that was true to the properties of this material;'
explained Whalley, deciding to define the geometry "as a series of interlocking spheres." A geodesic structure did not require a flat base, so the
panels could be sliced where they met grade to allow the dome to clamber
up and over ground irregularities. The interlocking of the domes provided
additional strength.
The team found other ways to innovate. Topsoil for planting
was manufactured on-site from excavated soils and other waste. The
water that perpetually seeps from surrounding land into the pit is recycled
for irrigation.
That's edutainment?

The spectacle of the domes in construction drew crowds long before the
first shrub was planted, creating enormous anticipation. The domes are
undeniably spectacular-worth gawking at. In such large structures, the
architect and engineers have teased out the simple delight of soap bubbles.
And yet there's nothing ingratiating or prettified about the matte-gray
struts or the plasticlike ETFE skin. Whalley cannot explain the architecture's
extraordinary appeal except in the problem-solving methodology the firm
professes. "We're motivated by the issues that face us, rather than an aesthetic idea or visual philosophy;' he says.
The domes evoke as well the guilty pleasure of a cheap sci-fi
movie: You tend to look over your shoulder to see if they've multiplied
since you last looked-which they will. Work is underway on the third
biome and an education center, thanks to crowds that topped 1.5 million

AS IN A SCI-FI MOVIE, YOU TEND TO LOOK
OVER YOUR SHOULDER TO SEE IF THE
DOMES ARE MULTIPLYING. THEY WILL.
in the first eight months, double the 750,000 projected for the entire first
year. Not even the terror attacks of autumn or the sinking economy have
dampened enthusiasm.
But Smit has work to do. Recognizing that the plants have yet to
mature and that Eden has been handling very large crowds, the visitor experience, disappointingly, lacks both a guiding exhibition aesthetic and a clear
educational vision. For example, Smit's horticulture and museum-display
teams installed sprayed-cement watercourses that neither recognize their
own artificiality nor do much to imitate the real thing. Bamboo-pole
handrails and "petroglyphs" scribed in a Gunite "cliff" evoke gift-shop
ethnography. Educational information was relatively skimpy during a visit
last August; it was comprised primarily of such stage-set tricks as a ship's
prow that opens to reveal the products the jungle offers us.
It's clear that Smit's gutsiness and marketing savvy have made
possible the kind of visitor magnet Cornwall's stumbling economy has
long needed. The cutesy edutainment now on offer will pale quickly, however. His interpretive team will probably have to aim higher, aspiring to
the state of the art represented by the best museums, zoos, and botanical
gardens. Luckily, he's got a work of architecture that shows the way.•
Sources

(tents); Prater Roofing (standing seam)

Biome structure: Mero

Rammed earth wall: Insitu

ETFE: Foiltec/Vector Special Projects
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Rem Koolhaas plugs the GUGGENHEIM
AND HERMITAGE MUSEUMS into the
high-voltage setting of the Las Vegas strip

-

By Clifford A. Pearson

R

em Koolhaas loves to mix it up. His
put-up-your-dukes writings and
polymorphous architecture invite
confrontation-in both the positive and negative sense of the word. He wants
you to argue with him. He revels in juxtaposition and crossed paths. Since publishing his
first book, Delirious New York, in 1978, he has
extolled the virtues of high density and
recombinant urban patterns. For Koolhaas,
architecture is a contact sport.
Las Vegas would seem to be an ideal
place for him to work. Where else can you stroll
from a giant glass pyramid to an exploding volcano, watch pirates battle a British frigate every
half hour, and drop a few grand at the roulette
wheel or an Armani boutique? If Koolhaas is
going to talk about the joys of crazy-quilt
places, let's see if he can design for a city where
New York New York is down the block from
Paris Las Vegas and Mandalay Bay.
His test has come with a pair of exhibition spaces for the Guggenheim Museum that
opened in October. Inserted within the mock- Although the Venetian
historic fabric of the Venetian-a two-year-old, stands on Las Vegas
themed-to-the-nines casino hotel encrusted Boulevard (above), the
with faux-Renaissance murals, cast-gypsum Rialto Bridge blocks
pilasters, and urethane-coated-foam cornices most drivers' view of the
and capitals-the two art halls directly engage Guggenheim (top right).
the twin worlds of theming and entertainment
architecture. No discreet separation or polite distance was possible here:
High culture meets low-brow America head-on.
Koolhaas could have addressed this mixed context with a wink
and a nudge, ironically alerting the cognoscenti not to take it all too seriously. To his credit, he refused the sly way out. Instead of condescending
to the neo-Italian surroundings, he treated them no less seriously than the
cast-iron buildings in New York's SoHo district, where he recently
designed a Prada store. To Koolhaas, Vegas is no less "real" than those
now-beloved SoHo buildings, which also imitate historical styles and were
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once widely criticized for doing so in cheap and inappropriate materials.
"Vegas isn't fake. It has schools, firehouses, citizens;' he replies when asked
about authenticity in a town that boasts museums to Liberace and Elvis.
Although designed and built at the same time and attached to
the same casino hotel, the two art spaces posed different sets of challenges. The smaller but more visible component is the Hermitage
Guggenheim, a joint venture with the State Hermitage Museum of St.
Petersburg, Russia. Grafted onto the front of the hotel and nicknamed
"the jewel box," the 7,660-square-foot Hermitage Guggenheim had to
negotiate a radical shift in scale and style from the 3,036-room, $1.6
billion Venetian complex to those of a small art gallery. Meanwhile, its big
sister, the 63,700-square-foot Guggenheim Las Vegas, hides behind the
hotel and must establish its own identity without having any public outdoor presence. Called the "big box;' this 70-foot-tall space is currently
playing host to The Art of the Motorcycle, the popular show that opened
at the original Guggenheim in New York in 1998. Both installations-in
New York and Vegas-were by Frank Gehry.
As their nicknames tell us, both of the Guggenheims in Vegas
are essentially boxes. Neither is a tour-de-force of architectural invention-not surprising, considering they were designed and built in just 14
Project: Guggenheim Las Vegas,

Koolhaas, principal; Joshua Ramus,

Exhibition Hall and Hermitage

Christian Bandi, project team

Guggenheim Gallery

Architect of record: TSA of

Clients: Venetian Casino Resort-

Nevada-W Easley Hamner, FAJA,

James Beyer, AJA, vice president of

principal; Christopher Leary, AJA,

design; Guggenheim Museum.-

Kriss Pettersen, AJA, Mark

Thomas Krens, director

Zwagerman, AJA, Dan Thomas, Brad

Design architect: Office for

Bartholomew, David Curtis

Metropolitan Architecture-Rem

General contractor: Taylor Jnt'l.
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6. Trench

7. "Mega-door"
8 . Garage

months. Instead of flash, they provide sensible solutions to sticky questions of scale, identity, and context. Comparing the Vegas projects with
the one in Bilbao, Thomas Krens, director of the Guggenheim, says he
purposely took an opposite approach. "Bilbao was a gritty, industrial city,
so we needed an exuberant building. In Vegas, which was already exuberant, we wanted an industrial building."
Koolhaas's strategy in Vegas was straightforward-simply apply
a new layer of architecture onto an existing canvas and let the differences
become part of the story. By using Cor-Ten steel for the Hermitage
Guggenheim (both inside and out) and shaping the museum as a sturdy
rectangle, the architect gives it the presence to stand up to the hulking
Venetian hotel without having to scream for attention. Narrow strips of
glass above and below the Cor-Ten walls set both the exterior and interior
facades afloat, gently separating the museum from its glitzier host. "We
built a strongbox of Cor-Ten, so the museum retains its autonomy and
the art retains its aura;' explains Koolhaas.
Treated with chemicals to speed up the rusting process and then
finished with a clear sealer to prevent any rust flakes from affecting the
artwork, the Cor-Ten has the look of rich leather. For such a hard-edge
material, the steel here seems remarkably soft, giving the museum's interiors the feeling of a luxuriously padded box. Inspired by the
velvet-covered walls on which paintings are hung at the Hermitage in St.
01.02 Architectural Record
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THROUGH THE ROOF
Koolhaas originally wanted the roof of the
Guggenheim's "big box" to open and
expose the museum directly to the sky.
Concerns over cooling the large space and
protecting artwork inside, however, killed
the idea. So the architects designed a fixed
skylight and clerestory glazing to maintain
a climate-controlled environment. But the
roof does open-with hydraulic lifts moving
a pair of 125-foot-long, 36-foot-wide flaps
from a horizontal position to 10 degrees
beyond vertical. Although not installed at
the time the museum opened in October 2001, metal panels imprinted with
an image of the Sistine Chapel ceiling will be attached to the roof. Until the
metal panels are in place, a fabric screen reproduction of the Michelangelo
painting serves as a substitute (right). Since the exhibition hall has no outdoor entrance and little presence from the outside, Koolhaas treated the
roof as its public facade visible from hundreds of hotel rooms (above).
Putting it in motion helps it grab attention.

foot-by-30-foot "trench" that serves as a lower level
for displaying art. Metal grates and glass floor panto the Guggenheim Las els can cover all or part of the trench to add floor
Vegas (left) announces space to the main level while retaining views to
a radical shift in style. below. Koolhaas used concrete floors, gray steel,
In the gallery spaces
and mirrored surfaces to establish a neutral back(above), an industrial
drop for displaying art, but injected a few moments
aesthetic keeps the
of color: a lime-green stair down to the trench, a
feeling informal.
mustard-yellow gallery off the trench, and orangeand-black chevrons on the mega-door. The result is
a giant container for art, a brash kind of place where there's no need to
worry about keeping your voice down or being dressed properly.
"In the past, entertainment had no need for architecture and
architecture had no desire to entertain;' says Koolhaas. Referring to the two
Guggenheims in Las Vegas, he states, "An entirely new architecture has
been generated here. It's high and low. It creates a continuous field where
separations are no longer necessary or possible." Okay, he overstates his
case. The project may not really break new ground architecturally, but it
has the right amount of swagger and elan to feel just right for Vegas. And
not many star architects could pull that off. •

Tucked behind the

casino floor, the entry

Petersburg, Koolhaas helped develop an innovative system of powerful
magnets that hold Picassos, Cezannes, and Renoirs in place directly on the
richly hued metal walls.
The architects also proved to be imaginative working with the
existing building's giant structural members, turning three 4-foot-square
columns into masts from which Cor-Ten partitions are hung like giant
metal sails. Indeed, the three partitions can each rotate 90 degrees to change
the spatial configuration of the gallery.
While the Hermitage Guggenheim provides an intimate setting
for paintings and sculpture, the Guggenheim Las Vegas offers a grandly
scaled space (210 feet long, 160 feet wide, and 70 feet high) for displaying
large contemporary art (think Serra or Whiteread or Twombly). A steelframe structure set between the hotel and a 9-story parking garage, the
"big box" features a few movable parts: a crane that runs along a steel roof
beam and can hoist a 35-ton sculpture, a 70-foot-by-70-foot "mega-door"
that pivots open, and a pair of metal roof panels 125 feet long and 36 feet
wide that will be printed with a facsimile of the Sistine Chapel ceiling and
can adjust the amount of daylight above a fixed skylight. (When the
museum opened in October, the panels hadn't been imprinted yet, so a fabric scrim with the image was used as a temporary device.)
Slicing through the middle of the gallery's main floor is a 210106
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Structural steel (for "big box"):

Cor-Ten finishing: Mark Quinlan
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Hamilton Engineering

Northwestern Architectural Woodwork
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Skylight glass: Alpen
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The Carleton College Recreation Center in Northfield, Minnesota
is a sports lover's place. The large column-free fieldhouse includes a six-lane
running track; enclosing four courts for basketball, volleyball or tennis.
Batting cages, long jump and pole vault pits, and a putting green round out
the athletic offering.
Flexibility was a key component of this project. To accommodate
the indoor track, the fieldhouse had to be uninhibited by support columns,
braced frames and shear walls, or other obstructions. Aesthetics and
economy were also major considerations.

Using Vulcraft 176-foot longspan double-pitched steel joists with
arched bottom chords, all of these requirements were well met, along with
the need to pass 5T mechanical ducts through the open webs, and to erect
steel joists during a Minnesota winter.
As the largest and most experienced steel joist producer in the country,
Vulcraft plays an important role in many

NUCCIR

innovative projects. Next time you design a

VULCRAFT GROUP

special place, let's talk about our special joists.

www.vulcraft.com

Brigham City, UT 435/734-9433 •Florence, SC 843/662-0381
Fort Payne, AL 256/845-2460 •Grapeland, TX 936/687-4665 •Norfolk, NE 402/644-8500
St. Joe, IN 260/337-1800 •Chemung, NY 607/529-9000 (Vulcraft of NY, Inc.)
Architect: Hastings & Chivetta Associates • Structural Engineer: Hammel, Green and Abrahamson
General Contractor: CPMI • Steel Fabricator and Erector: Listul Industries

CIRCLE 42 ON INQUIRY CARD

It's the most comprehensive web tool fo r the A&D community

TRANSPORTATION

Bullet Train Bailout
A NEW GENERATION OF HIGH-TECH PASSENGER TRAINS
MAY RESCUE BELEAGUERED AIRLINES, OPENING A NEW ERA
OF INTERMODAL-TRANSPORTATION-FACILITY DESIGN.

By James S. Russell, AIA

New York City

Skidmore Owings & Merrill's
Terminal 4 anticipates evolving security concerns in an architectural
environment of reassurance.

~

Frankfurt, Germany

Bothe Richter Tehrani gives space-age
form to a roadway-straddling, highspeed, air-to-rail station.

Portland, Oregon

Zimmer Gunsul Frasca's glass-covered
departure-curb canopy welcomes
passengers to an expanded Portland
International Airport.

For additional transportation projects, go to Building Types Study
at architecturalrecord.com . The monthly expanded Web BTS
features project descriptions, photographs, drawings, statistics, and
links to people and products.

hen travel plunged after last September's terror attacks,
the government pledged billions in loan guarantees, but
these may not be enough to bail out airlines that were
already suffering from slackening demand. Air travel's
savior, ironically, may prove to be an old competitor-passenger rail.
With fewer flights and longer and more invasive security procedures, short-haul flights have lost a considerable amount of their appeal,
especially for business travelers hoping for one-day turnarounds for
meetings or conferences. Suddenly, networking major airports with rail
service between major cities, especially if it can reach speeds comparable
to the best French, German, and Japanese trains, has moved much higher
on the agenda of airport authorities, politicians, and even airlines.
Skeptics tend to describe rail as a nineteenth-century technology that has little to offer the personal-mobility-obsessed twenty-first. But
new technology is transforming train and track design, making it possible
to move trains faster on existing rights of way, while attaining record
speeds in dedicated corridors with emerging traction technologies like
magnetic levitation.
While a few lovingly restored golden-age gems still serve intercity
rail passengers, Amtrak often delivers passengers to humble prefab huts in
forsaken parts of town. Outside the U.S., where high-speed trains and multimodal transportation options are better established, architects and
engineers are collaborating on spectacularly innovative multimodal centers.
The diaphanous glass enclosure designed by Paul Andreu at Paris's Charles
de Gaulle [RECORD, January 1996, page 76] anticipated Bothe Richter
Tehrani's bubbled high-speed rail station at Frankfurt Airport (page 120) .
Santiago Calatrava gave romantically winglike form to Satolas Station, the
high-speed airport rail station near Lyon [RECORD, July 2000, page 85] .
Commuter-rail access is becoming more common in America,
however: Chicago (O'Hare); San Francisco; Atlanta; Washington;
Philadelphia; Cleveland; and Portland, Oregon, have, or are planning,
local rail connections. But cities elsewhere tend to make more of them in
terms of design, and to exploit their potential in terms of economic development. In projects like the 15-minute Heathrow Express to Paddington
Station or the 45-minute Stansted Express to Oxford Street Station-both
serving London-the airport rail stations offer an impressive and easyto-navigate welcome, while their in-town destinations augment conventional visitor services with retail, commercial, and entertainment venues
intended to revitalize once-dreary precincts. Hiroshi Hara's Kyoto
Station (1997), a dizzying, multilevel circus of space frames and escala-
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tors, is now that city's largest commercial development. Offices and retail
make up a large part of Von Gerkan Marg & Partners's megastation rising
in Berlin. Developers have spotted the potential of Skidmore, Owings &
Merrill's plans to revitalize New York's Penn Station [RECORD, March
2000, page 68] and intend to erect up to 20 million square feet of offices,
hotels, and sports facilities nearby. (These and many other projects can be
viewed at Modern Trains and Splendid Stations, an exhibition at the Art
Institute of Chicago, through July, or in the catalog by Martha Thorne.)
Unclogging airports

Here's why the outlook for intercity rail is brightening in the U.S.: If you
have to arrive two hours ahead of your hour-long flight's departure, and
then drive for half an hour or so on either end, suddenly Amtrak's fastest
trains become time competitive, and fares can be lower because trains
are cheaper to run.
But there are other reasons that airports nationwide are connecting themselves to rail. "Getting people to the airport is the number
one design issue," says Robert Davidson, the chief architect at the Port
Authority of New York and New Jersey. He was speaking not just of the
general urban traffic congestion that strangles cities and airports everywhere, but the curbside congestion generated by passenger drop-offs (see
Portland's solution, page 124), and the huge sums airports spend on parking and parking structures. The Authority runs the New York area's three
major airports and has just opened a station that links Newark Airport's
three terminals by monorail to the northeast rail corridor that serves both
long-distance travelers and commuters (opposite).
According to Matthew Coogan, a transportation consultant in
White River Junction, Vermont, who has made airport access a specialty,
"Zurich is increasing airside gate capacity by about 50 percent, but they
are not increasing curb capacity at all." The growth in passengers will be
entirely taken up by a vast underground train station designed by

French railway's SNCF architects designed the Arbois TGV Station as a lowlying gateway to the Aix-en-Provence region.

Nicholas Grimshaw & Partners.
But rail-to-air connections also looked prom1smg before
September 11 because replacing takeoffs and landings at overcrowded airports with train service can be much less expensive for airports and
airlines alike. For airlines, short-haul flights are hard on airplanes and
often unprofitable. So Continental Airlines now supplies passengers from
Amtrak's northeast corridor-Philadelphia, for instance, 80 miles southto its long-haul Newark flights. "Relying more on rail for close-proximity
flying frees up slots for the long-haul flights that customers demand;'
explains David Kinzelman, who is director of alliances at Continental
Airlines. In 2003, city and suburban commuters on the Long Island
Railroad will be able to reach traffic-strangled JFK Airport through a new
AirTrain connection-already built into the new Terminal 4 (page 114).
Right now, Newark is the only American.airport to have direct
intercity and commuter-rail access, but
Baltimore-Washington has long had a van connection to Amtrak's northeast corridor. It will
probably be upgraded with a new light-rail connection. T.F. Greene, in Providence, is also
working with Amtrak on a rail-to-air stop that
could help make it Boston's second airport.
Similarly, Milwaukee seeks to become the longdream~d-of third "Chicago" airport via Amtrak.
Other candidate cities for intercity and local
commuter rail include Burbank, California;
Miami and Orlando, Florida; and Seattle. "It
absolutely makes sense to replace as much of the
short-haul air movement with the efficiency of
rail;' says Coogan. He says the terror attacks of
September 11, which shut airports nationwide
for three days, showed how little redundancy the
nation's transportation system has. "A project like
Newark gives passengers more options," he says.
"You put yourself in a better position to deal with
uncertainty and unplanned events;' including
weather delays or traffic-control snafus.
How fast? How far?

Light-filled glazed stairways and new platform roofs, designed by Otak, greet commuters on the Puget
Sound region's new commuter-rail system at Seattle's King Street Station, which is shared with Amtrak.
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Many analysts see air-rail connections as an
untapped market that makes high-speed rail a
dream that should no longer be deferred in
America. "Intercity rail, if fully embraced and

developed, will be effective in reducing airway
and highway congestion, especially if it focuses
on the development of markets from 300 to 600
miles apart," says Warren Plateau, a spokesman
for the Federal Railroad Administration. He
says 40 percent of all air trips fall in this category. The competitiveness of rail depends not
just on top speed, but whether equipment can
travel at high speed over a long distance. The
125 mph sustained speeds on Amtrak's popular
230-mile New York-to-Washington service are
the fastest in the nation, but they are competitive with air only because roadways and airports
are so congested and air-shuttle service (halved
since September 11) is so costly. Cities much
more than 300 miles apart can't be thought
viable, say experts, without the best Japanese or
French rail technology now available, allowing
speeds of from 150 to nearly 200 mph.
The ideal candidates are large metropolitan areas, at least one of which has a major
hub airport, and a few other high-volume corri- Travelers using New Jersey Transit or Amtrak can access Newark International Airport's three terminals
dors. Suggested city pairs include Los Angeles to via monorail at this new station designed by the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey.
San Diego and Las Vegas; Chicago to Detroit;
Detroit to Indianapolis, Cleveland, Columbus, Ohio, and Pittsburgh; freight-line business is growing for the same reason as passenger utilizaDallas/Fort Worth to Houston; Seattle to Portland, Oregon; St. Louis to tion: Roads are too congested. But commuter-rail agencies want to run
Kansas City, Missouri; Orlando to Tampa and Miami, Florida.
more trains on the same tracks that freight companies want to run more
Smaller cities along these trunk corridors, many of which suffer trains on, and conflicts are growing.
from poor air connections, could also benefit. Coogan says he's advised
And then there's Amtrak. Defenders of Amtrak cite inadequate
Continental to solicit Newark business by rail from Bridgeport and funding and Congressional meddling for the national. rail agency's poor
Stamford-two of the largest Connecticut cities that must otherwise performance. Others say its incapable of making high-speed rail work.
access airports via dozens of miles of congested I-95.
"Lots of people want high-speed trains, but they don't want Amtrak;' says
But there are a number of reasons that air-to-rail integration has Joseph Vranich, a consultant who has worked for the agency and served on
been slow. American government policy treats each travel mode differently, subsidizes each in different ways, and lacks an overarching strategy
about what each mode should do or how they should work together. In
most countries, moving people from planes and cars to rail is an explicit
-ROBERT DAVIDSON, PANYNJ
policy, supported by subsidy allocations. But most rails in America are in
private hands, while cities tend to own airports, and states build and own a council intended to reform it. In Derailed: What Went Wrong and What
highways. Freight-rail networks have hardly expanded in decades, for to Do About America's Passenger Trains (St. Martins Press, 1997), Vranich
example, even as business has grown, because private railroads can't has compiled a 258-page indictment of 30 years of Amtrak's management
match vast state and federal investments in competing roads. Indeed, mistakes and broken promises.
Amtrak may be in for a restructuring, which may pave the way
for a true high-speed rail network, but it's one the General Accounting
Office recently estimated will cost between $50 and $70 billion. It's a lot of
money, to be sure, but a fraction of what airline bailouts and security
upgrades are likely to cost.
While the high-speed rail debate can be relegated to the realm
of politics, perhaps it shouldn't be. Today, there's no a clear concept of
how multimodalism could work or how high-speed passenger rail fits in.
A strikingly integrated vision was offered by Warren Manning, a landscape architect, that contains many of the elements transportation
analysts would like to see: a nationwide system of commercial highways
with dedicated freightways that feed a parallel freight-rail trunk-line system; of recreational roads that follow the nation's geography; of
high-tech means to switch between modes. Manning proposed his
scheme in 1923. (For more, see Keller Easterling's Organization Space:
Landscapes, Highways, and Houses in America, MIT Press, 1999.) Maybe
A jaunty, stainless-steel hat salutes passengers at the Expo Station on
Singapore's new city-to-airport rail line. The architect is Foster and Partners.
we need more Mannings now. •

"GETTING PEOPLE TO THE AIRPORT
IS THE NUMBER ONE FACILITY DESIGN
ISSUE."
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JFK Terminal 4
Queens, New Yori<

1

SOM REPLACES ITS 1957 BUILDING WITH AN INTERNATIONAL TERMINAL
BETTER SUITED TO THE EXIGENCIES OF TWENTY-FIRST-CENTURY AIR TRAVEL.
By Sarah Amelar

Architect: Skid more, Owings &

Program

SOM had expanded the building

Merrill-David Childs, FAIA,

New York City's ldlewild Airport, later

modestly in the 1960s, but the ter-

lishing clear circulation with a strong

Mar ilyn Taylo r, FAIA, An th ony

rechristened John F. Kennedy (JFK)

minal, like many of its era, embodied

sense of the whole.

Vacchione, A JA, Ca rl Galioto, A JA,

International, embraced a romantic

the notion that The Future had

partners; Peter Ruggiero, AJA, senior

view of ai r t ravel. Built in the 1950's,

indeed arrived-and therefore it

passenger inconvenience and

passengers through it; 5) reestab-

Staging the project to minimize

designer; Pau l Auguste, Robert

and one of th e first major commer-

offered limited flexibility, with no

streamline construction efficiency

Chicas, project managers; Frank

cial ai rports, it offered a vision of

clear plan for change or expansion.

was "a complex puzzle," recalls the

Mrako vcic, Scott Yocom, Tatiana

pavilionlike terminals set along a

The determination to replace it

Kasnar, senior techn ica l coordinators;

ring road in a scenic parkland . Its

first emerged in t he early 1980s with

Ruggiero, AIA. To complicate matters,

Frank Ruggiero, fie ld archi tect

architectu ral language-epitomized

a master plan by l.M. Pei & Partners

the siting was essentially dictated by

project's senior designer, Peter

Owner: JFK International Air

by Eero Saarinen's sculptu ra l TWA

that essentially proposed to remake

the existing footprint, which could not

Term inal (JFK/IAT)

terminal and Skidmore Owings &

the airport. When that ambitious

be extended on the airfield side.

Client: JFK/IAT: a joint venture of

Merrill (SOM)'s International Style

project was later scrapped, the Port

Sch ip hol Amsterdam , LCOR, and

International Arrivals Building-cele-

Authority of New York and New

Solution

Lehman Brothers

brated th e Modern moment, but t he

Jersey, the government agency that

The architects, in effect, performed

Public partner: The Port Auth ority

designs naively failed to anticipate

operates JFK, chose a novel privati-

the old trick of yanking out the

of New York and New Jersey

the industry's booming transfo rma-

zation method: Schiphol Amsterdam,

tablecloth from under the place set-

Interior designer: Ja cquely n Suozzi,

tion s. And so, by 1996, when SOM

operators of the Netherlands' major

tings. The ca refully orchestrated

Ma ry Delaney

was commissioned to revisit its orig-

airport; LCOR, a developer; and

three-and-a -half-year process

Retail design: Commu nication Arts

inal JFK site and address the

Lehman Brothers, investment

involved building a loop of two

Engineers: Arup (structura l and

demands of late-twentieth - and

bankers, jointly formed a design-

roads, dedicated to the construct ion

MEP for main termina l); TAMS

early twenty-first -century air travel,

build-operate-manage consortium,

site and , later, to t he terminal traffic;

Consu ltants (MEP concourses);

its 1957 Arrival s Building had largely

called a DBOM , with the Port

erecting a metal shed beside the old

Arup/TAMS Consu ltants (civi l)

outlived its usefulness.

Authority as its public partner.

building to serve as a temporary

Consultants: Judith Heinz

The growth from 100- to 400-

Engaged to design the new

Landscap e A rchitecture (landscape);

passenger planes; th e evolving

building, SOM was faced with the

Susan Brady Lighting Design (light-

security requirements fi rst prompted

proviso of keeping the terminal-

ing); Arup (acoustica l and IT) ;

by 1970s hijackings; and the huge

even as a composite of old and

arrivals hall; and demolishing existing elements in phases.
For the grand design gesture
and spatial strategy, SOM partner

Wendy Feuer (art); BNP (baggage)

increases in ai r traffic stimul ated by

new-operational throughout the

Marilyn Taylor, FAIA, brought in les-

General Contractor: Morse Diesel

airline deregulat ion had all compro-

demolition and construction periods.

sons learned from Eero Saarinen's

In ternational

mised the logic and wayfindin g

The architect's challenge also

1962 Dulles Airport, which SOM

Size: 1,520, 000 square feet

clarity of SOM's 1957 scheme. No

included: 1) providing for flexibility

expanded in the early '90s. At Dulles,

Cost: $ 1.4 billion

longer could a departing passenger

and potential expansion; 2) increas-

the continuous sweep of a catenary

see the ai rfield-the immediate des-

ing the number of contact gates

roof and open lines of sight to the tar-

WWW

tination- from a curbside ent ry

from 14 to 16; 3) integrating a future

mac "give a constant sense of where

For more transportation projects

point. Caught in a rabbit warren of

light-rail system (to transport pas-

you've been and where you're going;·

and more information on the people

checkpoints and windowless pas-

sengers from New York City and

observes Ruggiero. Also, that termi-

and products involved in this project,

sageways, t his terminal's

elsewhere in the airport) into the

nal's modular structural system

go to Building Types Study at

fin-de-millennium traveler was often

building; 4) introducing a 100,000-

anticipated expansion. In a similar

www.architecturalrecord.com

separated visually from the planes.

square-foot retail court and routing

way, SOM, working closely with ARUP
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TE PLAN

the lower level. The
departures hall's great
curving roof is silhouet-

ted against the skyline.
and elevated road,

The earlier control

allowing daylight Into

tower is by l.M. Pei.

c.

,,

1. Departures curb

engineers, created a great arcing roof

2. Light rail

as the terminal's iconic form. Lined in

3. Departures hall/

sheet aluminum, it recalls the taut,

4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.

ticketing
Retail
Gate concourse
Preexisting control
tower
Baggage make-up!
mechanical
Customs/
immigration
Baggage claim
Arrivals hall

lightweight quality and articulated
flaps of an airplane wing. It is supported by a modular, braced-frame
structure erected perpendicular to the
curbfront. Soaring over the departures hall and retail areas, the roof's
230-foot-span trusses extend several
feet beyond the old terminal 's arrival
hall, allowing for complete structural
independence between the existing
building and the new one.
By fully glazing the curbside
and airside facades, the architects
restored immediacy between entry
point and airfield.
Because selling space has
become an integral and essential
part of the program-and cash
flow-of contemporary terminals,

ARRIVAL LEVEL

SOM provided 100,000 square feet
for a retail zone, designed by
Communications Arts. To avoid
obstructing views to the airfield, t he
architects sank the retail space one
level below the departures hall, but
left it open to the great roof. SOM
and ARUP also devised an open t ripod column, instead of a bulkier
member, to support the trusses.
(With moveable joints, these tripods
allow the roof to flex with snow and
wind loads.) Reinforcing wayfinding,
skylights ma rk major intersections
and lines of circulation .
Generous spatial allotments
between ticketing kiosks have
accommodated the heightened
security and longer check-ins
prompted by last fall's terror attacks.
Planned well before September 11,
the terminal and concourse entry
zones similarly allow for added
screening points and devices.

DEPARTURE LEVEL

"But on the arrivals level, as on
the departures level," says Taylor,
"we wanted t he experience to be

SECTION
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Skylights in the roof (far
left) reinforce major
lines of circulation. The
food court, one flight
below the departures
level, is open to the
bowed, unifying roof
(left). The truss, formed
by a series of tripod
supports, meets the
roof with moveable
joints that flex with
snow and wind loads.

dignified, welcoming, and excitinginstead of the more typical
American way of bringing arriving
passengers through endless corridors, only to emerge at a curb on
the underside of an elevated road ."
On the curbside, the architects projected the arrivals area out from
under the departures roadway, taking advantage of the fact that
international arrivals-with immigration and customs, in addition to
baggage-typically demand more
space than the corresponding departures. Open to daylight and views, the
curved and canted facade of the
arrivals hall is fully glazed-as are t he
exterior walls of the the gate concourses that look out onto the airfield.
The interior is also enlivened by
an arts program, including a sequential piece by architects Diller

+

Scofidio that unfurls a visual narrative
as travelers proceed along a "sterile"
(controlled) corridor from arrival gates
to immigration. An Alexander Calder
mobile-evoking loft and motionfrom the 1957 terminal was restored
and placed prominently in the new
departures hall.

Commentary
The departures hall successfully
brings back the exhilaration and elegance of early air terminals. It also
gives clarity and continuity to the
journey from curb to gate.
Clearly, SOM had to make
tough decisions about how to allot
The arts program

the budget and what to emphasize.

includes a newly

The gate concourses and much of

restored Calder mobile

the arrivals level are less remarkable

(above and opposite,

than the departures hall. Beige plas-

bottom ) that was com-

tic-laminate wall panels lining many

missioned for the

arrivals zones are a bit drab, as are

original 1957 termi nal ,

the utilitarian, relat ively low-ceilinged

and a sequential piece

gate concourses. "But," explains

by Diller + Scofidio in

Ruggiero, "the character of the gate

the "sterile" arrivals

areas is quite intentional. Americans

corridor (right).

tend to go right to the gates and
often stay there-but Schiphol's
mandate was to get the passengers
to spend time in the retail area."
The bottom line: The terminal of
the twenty-first century must be
economically viable in ways never
imagined in earlier eras-but, as
SOM has shown, it can still celebrate
the original spirit of air travel. •
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SOM did not design the
food court itself (left)
but carved out the
space for it. The great
headhouse roof (below)
follows an expandable
module, as do the
check-in kiosks
beneath it.

ICE Station
Frankfurt, Germany

2

BOTHE RICHTER TEHRANI GIVES SPACE-AGE FORM TO A ROADWAYSTRADDLING HIGH-SPEED AIR-RAIL STATION.
By James S. Russell, AIA

Architect: Bothe Richter Tehrani-Jens

Program

Bothe, partner in charge; Berthold

Architect Bothe Richter Tehrani

Staber, Christian Feck, Lutz Gnosa,

(BRT) found itself with a particularly

Frank Gorge, Michael Horn,

unenviable site for a high-speed rail

Wolfgang Labsch-Boga, Katja Pahl,

station at the edge of Frankfurt air-

Ali Pakrooh, Monika Pfretzshner,

port: a thin strip of land between a

Claudia Springmeier, Peer Weiss,

major freeway and highway ramps

Chistopher Wilford, Arndt Woelke,

serving the airport, separated from

Katrin Koulouri, Irene Manhardt, Ulf

the main terminal complex by a

Schroder, ]Urgen Wilhem, design team

hotel and office-building develop-

Client: Deutsche Bahn, AG

ment constructed years before (site

Engineers: Dr. Ing. Binnewies

plan, opposite). Deutsche Bahn (the

(structural); HL-Technik

national railroad) hoped to finance

(mechanical)

the project in part by adding

Developer: Deutsche Bahn

income-producing uses, but they
were scheduled for a subsequent

Size: 380,000 square feet

phase. Still, BRT's station had to be

Completion date: 1999

built as a platform for the addition of
about 180,000 square feet of unde-

Sources

termined uses without disturbing

Glass and glass-support system

train or station operations.

for station roof: MERO Systems;

The station is part of what trans-

Seele GmbH & Co.; Josef Gartner &

portation consultant Matthew Coogan

Co.; Magnus Muller

calls the most aggressive air-rail

Elevators and enclosures: Otis

integration strategy he has yet seen.

Lighting: SELUX; NORKA;

Frankfurt, one of Europe's largest

BEGA; Siteco; WILA; Zumtobel Staff

gateway airports, would rather use its

The two rows of splayed, paired

Bothe, the architect's partner in

Furniture: architect designed, manu-

limited capacity to serve large long-

columns at platform level are beefy

charge. The designers also carved a

factured by Signature Stadtmobilia;

haul planes than small planes making

enough to hold up the later addition

large oval opening to let upper-level

System De Lucci

short hops. Once the high-speed sys-

of commercial space as well as

daylight down to the center of the

tern is completed, Lufthansa has

massive trusses largely concealed

platform level.

agreed to drop all its short-haul flights

within the metal cladding of the hull-

from Dusseldorf and Cologne (and

shaped ticketing level. By spanning

eventually other destinations) in favor

the full width of tracks, the trusses

long sides and a curtain of ai r that

of trains.

leave the platforms column free.

trains pass through at the short

and more information on the people

Solution

relatively far apart along the long

the train platform-a first in

and products involved in this project,

The 212-foot-long, four-track station

sides of the station, because "the

Germany-introducing an airport-

go to Building Types Study at

has been sized to eventually serve

main goal was always to have day-

quality passenger experience. The

www.architecturalrecord.com

nine million passengers annually.

light on the platform level," said Jens

glazing also reduces noise from the

WWW
For more transportation projects
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The column pairs are spaced

The architect "enclosed" the
platform level with glass along the

sides. This minimally air-conditions

surrounding motorways.
As passengers rise to the ticketing level, they find themselves in
a veil-like bubble of glass. The twolayered glass panels are specially
treated to offer shading and reduce
solar-heat gain. A ribbon of clear
glass at the highest point of the
vault contains some operable un its
to vent accumulated hot air.
Unconditioned fresh air is supplied
at the base. Bothe says the temperature of the space rises no more
than 2.5 degrees Celsius above t hat
of the outside on hot days.
BRT's bubble will disappear
once the second phase is con structed, replaced by a domed
skylight within a long seven- to ninestory extrusion that Bothe likens to
a submarine.
A curved, metal-clad bridge
conveys train users across the highway and accommodates a ticketing
hall and some retail space. It leads
through the commercial complex to
another bridge, which plugs the
facility into the main terminal.

Commentary
Joseph Vranich, a high-speed rail
advocate and longtime critic of
Amtrak, divides American rail
proponents into two camps, the
incrementalists and the visionaries.
Frankfurt's ICE Station is clearly in
the visionary mode. The 136-mile
Cologne-to-Frankfurt trip takes
about 55 minutes on the new trains,
an average speed of close to 150
mph. (On Amtrak's fastest route,
devised in the incrementalist mode,
a similar distance-Philadelphia to
Washington, D.C.-takes about an
hour and 50 minutes.)
But the vision of the Deutsche
Tubular ribs frame the

Bahn leaders who commissioned

ticketing-level bubble

the project, Heinz Durr and Martin

(above) from the exte-

Lepper, extended beyond getting the

rior (right), supporting

tracks in place. Marching down the

armatures that attach

highway median like a city-block-

glass by bolt-through

size centipede, the Frankfurt station

connections.

speaks to the excitement travel may
one day elicit again. Rising from the
airy platform to the dramatic, lightbathed bubble offers passengers a
visceral yet reassuring experienceone that's rare in air travel today. •
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Portland
International Airport
Portland, Oregon

3
Architect: Zimmer Gunsul Frasca-

Robert Packard, A.IA, partner in charge;
Robert Frasca, FAIA, design partner;
Larry Bruton, FAJA, partner; Doug
Sams, AJA, Ernest Grigsby, project
managers; Mark Foster, AJA, Eugene
Sandoval, Rich Dunham, senior
designers; Jan Willemse, Erkki Ojala,
AJA, Curt Williams, William Ullman,
project architects
Architectural subconsultant:

Fletcher Farr Ayotte
Client: Port of Portland
Consultants: KPFF (structural); PAE

Consulting Engineers (mechanical/electrical); Howard Needles Tammen &
Berendoff (terminal planning);
Mayer/Reed (landscape)
Contractors: Baugh Construction;

Hoffman Construction
Size: 670, 000 square feet of new and

remodeled space in terminals; 120,000
square foot canopy; 985,000-squarefoot garage expansion
Cost: $422 million
Completion date: Phase J, 1998;

canopy, 2000; Phase II, 2002
Sources
Metal panels: Alucobond; Alpolic
Curtain wall: Kawneer
Skylights: Naturalite; Evergreen
Glass: Viracon

WWW

ZIMMER GUNSUL FRASCA'S AIRPORT EXPANSION INCLUDES A DROP-OFFCURB CANOPY THAT IS AN AIRPORT ICON AS WELL AS A RAIN SHELTER.
By Sheri Olson, AIA

Program
For architect Zimmer Gunsul Frasca
(ZGF), $422 million worth of expansion and improvements to Portland
International Airport depended on
solving long-standing gridlock at
passenger drop-off areas. The
designers could not simply extend
the curb, because the terminal was
wedged between two runways.
For Phase I of the most ambitious development in the airport's
56-year history, ZGF added a 10gate, 170,000-square-foot extension
of the terminal's southern leg, which
was completed in 1998. Then came
the Terminal Access Program, which
was finished in 2000 and included
tripling the size of an existing parking garage and improving terminal
access via pedestrian skybridges at
the ticketing level and tunnels at the
baggage-claim level.
Phase II of the terminal
expansion, which includes a new
concessions court and 500,000square-feet of new and remodeled
space in the central ticket lobby
and lower-level baggage-claim
area, opened to passengers in the
fall of 2001 and will be completed
early in 2002.
A new light-rail station also
had to be threaded into the terminal's four-level circulation system .
Thanks to unusual foresight, there

available to extend the city's
light-rail system to the terminal.
Bechtel Enterprises built the
extension, the 5.5-mile Airport
Max, in exchange for development
rights to a 120-acre, high-density

For more transportation projects

and more products for this project,

was a preexisting right-of-way

Sheri Olson, AJA, is

RECORD'S

Seattle-

transit-oriented project on

go to Building Types Study at

based contributing editor and the

Port-owned land adjacent to

www.architecturalrecord.com

author of Miller/Hull.

the airport.
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Solution
"Airports tend to grow in unpredictable increments, so our goal
was a legible design that reads as
a whole," says partner Bob Frasca,
FAIA. ZGF added four new vehicle
lanes at the ticket-lobby level and
a new center island, effectively
doubling curb space for passenger
loading and unloading. "The only

1. Parking garage
2. Canopy

3. Terminal
4. Concourse

ZGF designers didn't
think passengers
would use the wide
drop-off area without a
canopy (below), which
conveys a welcoming
gesture from a distance (opposite, top).
The city's light-rail system enters at grade
(opposite, bottom).

~

~ I
~
~-------Tl
~-------01

~ ~
~
1. Drop-off

The glass facade of t he

2. Ticket lobby

extended terminal

3. Retail

echoes the slope of the

4. Concourse lobby

canopy (above and

5. Concourse

below), which allows
the interior to borrow
light and a lacy net-

0
DEPARTURE LEVEL
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50 FT.

'----------/

15 M.

work of shadows.

While strip skylights

way to get people to use the out-

(below) draw daylight

bound lanes was to protect them

into the concourses,

from rain, so we added a glass

works by artist Larry

canopy," says Frasca. The

Kirkland offer lively

120,000-square-foot glass-and-

distraction. Striped

steel structure also has created a

poles (near right) are

"front porch"-the airport's new

festooned with

signature.

emblems of the region,

Under the canopy, circulation

and a tapering tower

is segregated vertically, with arrivals

(far right) supports

and baggage at grade and enplan-

flight-information

ing traffic at a ticketing level one

screens.

story up. The architects pushed .t he
front wall of the terminal out 25 feet
to create more room for circulation
and ticket queuing inside. The existing garage grew four stories and
was extended toward the terminal
so that it could anchor the canopy.
(Depending on how evolving security
regulations play out, public use of
spaces closest to the terminal building may be prohibited.)

Commentary
Unlike the generic spaces found in
most airports, Portland's fosters a
sense of place without relying on
tired regional emblems or sacrificing legibility. The long concourses
are punctuated with rows of tropical
fig trees, and zippers of skylights
make the most of natural light in an
overcast climate. The Oregon
Marketplace, in the main concession area, features local cuisine and
specialty shops, offering the kind of
local flavor that counts. Spaces
within the airport are differentiated
to provide visual relief as well as
landmarks for wayfinding. Mid-concourse concession areas become
indoor piazzas surrounded by
coffee bars, newsstands, and art
installations.
Rather than rely on hackneyed
flight-related symbolism, ZGF's handling of the roof's three-point truss
system is elegantly straightforwa rd.
It makes a bright spot out of the
drop-off curbs-typically throwaway
spaces promising a grim travel
experience. Making the most of it s
greenhouse potential, oversize trellises on the face of the garage are
heavily planted with Portland's official flower so pedestrians on the
skybridges pass through blooming
arbors into the City of Roses. •
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New Ways to Build Better, Faster, Cheaper
ARCHITECTS STEVE l<IERAN AND JAMES TIMBERLAl<E USE TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER TO REWRITE THE
LAWS OF CONVENTIONAL WISDOM IN DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION.

By Sara Hart

w

hat is technology transfer? The
term has been around for 30 years
in the automotive and aerospace
industries and, more recently, in
university research quarters. In the broadest terms,
technology transfer is the passing along of information, prototypes, processes, and inventions from
one specialized industrial sector to another for the
purpose of commercialization and dissemination
to a larger consumer base.
Actually, technology transfer is an industry in and of itself. Most universities and their
faculty benefit from royalties received when they
license their inventions to manufacturers of everything from medical devices to home furnishings. At
the Marshall Space Flight Center's Technology
Transfer Department (www.nasasolutions.com),
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) has an entire program devoted to finding
commercial applications for its inventions and
innovations and publishes a journal called Spinoff
(www.sti.nassa.gov/tto), which reports annually on
those NASA technologies that have been successfully transferred to the private sector. The built The facade for the Melvin and Claire Levine Hall at the University of Pennsylvania is a factory-made,
environment has benefited a great deal from aero- pressure-equalized, double-glazed unit.
space inventions, although most architects would
decentralized nature of the design and construction industries has hinbe hard-pressed to name any. (See sidebar, page 138) .
Historically, the architectural profession has been the passive dered architects creatively and kept builders lagging decades behind other
recipient of innovation, because new methods and materials have flowed industries that manufacture products as well as provide services. Yet, there
in only one direction: from inventor to manufacturer to designer. The is recent evidence that practicing architects and even architecture students
profession's apparent indifference to innovation in other fields and the ["Weird Science in a New Age oflndustry;' RECORD, April 2001, p.163] are
getting their hands dirty, at least figuratively, in the newly hip fields of
materials science and product development. Specifically, two Philadelphia
CONTINUING EDUCATION
architects have embarked on an ambitious project to prove that buildings
~ \) uc4 1
Use the following learning objectives to focus your study
can be built faster, cheaper, and better by borrowing not just the materi~
/.:::>-;e. w hl·1 e rea d.mg t l1lS
. month's ARCHITECTURAL RECORD I
:::
als but the processes from other industries. In their case, the role model is
AJA Continuing Education article. To receive credit, turn
the automotive industry.

'; R
.,...4' o t3
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to page 138 and follow the instructions.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Architects with a mission

After reading this article, you should be able to:
1. Describe how technology transfer works.
2. Explain how technology transfer can benefit architecture.
3. Describe unitized construction.

At the 200 1 American Institute of Architects (AIA) National Convention
in Denver, the College of Fellows of the AIA awarded its first Latrobe
Fellowship to Philadelphia architects Stephen Kieran, FAIA, and James
Timberlake, FAIA. The grant, named for the architect Benjamin Henry
Latrobe, is awarded biennially for research leading to significant advances
in the profession of architecture. As recipients of the inaugural award of
$50,000, the architects immediately aimed their research at the restrictive

WWW For this story and more continuing education, as well as links to
sources, white papers, and products, go to www.architecturalrecord.com
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DESIGN AND PRODUCTION OF BUILDINGS: CONTEMPORARY EXAMPLE
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This chart (left) describes
the linear process that
governs the design and

IDESIGN

PRODUCTION

construction of most buildings. Almost all systems
are constructed piece by
piece in the field. By

DESIGN
DEVELOPMENT

CONTRACT
DOCUMENTS &
BID PACKAGES

contrast, in a modular
assembly system used by
the automotive and aerospace industries (opposite,

SUBCONTRACTOR BUYOUTS

top), manufacturers use
out sourced suppliers t o
assemble entire modules

SUBMITIALS

and deliver them to the
factory (or building site)
CONSTRUCTION

r .. •

•

•

ready to be installed.

•••1• ...._

COST
ESTIMATING

The front facade of

tory-built panels (right

Levine Hall at the

and below). The panels

University of

arrive on-site fully

Pennsylvania is a

glazed and finished.

ventilated curtain wa ll

Installation is both

system made up of fac-

fast and accurate.

L liffili-f-- - - exhaust air

SECTION TH RO UGH CURTAIN WALL
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MODULAR PRODUCTION

For the curtain wall at
Levine Hall, Kieran

SUBASSEMBLIES
TIER 2

COMPLETE PRODUCT

Timberlake Architects
chose a modular assembly
system. In this particular
case, the customer is the

SUPPLIER

university; the assembler
is the contractor; the Tier 1
supplier is Permasteelisa,
the curtain-wall fabricator;
Tier 1.5 suppliers provide
the glass, the low-e coatings, and the aluminum
extrusions; Tier 2 suppliers

ASSEMBLER

provide the interior and
exterior coatings, blinds,
hardware, and electronic
controllers.

SUPPLIER

paradigms that have segregated the four major disciplines critical to the
construction process-architecture, construction, materials science, and
product engineering. One existing paradigm states that although innovation occurs within each discipline, historically there has been very little
collaboration among them. Kieran and Timberlake envision a new model
in which all four disciplines share a "collective intelligence."
Since Henry Ford began mass production of the Model-Tin
1907, his repetitive and fast assembly-line method has been improved
on and mechanized, but the principle remained unchanged until
recently. Timberlake, an automobile enthusiast who has researched the
industry exhaustively, says that in the mid- l 990s market forces pressured American automobile manufacturers to build cars faster and

SAVVY CLIENTS ARE LESS ACCEPTING OF
THE CONVENTIONAL WISDOM THAT STATES
THAT IT TAKES THREE TO FIVE YEARS TO
PRODUCE A SUBSTANTIAL NEW BUILDING.
cheaper and, at the same time, to make them better. In short, with the
extensive use of computer technology, the automotive industry
responded with a modular system of production, whereby the role of
suppliers changed from merely delivering parts to the factories to
assembling collections of parts-such as doors, dashboards, and
HVAC units-off-site and delivering them ready for installation on the
assembly line. (See the chart on page 134)
This is no small innovation. Not only has this modular-assembly system produced better quality and allowed for customization, it has
reduced the time from concept to release from 58 months a decade ago to
38 months today, and it has reduced labor costs by a third.
What does this have to do with constructing buildings?
Plenty, according to Kieran and Timberlake, who have found parallels
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--...---~---

.

-

- ---

--.-

-

---

-

BUILDING MODULE SUPPLIER

. ··- ......
~~

MATERIALS
SCIENTISTS

PRODUCT
ENGINEERS

PROTOTYPING
DESIGN/
ENGINEERING

PRODUCTION

to the production of automobiles in the design and construction of
buildings. In their Latrobe Fellowship proposal (www.latrobefellowship.com), they list the attributes shared by cars and buildings:
"affordability, weather-tight construction, economical operation,
durability over a reasonable period of time without major repairs, integrated mechanical and electrical systems, and an acceptable level of
safety." Building codes, site restrictions, and building-department
approvals notwithstanding, the comparison is still convincing when
one considers that buildings don't have to travel safely at 60 miles per
01.02 Architectural Record
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CAR AND BUILDING DOOR COMPONENT: SUBASSEMBLIES

I

Cars, like buildings, are made of components of smaller, separate pieces.

line outfitted with all its elements and ready to be plugged into the car

Until recently, automobile production involved installing individual parts

body. Kieran and Timberlake's research suggests that building-door

on an assembly line one at a time. Now, the industry has shifted to a mod-

assemblies are programmatically similar to car doors and could be more

ular system in which the car door, for instance, arrives at the assembly

efficiently produced by a module supplier off-site.

hour, and they don't have to be produced in quantities of 25,000 units
to be profitable. And, like the automotive industry, a high percentage of
the cost of construction is field labor.
Just as the automotive industry had to respond to the market
or perish, architects are beginning to feel the heat from clients who want
their buildings delivered faster without additional costs or compromise

l<IERAN AND TIMBERLAl<E ENVISION A
NEW MODEL IN WHICH ALL DISCIPLINES
SHARE A "COLLECTIVE INTELLIGENCE."
in quality. In the age of rapid production in almost every other industry,
savvy clients are less accepting of the conventional wisdom that states
that it takes three to five years to produce a substantial new building.
They are also wary of the long-standing equation that quality times
scope equals cost times time. In other words, they don't buy the concept
134
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that complex, well-constructed buildings cost more money and take
considerably longer to build.
Research into reality

Kieran and Timberlake's research is solid and their conclusions logical.
Buildings, like cars, are made of components, which, in turn, are made of
many smaller elements. If a car door can arrive at the factory completely
outfitted with steel exterior, fabric interior, locks, speakers, glass, and controls, then why can't a building door arrive at the construction site with its
hardware, automatic or mechanical closer, weather seals, security apparatus, exit light, alarm, and signage assembled? The same is true of other
building elements, especially if they are considered systems, or in the language of Kieran and Timberlake, "modular building assemblies." To date,
the architects have taken their research from a theoretical framework to a
real building-the Melvin and Claire Levine Hall at the University of
Pennsylvania. Currently under construction and expected to be com-

Tate & Snyder Architects, Henderson , NV
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The diagram on the left shows how even in a design-build or fast-track

engineers, suppliers, and even materials scientists. The diagram on the

project, the design and construction process is still achieved laterally.

right shows a more integrated design model in which the old equation

In their research, Kieran and Timberlake argue that there is a need for

of "quality times scope equals cost times time" would no longer be the

a more fluid process with more direct contributions from product

operative paradigm.

pleted this spring, the 40,000-square-foot glazed pavilion will contain
offices, laboratories, meeting rooms, and an auditorium for the School of
Engineering and Applied Sciences.
While the structure and the floor plates are a conventional
post-tensioned concrete system, the architects conceived the curtain
wall as a modular building assembly. Their search for a fabricator who
could achieve this led them out of the U.S. to the Permasteelisa
Company in Veneto, Italy. (Permasteelisa fabricated the modular tita-

THE CURTAIN WALL IS COMPRISED OF
PANELS THAT ARE ASSEMBLED IN THE
FACTORY FROM SEPARATE COMPONENTS.
nium panels for Frank Gehry's Guggenheim Museum in Bilbao and the
double -glazed curtain wall at Galeries Lafayette in Berlin by Jean
Nouvel.) Like a car door, the Permasteelisa curtain wall is comprised of
panels that are assembled in the factory of separate components-in
this case, an external, pressure-equalized, double-glazed unit; an internal, single-glazed unit; and a mechanically ventilated cavity with
continual air flow supplied by room air from an inlet at the base that
exits through an outlet at the head of the glazing frame. Because fabrication in a controlled environment can be extremely precise and yield
small tolerances, coordination of concrete pours, inserts, and attach136
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ments with the base building is critical. Yet, the curtain wall drives the
coordination. Permasteelisa provides full-scale shop drawings that
show every component the company is providing as well as details of
how the panels will interface with the structure. When completed, the
panels will be shipped to Philadelphia and anchored to the structure.
Project architect Richard Maimon, AIA, identifies the curtain
wall as "unitized construction" to differentiate it from the conventional
"stick-built." "Unitized construction allows more work to be done at
the shop, offering a higher level of quality and precision. Unitized,
modularized, or componentized construction is a direct transfer from
the automobile, aerospace, and shipbuilding industries," explains
Maimon. The higher level of quality means that the joints are tighter,
which means the risk of moisture penetration is lower, which, in turn,
means reduced liability for the architect and contractor. The curtain
wall at Levine Hall will have only four field joints, as opposed to dozens
had it been stick-built, giving the architect reason to anticipate a short
punch list.
The economic value of unitized construction must be reckoned
in terms of first costs versus long-term costs. "When clients, such as institutions, weigh the value of the system over the life span of the building,
unitized systems come out ahead;' explains Timberlake. From an operational and energy-use perspective, the client can expect a 15 to 20 percent
savings over the life of the building.
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Brave new world of building

There's nothing like a successful project in the real world to turn hypothesis into fact and validate one's research. Levine Hall is only one,
relatively small success story for technology transfer and an integrated
approach to design, but Kieran and Timberlake's research will no doubt
yield more. To verify the proper direction of their research, they are
organizing a symposium this fall through the auspices of the Graduate
School of Fine Arts at the University of Pennsylvania, where they also
conduct a Master's Research Laboratory.

Spinoffs from NASA for architects
Fabric Structures. During the Apollo program, NASA searched for
a du rable, noncombu stible material for space suits that was also
thin, lightweight, and flexible. At the time, Owens-Corning was developing a glass-fiber yarn, which it wove into a fabric and then coated
with Teflon for strength, durability, and hydrophobicity (the ability to
repel moisture). A heavier version is now used to cover shopping
malls and stadiums. Space-based fabric reduces lighting needs, and

FROM AN OPERATIONAL AND ENERGY -USE
PERSPECTIVE, THE CLIENT CAN
EXPECT A 15 TO 20 PERCENT SAVINGS
OVER THE LIFE OF THE BUILDING.
The revelation alone that the automotive and aerospace industries have successfully exploited developments in information technology,
computer-aided design (CAD), and fabrication techniques to provide
more scope or higher quality in less time and for less money should, at
the very least, inspire the architecture profession to critique its selfimposed boundaries. As Timberlake acknowledges, "We have to start
thinking like everybody else."•
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INSTRUCTIONS
+Read the article "New Ways to Build Better, Faster, Cheaper" using the
learning objectives provided.
+Complete the questions below, then fill in your answers (page 178).
+ Fill out and submit the AIA/CES education reporting form (page
178) or download the form at www.architecturalrecord.com
to receive one AIA learning unit.

QUESTIONS

1. Which of these attributes is shared by cars and buildings?
a. building department approvals
b. travels safely at 60 mph

c. integrated mechanical and electrical systems
d. produced in quantities of 25,000 units to be profitable

2. Savvy architectural clients expect which of their buildings?

a. they will take 3 to 5 years to produce
b. cost times time equals quality
c. faster delivery without additional costs
d. complex, well-constructed buildings take longer to build

3.

Unitized construction is a direct transfer from which industry?
a. aerospace
b. automobile
c. shipbuilding
d. all of the above

its reflectivity lowers cooling costs. Flat Cable. To make aircraft and
spacecraft more compact, NASA devised space-saving, weightshaving measures. One such measure is the use of extremely thin
flat wires known as flat conductor cable (FCC). Only as thick as a
credit card, FCC dramatically reduces the space occupied by t he
many miles of power lines in aerospace vehicles. A consortium of
manufacturers pooled their resources to develop complete FCC
systems, which encompass not only the cable but t he sheathing,
connectors, tools, and other equipment needed to facilitate FCC use
by designers and builders.
Source: "The Best of NASA's Spinoffs," from Spinoff magazine
(vesuvius.jsc.nasa.gov/er/seh/spinoff.html#BEST)

5. The economic value of unitized construction is recognized in which?

a. lower initial costs
b. lower retooling costs
c. lower life-span costs
d. lower maintenance costs

6. In the Levine Hall glazed pavilion, which is not true of the curtainwall construction?
a. the curtain wall is made of components
b. the concrete pours and attachments drive the coordination
c. the curtain wall drives the coordination
d. fabrication is precise

7. Which is an example of technology transfer?

a. when aerospace technology is published in scientific journals
b. universities paying royalties for automotive research
c. licensing of medical devices for use in hospitals
d. passing information from one specialized industry to another
for use by a larger commercial base

8. The goal of Kieran and Timberlake was which?

a. to segregate the four disciplines of architecture, construction,
materials science, and product engineering
b. to have the four disciplines achieve a collective intelligence
c. to develop innovation within each discipline separately
d. to develop research only in the discipline of architecture

9. In order to produce cars faster and cheaper, the automobile industry did
which?
a. sped up the assembly line
b. hired more workers
c. used a modular system of production
d. changed suppliers

4. Unitized construction of a curtain wall versus stick-built would result
in which?
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10. Fabrics developed for space suits offer which for building use?

a. more field joints

a. high strength with light weight

b. fewer field joints
c. looser joints

c. increased lighting needs

d. higher operational energy use

d. heaver weight than steel
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b. increased energy consumption
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Digital Architect
From atelier to e-telier: virtual design studios
By Jerry Laiserin, FAIA
The design studio, as physical

divisions. The catch is predicting

Faculty of Architecture, University

be synchronous, implying "the

place and pedagogical method, is

whether VDS will isolate students

of Sydney. According to Dr. Simoff,

simultaneous presence and partici-

the core of architectural education.

from a sense of place and materi-

who's now at the University of

pation of all designers involved in

Atel iers clustered around rue

ality, or if it will provide future

Technology Sydney, VDS makes

the collaboration," or asynchronous,

Napoleon in Paris defined the Ecole

architects the tools to reconcile

"the location of designers irrele-

in which "designers may work at dif-

des Beaux Arts. The Carnegie

communication environments and

vant ... because the workspace of

ferent times, often on different parts

Endowment report on architectural

physical space.

the studio is distributed across the

of the design, and do not require the

net. Designers are able to enter

simultaneous presence of all team

education, published in 1996, iden-

crits, pin-ups, and charrettes-lan-

With a little help from my
friends
While shuttling between Harvard
and MIT on Boston's MTA Red Line

guage and behavior learned in the

subway during the 1980s, William J.

tified a comparably central role for
studios in schools today. From programs, schemes, and parti to desk

studio establish the profession's

Mitchell, FRAIA, now dean of archi-

cultural framework.

tecture and urban planning at MIT,

Advances in CAD and visualiza-

mused that the network linking the

tion, combined with technologies to

two schools' computer systems

communicate images, data, and

served as an "electronic Red Line."

"live" action, now enable virtual

By the early 1990s, former stu-

dimensions of studio experience.

dents, collaborators, and admirers

· Students no longer need gather at
the same time and place to tackle

of Mitchell began establishing transcontinental and transoceanic "Red

the same design problem. Critics

Lines," inventing the ground rules for

can comment over the network or

electronically mediated studios as

by e-mail, and distinguished jurors

they went along. From 1995 to

can make virtual visits without being

1997, a watershed in VDS evolution

in the same room as the pin-up-if

occurred in the academy, with publi-

Architecture student Tom Carajevski at the University of British Columbia

there is a pin-up (or a room).

cation of experiences in overlapping

presents his design proposal to a critic at Kumamoto University in Japan.

Virtual design studios (VDS)
have the potential to favor collabo-

studios among the universities of
Sydney, Tasmania, and Queensland

the studio for interactive and non-

members." Asynchronous communication has modest technical

ration over competition , diversify

in Australia; University of British

interactive sessions connecting to

student experiences, and redistrib-

Columbia (UBC); Hong Kong (UHK),

the World Wide Web, multimedia

needs-typically e-mail and file

ute the intellectual resources of

Kumamoto, and Kyoto universities

mailers, and/or connecting to a

transfer protocol (FTP)-while syn-

architectural education across geo-

in Japan; MIT; the National

video conferencing session."

chronous communication imposes

graphic and socioeconomic

University of Singapore; Washington

Contributing editor Jerry Laiserin,
provides strategic consulting
services to architects and their technology providers.

high bandwidth and technology

be single-task, in which each partic-

requirements for video conferencing,

Technical University (ETH) of Zurich,

ipant "has his own view over the

shared electronic whiteboards, and

among others.

whole design problem, and the

specialized groupware.

University in St. Louis; and the
FAIA,

The design collaboration may

In 1997, Mary Lou Maher,
Simeon Simoff, and Anna

shared conception is developed by

Simoff observes that an ideal

the 'superposition' of the views of all

shared design representation for

Cicognani wrote a landmark paper

participants," or multiple-task, in

VDS "would incorporate the design-

'WWW For more information on

and subsequent monograph,

which "the design problem is divided

ers' goals, descriptions, reasoning

technology for architects, including

Understanding Virtual Design

among the participants in a way

paths in their design steps, partial

reviews, vendor lists, and links,

Studios (Springer-Verlag, 1999),

that each person is responsible for

solutions to the design task, design

go to Digital Architect at

on VDS experiences at the Key

a particular portion of the design."

communications, and information

www.a rchitecturalrecord.com

Centre for Design Computing,

Similarly, communication may

exchange." But he notes that no
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Digital Architect

backgrounds will do things differ-

forms, processes, and content-an

ently, and it is from that diversity of

evolutionary phase that VDS tech-

experiences that the students can

nology is just now entering.
Jim Davidson, AIA, taught at

learn that every decision in the
CAD system or interoperability

aspects of architecture and urban

design process is an opportunity

UBC during the school's mid-1990s

scheme among CAD systems cur-

design, even through the haze of the

waiting to be used. The virtual

VDS work, moved on to the epicen-

rently supports all these data.

mediated connection we get to

design studio also is important as

ter of virtual reality research at the

Therefore, the typical VDS employs

glimpse a wider world."

we train our students for a global

University of Washington's Human

marketplace." Like Wojtowicz's stu-

Interface Technology Lab, and then

presenting information as text,

been involved in VDS technology

dents at UBC, Texas A&M students

moved on to Microsoft and inde-

tables, images, 30 models, ani-

since its inception and finds it "no

can use VOS-specific tools, includ -

pendent consultancy D'Art, Inc. In

mated images, and Web links to

longer a big deal." In a recent collab-

ing "electronic pin-up" programs

response to "the nonphysical, place-

other information.

oration between UBC and

that allow the same Photoshop

less, and nontemporal character of

Kumamoto University, remote fac-

image files to be plotted out for real

the medium of collaboration,"

an informal hypermedia approach,

>
c.:J

When implementing these prin-

At UBC, Dr. Jerzy Wojtowicz has

Q

ciples, Nancy Yen-Wen Cheng, AIA,

ulty critiqued student work

pin-ups and published simultane-

Davidson believes VDS is essential

...I

who taught at UHK during the mid-

synchronously-via Microsoft

ously in HTML format for virtual

to "helping st udents understand

Q

:c

z

1990s when VDS took root there,

NetMeeting, Cornell University's

pin-ups on the Web, without dupli-

when our communications-verbal,

(.)

favors structuring well-defined tasks

CUseeMe, and Moro Lab's Group

cate effort.

written, or graphic-are media-

L&J

and interactions "because of the dif-

Work CAD (GW-CAD, developed by

ficulty of a true artistic collaboration

Professor Mitsuo Morozumi at

vation in VDS is the Infinity Room

c:t

between people who have never

Kumamoto)-and asynchronously

(see illustrations below), which

.....

met." In local projects at the

with design software from Abvent

creates the illusion that studios

design communication and its impli -

.....
Q

University of Oregon, where she now

(Art• lantis), Adobe (Photoshop,

hundreds or thousands of miles

cations for architectural form and

teaches, Cheng observes, "Where

Flash), Alias IWavefront (Maya),

apart are just opposite halves of

program has been ongoing at ETH in

students can supplement mediated

Autodesk (AutoCAD), auto• des• sys

the same room. This logical exten-

Zurich, initially under the direction of

communication with face-to-face

(form• Z), Graphisoft (ArchiCAD), and

sion of VDS technology into the

Gerhard Schmitt and now under

talk, they see their contributions

Nemetschek (VectorWorks).

realm of simulation or telepresence

Maia Engeli. ETH defines its use of

increases psychological engage-

VDS technology as a platform for
creating a new hybrid of virtual and

I...I

Ic.:J

Dr. Vasquez de Velasco's inno-

become part of a useful repository."

dependent and when they are not."
Some of the most advanced
exploration of media dependence in

In remote projects, such as a recent

Wish you were here

ment in the same way as

collaboration with the University of

The Las Americas VDS spans Texas

"dissolving the fourth wall " does

physical architecture for 2010 and

Stuttgart, "students see that though

A&M and universities in Mexico,

in the theater.

beyond-an architecture as much

their distant peers may have differ-

Argentina, and Chile, and combines

ent values and approaches to

lessons learned from other VDS with

Toward a virtual architecture

building behavior as about com-

design, many fundamental aspects

some new twists. Like Cheng,

Media guru Marshall McLuhan once

modity, firmness, and delight. The

of the design process are

"Aggie" assistant professor

noted that new media take their

role of the studio thus will come full

unchanged around the world. The

Guillermo Vasquez de Velasco

initial content from the media they

circle: As the hand-rendered com-

about chips, sensors, and adaptive

enlarged pool of students involved

believes the cross-cultural nature of

replace. The first motion pictures

munication media of the original

[in a VDS] allows us to identify dif-

VDS promotes questioning "the

were filmed stage plays; the first

ateliers shaped the architecture of

ferent models of excellence. While

hundreds of default design decisions

television broadcasts were radio

the Beaux Arts age, the virtual

face-to-face interaction is more

that our students make during a

programs with pictures. But new

media of the e-telier will shape a

direct for conveying complex

semester. People with different

media eventually develop their own

new architecture of the digital age.•

1. Studio
2. Equipment room
3. Control room
A. Computers for

image compression
B. Video projectors

C. Wide-angle camera
D. Main studio camera

_:- -- -

2

E. Ceiling camera

I

F. Feedback camera

I

The Infinity Room involves building studios in different
locations (plan, right) equipped with floor-to-ceiling rearprojection screens, computers, and video equipment to
create life-size images.
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G. Audio/VCR
H. Future location of

mam camera
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LIGHTING
New architectural
lighting master
classes: terrific
learning situation
for architects

There are dozens, perhaps even hundreds, of opportunities to learn about lighting every year. I don't often take
the trouble of plugging most of them, because they are
about technology: lamps, ballasts, fixtures-basically,
hardware and "the numbers." Those topics are important
and they have their place, but most design professionals who do not specialize in
lighting per se are looking for something different. They're not interested in finding out how to usurp the place of their lighting consultants. Rather, they want to
learn how to complement them better and to create architecture that provides
opportune settings for high-quality lighting. Now there is a new chance to learn:
in the Architectural Lighting Master Classes at John Jay College in New York City,
which will be offered February 21 and 22. The classes are being produced by
Sonny Sonnenfeld, who has been putting on the Broadway Lighting Master
Classes for several years. The courses are being coordinated by Paul Gregory
of Focus Lighting, New York City, and Jonathan Spiers of Jonathan Spiers
Associates, Edinburgh, Scotland. Both designers have had projects in the
RECORD Lighting section. Paul's lighting of the Toys "R" Us flagship store (photo,
left) appears in this issue. The faculty will also include Howard Brandston, perhaps best known for his masterful lighting of the Statue of Liberty; Ken Billington,
a theatrical lighting designer with over 80 Broadway and 50 Off-Broadway shows
to his credit; and Dr. Alan Lewis, who has written about physiological optics,
lighting and vision performance, ergonomics, and color vision, among other
vision-related topics. Together they will present two days of classes covering
creativity and inspiration; maintaining the competitive edge; coordinating
architectural and lighting design; tools of the trade and how to use them; and
presentation techniques. AIA members receive 16 learning units for attending
both sessions and a tuition discount. Details can be obtained by sending an e-mail
to e.almc_nyc@hotmail.com or calling the Architectural Lighting Master Classes
at 212/769-2751. Charles Linn, AJA
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150 Nordic Light Hotel,
Stockholm
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158 Toys "R" Us,
New York City
Focus Lighting
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WINNER
"Best New Product"
awarde d to Ledalite MesoOptics™
holo grap hic diffuser techno logy
at LightFair Intern at ional 200 I

liql--n floATiNq

.

IN SpACE

Almost entirely luminous, the
new Meso X 1 provides soft,
balanced, controlled illumination
for contemporary workspaces.
And it does so elegantly,
efficiently and cost effectively.

A Genlyte Thomas Company

For more information on the Mesa X 1
contact yo ur Led alite Sales Representative:
call 604-888-681 I : e- mail Ledalite at
info@ledalite.com or visit the Ledalit e
website at www.ledalite.com
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Technical data • Dimensions: 1.9 " x I 0.5'' • Lamp: I TS HO • Effici ency: 90% • Di stribution: 80% up I 20% down

Creative Uses

Ross De Alessi does a magic trick that even David Copperfield would admire

MEMPHIS: A city with plans for a grand urban-lighting scheme
How can one appear to have lit an

Historic District, where the Pyramid

entire downtown, only to make the

Arena is located, to the north. One

lighting disappear again? Lighting

thing all these areas still lacked was

designer Ross De Alessi, of Ross De

a cohesive lighting plan.

Alessi Lighting Design, did just that
in order to create a presentation for

The Memphis UrbanArt
Commission formed a strategic

an extensive proposal to illuminate

partnership with the City Center

Memphis's downtown.

Commission to create "Light It Up:

The lighting project started in

the Downtown Illumination Project."

1999 when a group of citizens led

Sponsors were Memphis Light, Gas,

by the entrepreneurial Kristi

and Water; the Tennessee Valley

Jernigan, the founder of Memphis's

Authority; Shelby County; the City of

Triple-A baseball team, the Redbirds,

Memphis; and the Memphis

began looking for a visionary project

Chamber of Commerce.

that would make a significant

After a nationwide search, the
Light It Up Committee
asked De Alessi's firm to

A lighting mock-up for the Memphis Light and Gas and Water headquarters.

create a master plan. The
firm is no stranger to the

ensured its importance as a trading

was lit, bit by bit, in a single evening

task, having previously

center. Before that, its position atop

and then returned to darkness. The

executed examples in

a high bluff inspired the Spanish

photographs were combined to

Helsinki, Cleveland, and

and French to build forts there.

Seattle. Their approach

Proposed lighting for the Pyramid Arena.

The city's west-facing vista, as

produce a panorama (below). To
visually anchor the floodlit buildings

to lighting downtown

it is viewed from the river, is of para-

to the plane of the river's surface,

Memphis would utilize

mount importance, and illustrating

De Alessi proposed lighting the cob-

the accenting and flood-

what it would look like to the com-

blestone levees on the banks of the

lighting of important

mittee would be difficult. Enter De

river. The blue lighting would also be

buildings-a typical strat-

Alessi the magician. He stationed

animated, moving in waves over the

impact on the city during the Year

egy-but with something more. De

himself across the river with a

facades of the buildings to mimic

2000 and after. Since 1976, the City

Alessi felt the lighting must engage

large-format camera and took

the flow of the river. In addition to

of Memphis had labored to improve

the movement and imagery of the

photographs while a crew, led by

lighting significant Memphis build-

the beleaguered Central Business

mighty Mississippi. The culture of

project manager Trish Connor, com-

ings, the plan will light the Pinch

District, starting at Peabody Place,

the river is deeply rooted in the city.

manded a big truck with light-blue

Historic District, the South Main Art

and the historic Beale Street District

Its location midway between New

floodlights and lit each building tem-

District, and the Central Business

to the south, leading to t he Pinch

Orleans and the Ohio Valley had

porarily. The entire Memphis skyline

District. Charles Linn, A/A

This composite view of what could become Memphis's new illuminated skyline was taken by Ross De Alessi from the west, across the Mississippi River.
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The base of the hotel's
guest-room tower is
illuminated with compact fluorescents,
adding to its floating
appearance (right).
Theatrical luminaires
graze the glass wall of
the facade (below),
with clear and translucent sections emitting
a varied glow.

nordic Light

Adapting the boutique hotel aesthetic to Stockholm,
designers wash interiors with a paint box of light

By William Weathersby, Jr.

n Stockholm, Sweden, two new sister hotels embrace the essential
elements of water and light. The adjacent Nordic Sea and Nordic
Light hotels anchor a reconfigured civic square, the Vasaplan,
which fronts the Central Station rail-transit complex. While the
Nordic Sea features a nautical theme-with an oversize lobby aquarium,
blue upholstery, and cherry wood surfaces that would seem at home
aboard a ship-the Nordic Light presents a spare, abstract landscape
whose compass points are harder to plot. Interior planes and materials

I

Contributing editor Willi am Weathersby, Jr. , is a writer based in Westport, Conn.
H e coordinates lighting coverage for

AR CHITECTURAL RECORD.

within a stark palette of black, white, and gray form the backdrop for a
changing play of light and color.
"Daily periods of sunlight range from 6 to 19 hours throughout
the year here, so Swedes are very attuned to changes in weather and natural light," says principal lighting designer Kai Piippo of Ljusarkitektur
P&O. "Within the Nordic Light, we wanted to use electric illumination to
abstractly evoke the many facets of this mercurial Scandinavian
quality of light." Patterns projected upon the walls of the public spacesincluding sunbursts, streaks from a rainbow, and flames of fire-slowly
change throughout the day to recast the ambience of public spaces,
enveloping guests with an atmospheric glow.
While the 367-room Nordic Sea was carved from an existing
police station, the Nordic Light adaptively reuses part of an existing office
building, long the site of a regional Mercedes corporate headquarters. A
new six-floor wing housing 175 hotel guest rooms was added atop the
three-story base of the building. Collaborating with interior designers Jan
Soder and Lars Phil (who for many years worked, respectively, as a photographer and art director), Piippo mapped out an extensive lighting plan
that employs fixtures incorporating theatrical, architectural, and art-glass
modes. "The interior surfaces and Modernist furnishings are rather aus-

PLAYING OFF BLACl<-AND-WHITE PLANES,
COLORFUL ILLUMINATION DEFINES SPACE
AND MOOD. THE FACES OF GUESTS GLOW.
tere, in direct contrast to the more traditional Nordic Sea;' Piippo says.
"Light is a major component leading guests through the space and affecting their perception of the surroundings."
On the ground floor, the glass-wall facade allows daylight to
flood the entrance from morning until dusk on sunny days. Sections of
the window wall are treated with a translucent film to reduce glare along
the reception area while veiling the view from the street. At the onset of
darkness, a light show accompanied by music begins at the entrance and
proceeds for several minutes. Theatrical fixtures fitted with color washes
graze the front doors and glass wall of the facade . The light effects continue to change slowly over one hour, then the cycle repeats. "The key is in
the gradual change of color and intensity;' Piippo says. "We didn't want to
blast patrons directly with light, but we wanted them to slowly become
aware that the room is always taking on a new mood."

i

I
- ------+-

!

Project: Nordic Light Hotel,

Restaurangprojekturing

Stockholm

Interior designer: soder.phil-Lars

Owners: JM; Ejnar Soder; Hans

Phil, Jan Soder, principals

Mellstrom

Lighting designer: Ljusarlcitektur

Architect: FFNS Arkitekter-Per

P&O-Kai Piippo, principal lighting

Wigow, principal architect

designer

Interior architect: Hotell och

Signage designer: Christin Browall
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"With white walls and a
white marble floor, the
lobby is like a light box
of effects," says Ka i
Piippo. Sun and starburst patterns in the
reception area and dining room (above and
left) are projected with
architectural fixtures
that adapt theatrical
techniques.

The hotel staff members behind the reception desk are backlit
with ceiling-mounted, low-voltage incandescents that give off a color
temperature approximating sunlight. The registration console is edged
with fluorescents at its base to subtly uplight patrons.
A sculptural chandelier in the center of the lobby showcases the
classic craftsmanship of Swedish art glass. Piippo worked with artist Anna
Ehmer to design a formation of stalactitelike spikes enlivening a recessed
dome. Each rod encases a fiber-optic element that changes color as part
of a choreographed light program. Each season, Piippo reprograms the
effect to alter the mix of colors. "The glass rods have been fired with a
component of alabaster to vary the quality of translucency," Piippo says.
Though not meant to literally evoke ice formations, he notes, they add a
152
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poetic punctuation of Nordic culture to the room. (Piippo indeed knows
how to illuminate actual ice, as the longtime lighting designer of the
annual Ice Hotel in Sweden's Arctic Circle).
The lobby's white walls and curtains function as surfaces upon
which to project light. Piippo says he likes to think of them as "movie
screens that capture archetypal images composed of light." Rather than
theatrical fixtures, he specified architectural luminaires that house 50watt, low-voltage halogen lamps fitted with pattern projectors. Eight
ceiling-mounted luminaires focus narrow beams of light upon the walls
and can be synchronized to pulse or slowly fade . The lighting design of
the hotel lobby is changed once a month, with custom lighting projections arranged for special events.

L
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SYSTEMS

ON Series

The LED lamps from Bruck, with I 00,000 hours of life and high resistance
to shock and vibration, virtually eliminate maintenance while reducing heat
and energy cost by 90%. Available in green, blue, red, amber and white .

ORION E26: Replaces medium base incandescent lamps and enhances visibility.
ORION MR 16: Upgrades standard MR 16 for visual display lighting.
ORION AL: Withstands stepping, spilling and most high traffic area conditions.

BRUCK LIGHTING SYSTEMS

714 424-0500

Fax 714 424-0505

Costa Mesa, California

www.brucklighting.com
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A chandelier composed
of blown-glass spikes is
internally illuminated by
fiber-optic elements
that change color (left).
The ceiling cove is lit by
additional low-voltage
strip lights. Guest
rooms feature lighting
projections above each
bed (below). The effect
is wired on its own circuit and may be turned
off separately by
guests. Bedside and
desk lamps designed by
Piippo employ 60-watt
incandescent lamps.

Adjacent to the lobby lounge, the dining room features more
than 150 light sources that can mimic natural lighting scenes from sunrise
to full daylight. As focal points, six art-glass chandeliers are each illuminated with 15-watt, low-voltage halogens.
Instead of framed artwork in guest rooms, a lighting projection
washes the wall above each bed. Larger suites feature as many as three
light projections. The ambient lighting effects can be controlled by guests
via a standard switch. Task fixtures beside the bed and atop the desk,
which house incandescent lamps, were custom-designed by Piippo. •
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Sources

Exterior signage:

Theatrical projectors, fiber optics:

Lighting controls:

Focus Neon
Tidsrum

Martin Professional

....

'WWW For more information on

Compact fluorescents:

the people and products involved in

Brea
Phillips
AR111 fixtures: Modular
Glass chandeliers: Kosta Boda

(!:

-

Architectural projectors:

•
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this project, go to Lighting at

www.architecturalrecord.com

1737 East 22"d Street
Los Angeles, Ca 90058
213.746.0360
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Lighting solutions
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The veiled theatrical landscape of a flagship toy store
in Times Square beckons with a sense of anticipation

By Nayana Currimbhoy

ike an intriguingly wrapped package, the new Toys
"R" Us flagship store in New York City reveals
itself slowly, creating a sense of anticipation for the
surprises contained within. Designed by Gensler
with illumination by Focus Lighting, the Times Square
store features a glass facade cloaked with supergraphics that
periodically change pattern and degrees of transparency,
framing fleeting glimpses of the theme-parklike space
within for passersby. Theatrical lighting firepower is
reserved for the interior landscape, where a riot of flamboyant displays is enveloped with colorful, multimedia
effects. J. Newbold Associates and Show & Tell Productions
were principal players on the interiors team.
Targeting the estimated 20 million visitors who
annually pass through the "Crossroads of the World;' Toys
"R" Us upgraded its signature toy-warehouse style to create
a destination with enhanced tourist appeal. Carved from
the footprint of two former Broadway theaters, the fourstory store encompasses 110,000 square feet of largely
column-free display space that surrounds an atrium.
"Along the street, we decided not to compete directly with the
flash and glitter of the signs fighting for attention on Broadway," says
principal lighting designer Paul Gregory. "Brightness was also a concern,
since we wanted the facade to be equally effective during daytime hours."
To enhance the facade, the design team adapted a standard
theatrical technique to a larger scale. The nonreflective glass windows are
lined with theatrical scrollers, automated units that vertically unfurl
graphic banners. Each of the 165 scrollers contains seven graphic images
printed on polyester fabric, with a 6-foot-high-by-5-foot-wide area
displayed at one time. Like backdrops in a Broadway show, the scrollers
change position to form varied graphic patterns. Every seventh panel is

L

clear, to reveal interior views. Bracketed from the top of the facade, 1000watt metal halide fixtures evenly illuminate the graphics without glare.
The halide fixtures are fitted with shutters that automatically douse the
lights when the graphic scrollers shift to their clear mode. Viewed from
inside, the facade wall serves as a backlit perimeter.
The centerpiece of the store is a 60-foot ferris wheel rising from
the ground floor of the atrium. Besides its popularity with kids, the wheel
•

Project: Toys "R" Us, New York City
Architect: Gensler Architecture,

Design & Planning Worldwide
Concept, theming, retail design:

J. Newbold Associates-Joanne
Nayana Currimbhoy is a New York-based writer and editor who specializes in
architecture and lighting. She is a regular contributor to RECORD Lighting.

Newbold, principal designer
Lighting designer: Focus Lighting-

Paul Gregory, principal lighting designer; Diana Ades, senior designer; Sepp
Spenlinhauer, Michael Steinberg, Jay
Woods, Troy Siebels, Bill Plachy, Mark
Miller, Gwen Grossman, project team
Audiovisual, technology designer:

Show & Tell Productions
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bathes the space in light. Illuminated by neon chevrons, LED bands, and
strobe lights, the wheel changes color from red to orange to yellow.
Framing the wheel, two neon-edged, glass-and-steel bridges complete the
store's circulation loop.
Throughout, ceilings painted blue and amber-enhanced by
400-watt metal halide fixtures fitted with glass color filters in the same
hues-are bright canopies. Themed areas function as stores-within-astore to showcase individual vendor brands. Iconic set props, such as a
20-foot-high animatronic dinosaur, anchor corners of the store and cue
circulation. The wall behind the escalator is a quilt of colored light.
To unify the look of display areas, spot and accent lighting is
mounted on catwalks traversing the ceilings. Fluorescent fixtures provide
the base layer of ambient illumination and define perimeters. Theatricalstyle fixtures with 100-watt ceramic metal halide lamps provide even
illumination measuring 80 to 100 foot-candles.•
Sources

Lighting; Tech Lighting

Exterior metal halides: Widelite

Controls: Entertainment Technology

Theme lighting: Altman; Martin

(Horizon)

Professional; Insite; Lumiere
Ferris wheel lighting: Diversitronics;

'WWW For more information on

Tokistar

the people and products involved in

Merchandise lighting: Amerlux;

this project, go to Lighting at

Lightolier; Mark Lighting; RSA

www.architecturalrecord.com
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Lighting Briefs
.... Glassblowing techniques
Oty Light is a new collection of glass lighting fixtures with roots in Venice, Italy. The
new introductions include the UL-approved
Kioto series (pendant shown). With Kioto,
master Murano glassblowing techniques
were used to fashion a tapering tower of
clear crystal wrapped with strands of
molten glass that recall bamboo or cane.
Pendant, table, and floor lamps are available with spare chrome-plated metal
details. 800/734-5858. Illuminating

... South Park stars

Experiences, Highland Park, N.J. CIRCLE 200

Part of a family of lights designed by San
Francisco-based South Park Fabricators,
Swing Wall (above) features a satin aluminum finish, frosted Pyrex diffuser, and

... Intermediate
size raceway

The B44 pendant (right) features an

a 35-watt Bi-Pin 12-volt halogen lamp.

New Eclipse 2 raceway

incandescent 60-watt T10 lamp, either a

from The Wiremold

light or dark patina steel finish, and a

Company combines a low

Pyrex glass diffuser filled with a custom

profi le with the capacity

liquid color. 888/477-9288. 100watt

needed for typical worksta-

Network, New York City. CIRCLE 202

tion applications. It is
designed to support frontloading Ortronics TracTack and Series II modules. Eclipse 2 raceway has full-capacity,

' Boxy bollards

two-inch bend radius fittings to protect fiber-optic and UTP cable. The preassembled

Bega offers bollards for illuminating

base, divider, and cover eliminate the need to cut three separate components.

pathways and vertical surfaces. The

800/621-0049. The Wiremold Company, West Hartford, Conn. CIRCLE 201

8535 series features optical systems
with concealed light sources for downlighting without glare or efficient
asymmetrical floodlighting of walls,
both contained in matching trapezoidal bollard housings. The bollards
feature ceramic metal halide G12 T6
lamps, rugged construction, and are
suitable for wet locations. 805/6840533. Bega/US, Carpinteria, Calif.
CIRCLE 205

! Pedestrian-friendly
TEKA Illumination's large classic Saturn
pole mount series won the Lightfair

! Tihanyan lighting

2001 "Best of Category" award for site

Adam D. Tihany has designed the Lufo collection of

and roadway lighting. Constructed of

table and floor lamps, pendants, and wall sconces

bronze, copper, brass, and stainless

for the residential market. Inspired by the glass

steel, the fixture is UL-listed suitable

forms of Carlo Scarpa, Tihany used Sirmos CyTron

for wet locations. The luminaire utilizes

Translucent resin to create a collection character-

a high-efficiency reflective optics sys-

ized by unusual shapes and silhouettes.

tem with a metal halide lamp that

212/371-0910. Sirmos Lighting, A Division of

spreads light consistently without

Bramante Corporation, New York City. CIRCLE 203

glare. 805/434-3511. TEKA
Illumination, Templeton, Calif. CIRCLE 204

For more information, circle item numbers on Reader Service Card or go to www.architecturalrecord.com Advertisers & Products info.
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Covering all the bases

Luke and Lucy are companion
glass-base and wood-base decorative table lamps. The lamps
provide softly diffused ambient
area lighting for executive suites,
hospitality and reception areas,
and residential applications. Lucy
(shown) features a broad oval
shade, which sits atop two intersecting solid maple wood blocks.
Solid brass accents include small
brass feet at the base of each
wood block, support brackets at
either end of the fixtures, and an
understated oval finial in a shade

! Higher output, color matching

that matches the solid brass lamp

Ushio's new Ultra 5000 T10 fluorescent lamps can produce 15 percent higher

arm. 914/698-7799. Nessen

lumen output of natural daylight color in comparison to standard T12 fluorescent

Lighting, Mamaroneck, N.Y.

lamps. The lamps can be used as a direct replacement for standard T12 fluores-

CIRCLE 206

cent tubes without changing the ballast. If used with electronic ballasts, an
additional 15 percent energy savings can result. Ultra8 U-bend T8 fluorescent
lamps with six-inch leg spacing can match the color of linear T8 lamps being used
in the balance of an installation. The tubes are available in 32 watts with an average life of 24,000 hours. 800/838-7446. Ushio America, Cypress, Calif. CIRCLE 201
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BARTCO

Leading the Way ... and Lighting fo

BFL282S

Slide by Side TS Fixture

Specializing in Luminaires for Architectural Applications
Phone 714/848-0892 Fax 714/848-6843 Web www.bartcolighting.com
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... Light bright

Lighting Briefs

NiteBrites Outdoor HID lighting from DayBrite Lighting introduces the Economic
Outdoor Series of low-wattage, outdoor

'Mach speed

luminaires that consist of metal halide and

Mach 1, 2, and 3 low-voltage

HPS floodlights, HPS wall packs and

adjustable lamp holders rotate, tilt, and

canopies, quartz floodlights, and PAR lamp

orient in three axes. The components

holders. The luminaires are UL-approved

of these modular fixtures are machined

for wet locations and feature die-cast alu-

of aluminum and accommodate any of

minum housings, tempered glass or

three special-effects lenses, filters, and

polycarbonate lenses, and durable paint

louvers for optimum control of beam

finishes. 800/234-1890, ext. 6688. Day-

spread, color, and intensity. All fixture

Brite Lighting, Tupelo, Miss. CIRCLE 211

models are for use with MR16 halogen
Bi-Pin lamps, 50-watt maximum.
800/879-9797. Lucifer Lighting
Company, San Antonio. CIRCLE 209

! City lights

~

The Osaka pendant light fixture pro-

The Indirect series from Architectural

vides crisp, white, focused accent

Area Lighting combines soft, low bright-

downlighting for upscale retail stores,

ness illumination with high color

hospitality venues, conference rooms,

rendering using ceramic metal halide

Be indirect

or reception areas. The pendant fea-

lamps. The Indirect is available with a

tures a cylindrical, tapered, clear glass

round or square reflector that can pivot

shade, a tubular chromed lamp body,

15 or 30 degrees. Post-top and

and a MR16 lamp. 914/698-5959. d'ac

wall-mount models are available.

Lighting, Mamaroneck, N.Y. CIRCLE 208

714/994-2700. Architectural Area
Lighting, La Mirada, Calif. CIRCLE 210
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)nspiration, Genius,
& Ke~s to Aesthetic
Achiev m nt
24 ESSAYS ON INF LUENCE ANO IN SPIRAT I ON

ARCHITECTS ON ARCHITECTS
Susan Gray
0-07-137583-X • $39.95 • Hardcover • 224 pages • 200 illustrations • September 2001

Here are stirring studies of how legendary architects influenced the work of other
architects-told by those touched by their greatness. Among the candid , personal
testimonies, Norman Foster tells how Paul Rudolph inspired him, Michael Graves
discusses how Le Corbusier affected him, and Richard Meier tells what Frank Lloyd
Wright meant to his work, and twenty-two other original essays.

STRUCTURES OF OUR TIME
31 Buildings That Changed Modern Life
An Architectural Record Book
Roger Shepherd
0-07-136969-4 • $45.00 • Hardcover • 256 pages • 200 illustrations • October 2001

Here is a vivid examination of the impact and cultural significance of 31 great American
structures. Designers reveal what inspired them to build such structures as Dulles Airport
and the Gateway Arch; inhabitants discuss how they feel about The Seagram Building
and Rockefeller Center, and experts detail what makes them great and why they endure.

FAY JONES
Robert Adams Ivy, Jr., FA/A -

.,-.

0-07-135831-5 • $39.95 • Paperback • 224 pages • 200 illustrations • May 2001

Newly released in paperback, this is the only book to cover the full range of the work of
Fay Jones and a must have for both experienced and novice architects. Written by the
Editor-in-Chief of Architectural Record, it features award-winning text and photography.

amazon.com®
~

A Division ofTheMcGraw-Hill Companies
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New Products

According to the National Wood Flooring Association, more
than 80 percent of commercial architects "recommend wood
flooring for its beauty and durability." In addition, architects
prefer wood floors for residential settings because they
"add value to the home" (89 percent) and have "environmental/health benefits" (68 percent). Rita F. Catinella

Hundreds of years later, reclaimed and recovered wood still at work
According to the National Wood
Flooring Association, using salvaged
wood to produce flooring is a major
trend in the industry-the rustic
look is not only popular with clients
but extends the life of the wood.
Reclaimed wood floors come
from a variety of sources, including
lumber used in old barns, mills, and
factories. The buildings are dismantled one piece at a time and metal
detectors find hidden nails. The
most common types of wood found
are t he long-leaf heart pine,
American chestnut, and red/white
oak that were popular in buildings
from the 1800s through the early

Goodwin Heart Pine Company in Micanopy, Fla., manufactured these river-recovered heart pine floors.

1900s. Asia Rain Jungle hardwood
comes from reclaimed railroad ties

heart cypress are two of the most

apart and sink to the bottom of the

of exotic species salvaged in

well known recovered woods.

river. The water preserves the recov-

as three times more than new wood,

Southeast Asia.

"Sinkers" are timber logged 70 to

ered logs from light and oxygen, so

while river-salvaged wood averages
15 percent more than reclaimed.

Recovered wood floors are

200 years ago that was cut down

they may look new but have a dif-

made from logs dredged from lakes

and built into crude rafts to float to

ferent coloration.

or rivers by divers. Heart pine and

saw mills. The rafts would break

Ten Aussie wood species now available in U.S.

800/336-3118. Goodwin Heart Pine

Reclaimed floors come at a

is almost clear of any knots or

cherry, pecan, walnut, and ash.

color variations. Australiana shows

Bora! adheres to proper forest

flooring products in Australia,

more natural features and charac-

management practices and only

introduces 10 species of Australian

teristics of the wood like gum

harvests trees where regeneration

hardwood flooring to the U.S. mar-

veins, spirals, shakes, burls, and

is assured. 800/BORAL-60. Boral

ket. The 10 species, with colors

insect marks. An extremely durable

Timber, Novato, Calif.

ranging from deep red to pale pink

type of lumber species,

to yellow, include: Alpine ash,

Australiana is offered at a

Australian beech, Australian cypress,

lower cost than Classic grade.
Boral Timber also produces longer boards, which give

blue oak, and Tasmanian oak.

a more continuous feel. The

Australian hardwood, made

CIRCLE 212

The cost for Boral Timber wood

Boral Timber, with more than 100

River gum, Spotted gum, Sydney

Company, Micanopy, Fla.

is comparable to that of American

years of experience producing wood-

Heritage oak, jarrah, karri, Rose

higher price: Prime cuts are as much

CIRCLE 213

average length of Australian

from rare eucalyptus or cypress

wood flooring exceeds 4 feet,

trees, is almost twice as hard as

compared to 3 feet in the

American oak. Wood flooring from

select grade of American oak in

offers a golden brown

Boral Timber is available in two

the U.S. In addition, Australian

color and tight knots

grades: Classic and Australiana.

wood flooring has an average

(left). Rose River gum

Classic is equivalent to the select

width of 3% inches, compared

is prized for its rose

grade used in American oak, which

to 2% inches in the U.S.

coloring (above).
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... Bottoms up

New Products

Mountain Lumber craftsmen reclaimed and
milled antique English cider oak planks from
the 60,000 gallon vats of an English cider

... Honoring wood

mill. Steeped for a century in strong British-

flooring design

style cider, the two grades of wood flooring

Last June, the National

are named after the mill's most popular

Wood Flooring Association

ciders: "Strongbow" and "Scrumpy Jack"

honored several hardwood

(shown, right). 800/445-2671. Mountain

floor designs for their

Lumber, Ruckerville, Va. CIRCLE 21s

compatibility with other
room components. Two
winners that dominated

..... Bark up the right tree

the 2001 Floor of the Year
Awards were Birger Juell

Named for the Roman goddess of

Ltd., of Chicago (project

the harvest, Ceres cork flooring comes in three different

shown, right) and

configurations: natural cork

Renaissance Floor In-

tile; engineered cork tile,

lays, of San Francisco,

which features veneer-pat-

who took two top cate-

terned surfaces over solid cork;

gories. Birger Juell was

and cork floating floor. Natural

awarded the 2001 Floor of

cork tiles are available in a variety of fin-

Year, Master Division, and

ishes-sa nded, waxed, urethaned, and

Renaissance Floors
captured the Members

prestained colors- as well as chip patterns.

Choice, Master Division,

Ceres is available this month. 631/864-9700.
CBC (America), Commack, N.Y. CIRCLE 216

and the Best Use of Wood
Technology. The National Wood Flooring Association is a nonprofit trade organization
of nearly 2,200 wood-flooring professionals working to educate consumers, arch itects, designers, and builders in the uses and benefits of wood flooring.
800/422-4556. National Wogd Flooring Association, Ellisville, Mo. CIRCLE 214

... New colors and
new species
Hartco's signature hardwood flooring product,
Pattern Plus 5000, is now

RECOVERED WOOD
TERMS:
Heartwood

ors. The Pattern Plus 5000

Develops slowly in the center

of the new colors, while the

offered in 13 additional col-

Maple series features nine

of the tree as it matures.

remaining four are in a new

Turns a rich red color and

species series, Pattern

produces a durable wood.

Plus 5000 Ash. The floor-

Sapwood

ing may be installed at,

Lighter color wood on

above, or below ground level in residential or commercial applications.

perimeter of log; does not

800/841-4630. Hartco Flooring, from Armstrong, Addison, Texas. CIRCLE 211

deepen in color and isn't as
hard as heartwood.

Nail staining
Caused when the metal

! Moonstruck

..... Wormy wood

"bleeds" around the nail hole.

Mafi wide-plank floors are available in

American Chestnut disappeared

Can be filled on-site.

custom lengths up to 16 feet and

after the introduction of an Asian

Natural color

widths up to 12 inches. The Lunarwood

blight around the turn of the twenti-

In recovered wood, heart pine

Collection is a species of larch that is

eth century. Vintage chestnut is

is shades of pink or yellow,

harvested only in the winter months in

milled from old boards and beams

but it will turn a consistent,

accordance with the moon's waning

offarm buildings and log homes up
to 200 years old. It contains knots,

rich red color after exposure

lunar phase, when moisture content is

to UV light. To retain original

at its lowest. Volcano larch (above) is

nail and spike holes, worm holes

light color, use a UV inhibitor

wire brushed and natural-oil finished.

and tracks, and varying grain pat-

800/222-1068. Hoboken Floors,

terns. 800/499-7859. Vintage

Wayne, N.J. CIRCLE 218

Lumber, Woodsboro, Md. CIRCLE 219

in the finish.
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Pipe dream
~

LAV GUARD®ADA guidelines can make

-

UNDERS INK PROTECTIV E PIPE COVER S

achieving aesthetic balance a

nightmare. Which is why TRUEBRO is a dream come true. Our
ability to visually enhance while providing ADA compliance has
made us the #1 selling undersink protection in the nation.
Available in a variety of models and colors, TRUEBRO

will detail how easy it is to

Lav Guard®is antimicrobial and designed

"make your dreams come true"

to

ensure compliance

while providing for easy installation, commercial-grade durability,

simply circle the number indicated below

and affordability to fit every budget.

[D]TRUEBROM
MAKING

LAV GUARD Classified by Underwriters Laboratories, Inc.•
in accordance with ADA ARTICLE 4.19.4 22FF

with TRUEBRO. To get yours,

AMERICA

ACCESSIBLE

7 Main Street • P.O . Box 440 • Ellington , CT 06029
Tel 800-340-5969 • www.truebro.com
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on your Inquiry Card and mail today.
There's no obligation!
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Product Briefs

Product of the Month
KONE's RSQ.. Pak
Energy shortages and rolling blackouts can unexpectedly trap passengers in elevators for minutes or hours. KONE's RSQ-Pak can be installed
to assist during power outages. When power to a building or an elevator
is interrupted, KONE RSQ-Pak is designed to gently lower the elevator to
the lowest level and open the doors automatically so passengers can exit
without assistance. RSQPak can be installed in
new or existing hydraulic
elevators. The system consists of hardware, special
wiring, integral emergency
power source, and automatic control mechanisms.
All system components are

A Woody vinyl

installed in the elevator

For several years, Lonseal has attempted to formulate an environmentally friendly

machine room, and instal-

flooring product that would have the appeal of wood or laminate but the resiliency

lation

and maintenance of vinyl. The result is Lon Eco, a new flooring material composed of

completed in less than a

up to 35 percent recycled materials-including wood powder and recycled vinyl.

day. 800/956-5663. KONE,

Lon Eco is available in a palette of neutral and bright colors. 800/832-7111. Lonseal,

Moline, Ill. CIRCLE 221

can typically be

Carson, Calif. CIRCLE 220

... Ornamental precast
Concrete Designs has specialized
in the design and manufacture of
architectural ornamentation, site furnishings, and fireplace mantels for
more than 40 years. The company
offers an antique texture that creates
a more natural looking, aged appearance. Through an in -house staff of
pattern and mold makers, Concrete
Designs has expanded its custom
capabilities. 800/279-2278. Concrete
Designs, Tucson. CIRCLE 222

.... Please wipe your f eet
Lees has developed FirstStep

modular carpet tiles specifically for

.... Breaking new
ground

entryways. FirstStep is engineered

Ki's Genius full-height mov-

18" x 18" inch textured-loop pile

with heavy "scraper" yarn that pro-

able wall features anodized

vides ideal soil removal and

or painted aluminum frames

collection . Each square yard of the

and glass-butted corners.

product holds up to 5.6 pounds of

Glass panels come in a

sand-more than twice its normal

choice of single glazed, dou-

weight. Additionally, FirstStep's

ble glazed, or double glazed

construction removes and absorbs

with blinds. Panels can be

up to 7.3 pounds of water per

specified in fabrics, vinyl,

sq uare yard, or about three times

and powder coat paint. Genius has the highest sound transmission coefficient in the

its normal weight. 336/ 379-2000.

wall industry at STC-44. Ki's All Terrain Mobile furniture system includes tables with

Lees Carpets, Greensboro, N.C.

multifunctional base options that allow for height changes within a seven-inch range.

CIRCLE 223

800/424-2432. Kl, Green Bay, Wis. CIRCLE 224
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Product Briefs

Protecting our rights

When the National Archives and
Records Administration in
Washington, D.C., embarked on its
first major renovation since it
opened in the 1930s, archivists
recruited the storage experts at
Spacesaver to help protect and preserve the U.S:s founding documents:
The Declaration of Independence, Constitution of the United St ates, and Bill of Rights.
Spacesaver was asked to design special cabinets to safely store these document s during
the renovation. 800/492-3434. Spacesaver, Fork Atkinson, Wis. CIRCLE 226

~

Off the chart green

HBF now offers the EcoStone material as
a top option for the Chart Table. Made of
recycled newsprint and soybean f lour in

! Tempered-glass floor tile

a water-free process, EcoStone is a

Obsidian is a patent-pending tempered-glass tile product that creates a new cate-

renewable agricultu ral resource that

gory in contract and residential flooring. To produce Obsidian, a 12" x 12" tile,

looks like stone but fabricates like wood.

Congoleum uses a process that marries tempered glass with a polymer composite

A urethane-based resin fuses EcoStone's

backing. The floor is designed for residential use as well as an array of light com-

components, leaving the material free of

mercial applications, including hospitality and retail environments. The product has

formaldehyde and all voes. When the

the same slip resistance as a standard granite floor, and its installation is similar to

boards are trimmed, scraps are reground

marble flooring using mortar and grout. A foam underlayment provides flexibility

and used in fut ure production. 8 28/ 328-

and impact resistance. 609/ 584-3000. Congoleum, Mercerville, N.J. CIRCLE

2064. HBF, Hickory, N.C. CIRCLE

22s

227
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~ Solid modeling
process

Product Briefs

A majority of stone-cutting
projects consisting of com~

Smarter sink bubbler

plex designs are manufact-

The heavy, type 304 cast-stainless-steel

ured using one of Cold Spring

body and cartridge of the Classroom Sink

Granite's 12 CNC Diamond

Bubbler are 100 percent lead free. The sta in-

Wire Saws. This solid granite

less-steel unit is also harder and more

American flag is an example

durable than brass, and its finish will not

of one of the projects that

peel and pit over time, as chrome-

employed Solid Modeling and was crafted by a CNC Diamond Wire Saw. The base

plated brass can. A vandal-resistant

is made of Academy Black granite, and the flag is made of Sierra White granite.

version prevents vandals from turning the

800/551-7502. Cold Spring Granite, Cold Spring, Minn. CIRCLE 229

unit or removing the push button. 847/678-5150.
Just Manufacturing Company, Franklin Park, Ill. CIRCLE 22s

..... Operable bonding
The YOW 225 TU line of operable windows, with a 27:1'' frame depth, are

..... Get a grip on safety

available in fixed, project out/in vents

Grit-strip safety flooring from Musson

and swing out/in casement configura-

Rubber is a tough, mineral-coated, water-

tions. The new window line features

proof, nonslip surface with a pressure-

YKK Ap's ThermoBond Plus poured

sensitive adhesive back. Grit-strips will

and debridged technology that pro-

tolerate steam or detergent cleaning and

motes adhesion of the polyurethane

are essentially unaffected by climate.

material to the walls of the thermal

Colors include gray, brown, beige, or

break cavity. 404/629-3800. YKK AP

safety yellow or red. 800/321-2381.

America, Atlanta. CIRCLE 231

Musson Rubber, Akron. CIRCLE 230
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hp large-format papers
at brand-x prices
new

hp

basic large-format printing materials

Now you can put hp's wide

selection of economical, universally-compatible media to work in your office for the same price as the brand-x
you've been buying . Maybe even for less. From basic bond to basic high-gloss photo paper, hp delivers a new
advantage in value and economy. For your free print sample kit and the location of your nearest authorized
hp design jet VIP reseller, go to www.designjet.hp .com/basic 1.

To order direct, call hp at 800-613-2222 or go

to www.designjet.hp.com/media.
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' Table for ten
Round, folding cafeteria
tables from BioFit feature
tough, one-piece ABS plastic
seats for 10 people, compared with seating for eight with
round cafeteria tables from other
manufacturers. The round configuration eliminates the institutional
appearance of rectangular tables and helps give a plant or office cafeteria the inviting
atmosphere of a food court. People are closer to each other for improved communication and reduced noise. A single person can easily fold the round tables and move
them through a standard 36-inch doorway. Table tops feature the Lotz Armor Edge
rim, which leaves no seams or cracks to trap food or bacteria. 800/597-0246. BioFit
Engineered Products, Waterville, Ohio. CIRC LE 233

• Improve your communication skills
Jeron's Spectrum Digital Duplex Intercom System has the flexibility for hands-free or
private two-way communication throughout an entire facility. Spectrum can offer
solutions for security applications including secured entryways, parking structures,
elevators, stairwells, dock areas, and storage rooms. The digital signal process
instantly adjusts loud speaking volume levels to compensate for acoustically difficult
locations. With built-in diagnostics, available redundant power sources, and battery
backup, Spectrum will provide reliable operation even if power is lost. 800/6211903. Jeron Electronic Systems, Chicago. CIRCLE 232
For more information, circle item numbers on Reader Service Card or go to www.architect uralrecord.com Advertisers & Products info.

DESIGN BY GELOTTE ARCHITECTS

SPECIFY

BEAR

CREEK LUMBER

CLEARK.D.
DOUGLAS FIR
ALASKAN
YELLOW
CEDAR
PORT
ORFORD
CEDAR
REDWOOD
WESTERN
RED CEDAR

TIMBERS & BEAMS
• WOOD FLOORINGS
• T&G PANELINGS
•PATTERNED SIDINGS
• SHAKES/SHINGLES
• 2" T&G DECKINGS
•VERTICAL GRAIN
• CUSTOM MILLING
DIRECT SHIPMENT
WORLDWIDE

v ( 00)597-7191
www.bearcreeklumber.com
CIRCLE 63 ON INQUIRY CARD

The excitement
has been building

•

COMMENTARY

up to this moment
2000
The 2000 International Building Code Commentary is a
reliable, comprehensive, easy-to-use, two-volume reference.
• Demonstrates the code
• Tells when and how to apply code requirements
• Includes complete code text, illustrations, charts
and graphs
~ IBC

...

Commentary Bundle (Volumes I and II)
$125 BOCA members; $165 list
Includes free and prompt shipping.'

Credit card orders, call
1-800-214-4321, ext. 715
Order on-line at www.bocai.org
CIRCLE 64 ON INQUIRY CARD
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Product Briefs

and volume, indoors or outdoors, with an accuracy of up to
1.5 mm at range of up to 100

' Tilt-turn architectural windows

meters. With Disto, one person

Rehau's 4500 series tilt-turn architectural window design offers a multichambered

can capture hundreds of meas-

window system engineered to exceed current window test standards. A European-

urements in a matter of minutes,

engineered dual sealing system forms a barrier against the elements, with an uninter-

with point-and-click operation, even

rupted inner compression seal around the entire window. The design provides for

in locations that are inaccessible or

inward or outward opening casement windows, in addition to enabling configuration of
awning, hopper, or picture windows. 800/247-9445. Rehau, Leesburg, Va.

blocked by obstructions. The products
are available in four models, ranging

CIRCLE 234

.! Laser distance-

measuring tools
Disto handheld laser meters provide

·. ~

fast measurements of distance, area,

from the lower-cost Disto lite with basic
features, to the high performance
Disto pro4a. 770/447-6361. Leica
Geosystems, Norcross, Ga.

CIRCLE 235

.,.. Air-pressure sensor
The Dietz Model FE190 Forced Entry
Sensor will detect the breaking or
opening of a window or door without
requiring the installation of individual
sensors. It will also detect if forced
entry is made through a hole in the ceiling, wall, or floor by the resulting drop in
air pressure. 888/866-5641. The Henry
G. Dietz, Long Island City, N.Y.

CIRCLE 236
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Pioneers ofAmerican
.,Landscape Design

corrugated glass
Joel Berman Glass Studios

Tempered
Panels to
48" x 118"

www. jbermanglass.com
US+ Canada 1 888 505 GLASS
UK 00 800 505 45277
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Let's get this party started
Luraline Products has introduced a new

NEW SITES FOR CYBERSURFING

brochure showcasing the Confetti line of

Wood Products Council site represents
manufacturers of lumber, engineered

its Designer Series of lighting fixtures.
The 10-page brochure includes complete
specification details as well as an ordering guide for assistance in selecting from
Confetti's available configurations, finish
options, and enhancements. 800/9406588. Luraline Products,
Opa Locka, Fl. CIRCLE 237

Outdoor lighting
Hallbrook Series outdoor luminaires from
Holophane are detailed in new literature
from the company. Applications include
urban boulevards, town squares, com-

wood, architectural millwork, and wood
composite panels. www.woodinfo.com
Kohler's renovated site features an
interactive bathroom design area and
design tips. www.kohler.com
Newly redesigned site for Lighting
Services' track, accent, display, and
fiber-optic lighting systems.
www.lightingservicesinc.com

mercial shopping districts, parks, and
college campuses. 740/345-9631.

ext. 210 or 304. VT Industries, Holstein,

Holophane, Newark, Ohio. CIRCLE 238

Iowa. CIRCLE 239

Door offerings

Green software

Two brochures from VT Industries' archi-

The EBN Archives is an archive of all

tectural wood door division are now

issues of the Environmental Building News

available. The first describes the fea-

monthly newsletter from 1992 through

tures and benefits of VT's SolidStyle

the end of 2000 on a single CD-ROM. The

wood veneer doors and PermaClad

Green Building Advisor is an interactive

decorative laminate wood doors. The

software tool that helps users identify

second brochure focuses on the

strategies for improving the environmental

PermaGuard factory finish system

performance of projects. 800/861-0954.

and VT Color Choices. 800/827-1615,

BuildingGreen, Brattleboro, Vt. CIRCLE 240

Green ~

Bui lding ·
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World-famous names

Southern Pine Roaring, contains all the

Furniture and accessories by designers

facts pertaining to proper installation, fin-

such as Philippe Starck, Marcel Breuer,

ishing, and maintenance of a high-quality

Alberto Meda, and Michael Graves are

Southern Pine floor. The 20-page

featured in a new 100-page catalog from

brochure explains the intricacies of

Oriac Design. 866/ GO-Oriac. Oriac

Southern Pine flooring grade, patterns,

Design Group, Newton, Mass. CIRCLE 241

and manufacturing. Extensive text and

Renewing concrete

tion and finishing processes. A special

The Sealtight Concrete Renewal Systems

section of the booklet is devoted to pres-

instructive illustrations cover the installa -

Brochure provides photography and

sure-treated Southern Pine porch

descriptions for seven typical renewal

flooring. 504/443-4464. Southern Pine

system application areas for general pur-

Council, Kenner, La. CIRCLE 244

pose or structural repairs and
restoration. 800/ 342-5976. W.R.
Meadows, Hampshire, Ill. CIRCLE 242

Roofing guide/safety tips
The National Roofing Contractors
Association (NRCA) offers the 2001-02

Wat erjet cutting services

Low-slope Roofing Materials Guide. The

Precision H2 0, an ultra-high-pressure

guide is a comprehensive report on com-

waterjet-cutting company, has produced

mercial, industrial, and institutional

a new brochure showcasing its special-

low-slope roof coverings, rigid insulation

ized services. The piece explains the

board, fasteners, and cements and coat-

waterjet process and highlights several

ing products currently available in the

installations incorporat ing natural stone,

U.S. market. Detailed descriptions of the

ceramic tile, and resilient materials.

manufacturer's roofing materials are

800/ 425-2098. Precision H2 0, Spokane,

included. The NRCA also offers From

Wash. CIRCLE 243

Shop to Rooftop: Sheet Metal Safety

Southern Pine f looring guide

that addresses aspects of sheet metal

The newest publication from the

safety. 800/ 323-9545. NRCA,

Southern Pine Council, A Guide to

Rosemont, Ill. CIRCLE 245

Tips, a videotape program and workbook

_,,

___._.____ .....

EBN ARCHIVES

1992-2000
Enviro11_ment(llj_uild[lgJ~_e\'!~
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Millennium Park
bronze clock
dedicated by
Alliance for
Downtown New York
to David Rockefeller
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RECORD and on Architecturalrecord.com, answering test questions on the Continuing Education Reporting Form and submitting forms for
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In compliance with AIA Continuing Education guidelines, beginning with the January 2002 issue:
1. A separate Continuing Education Reporting Form must be completed for each continuing education article or section. The form's location is
stated in each article. The correct answers to the multiple choice test questions must be circled on the Reporting Form along with the applicant's
name, AIA number, and other contact information. A $10 processing fee payable by check or credit card must accompany each Continuing
Education Reporting Form.

2. Beginning with the January 2002 issue, Reporting Forms will be mailed to the Architectural Record Continuing Education processing center
address listed on the Reporting Form. All Continuing Education registrations will be forwarded to the AINCES records office at the University of
Oklahoma for inclusion on AIA Continuing Education transcripts. (The date the AINCES records office ascribes to the LUs will be the last day of the
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A New World Trade Center:

Design Proposals

Co-curated by ARCHITECTURAL RECORD, this exhibition features sketches,
renderings, and multimedia projects created by established and
emerging architects in response to the need to rebuild on the site of
the World Trade Center and embrace the future of New York.
January 16 through February 16, 2002

., .

MAX PROTETCH GALLERY
511 West 22nd Street, New York City
For information, call 212/633-6999 or
e-mail info@maxprotetch.com.

oosterhuis.nl

Gluckman Mayner Architects

An opening reception will be held at the
Max Protetch Gallery from 6pm to 8pm
on Thursday, January 17.

NOX

NORDIC HEAT: THE ARCHITECTURE OF SN0HETTA
The American-Scandinavian Foundation, ARCHITECTURAL RECORD, and The Architectural
League present a lecture by architect Craig Dykers of Sn111hetta, the innovative multidisciplinary design firm located on Oslo, Norway. Recent work by Sn111hetta includes
the new Library in Alexandria, Egypt, and the Norwegian National Opera House, Oslo.
Architectural historians and critics Nicholas Adams and Thomas Melllns will discuss
the firm's work in relation to issues of national, regional, and global identity.

Thursday, January 31, 2002,6:30 p.m.

SCANDINAVIA HOUSE
58 Park Avenue (38th Street), New York City
$15 general admission

$to for ASF and Architectural League members and students
Information and reservations: (212) 847-9734

TO ADVERTISE: Contact Ally Wingate
T: (800) 484-4042 ext 3042 IF : (770) 889-9 152
E-mail: Ally_Wingate@McGraw-Hill.com

RECORD LIGHTING I MANUFACTURERS' SPOTLIGHT
Architectural Luminaries

Facets

Lighting Fixtures

Sun Valley Lighting manufactures an extensive line of
Standard & Custom cast aluminum lighting poles & fixtures
in all period styles. Our 50
years of design & manufacturing experience provides you
with unexcelled product quality. Our staff of designers, engineers, and tool makers are
here to assist you. Our in- .
house foundry assures quality
and prompt delivery at competitive costs .

Space Cannon Illumination
proudly introduces our architectural color wash HSR fixture, the
Focus, available in 700w and
1200w power sources. This fixture has an onboard computer
to control the 3 dichroic tubes,
zoom and shutter and includes
a kit of 4 lenses for beam shaping up to 90°. 888-705-1028
www.spacecannon.com

A trio of classic industrial
designs, Facets brings retro flair
to a wide range of applications.
Available in celing, pendant and
wall mount configurations with
choice of incandescent, line-voltage halogen, compact fluorescent and metal halide lamping.
Call (800) 940-6588 or visit
www.luraline.com for a full selection of commercial, residential ,
interior and exterior lighting.

Times Square Lighting's con densed catalog contains our
complete line of line and low
voltage specification grade
lighting fixtures. Numerous
mounting options as well as
accessories for our fixture s
are available. Times Square
Lighting , Rte. 9W, Stony Point,
NY 10980, 914-947-3034.

Sun Valley Lighting

Space Cannon

Luraline Products Co.

Times Square Lighting

Cast Aluminum Lighting
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ORBIS Luminaires

CHROMIX® Admixtures for
Color-Conditioned Concrete

Insulated Translucence
in Glass

SMC®NOC Vision TM • • •
A 24n Console Solution

New ORBIS luminaires from
EXCELITE feature translucent
faux alabaster or uniform color
diffusers in three diameters.
Arrange ORBIS for close-to-ceiling, pendant, or wall mounting .
Designed for compact fluorescent lamps up to two 32-watt
triple tubes . Exclusive lift-androtate diffuser connection allows
a discrete, completely unadorned look, or enhance the luminaire with a selection of ornaments as shown.

Award winning projects begin
with award winning materials.
CHROMIX®Admixtures for ColorConditioned Concrete are colored, water-reducing, set-controlling admixtures for architectural concrete. Coloring concrete
integrally, they produce rich
hardscapes & precast, tilt-up, or
cast-in-place buildings of natural
beauty. CHROMIX Admixtures
provide permanent, streak-free
color conditioning, & increased
concrete strength at all ages. 800800-9900 or info@scofield .com

Quality buildings can now have
all the benefits of insulated
translucent glazing PLUS the
timeless beauty & durability that
comes only from glass. Unlike
plastic solutions, SOLERA™
insulated translucent glazing
units deliver over 70% light
transmittance plus U values of
.25 to .14. Curtain wall , sloped,
skylights .... glass to architectural
spec. Call 902-794-2899 or visit
www.advancedglazings.com

Design flair, flexibility and comfort with the SMC®NOC Vision TM.
The modular construction , numerous configuration possibilities,
multiple tiers , company color
accents as well as the many
other unique features offered
compliment your work environment perfectly. Find out more
about the SMC®NOC Vision TM at
www.smcplus.com or call 1-800SMC-PLUS.

EXCELITE, Inc.

L. M. Scofield Company
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Concrete Waterproofing
by Crystallization

Applications

TO ADVERTISE: Contact Ally Wingate
T: (800) 484-4042 ext 3042 I F: (770) 889-9152
E-mail: Ally_Wingate@McGraw-Hill.com

Three-Sided Fireplace
for Unlimited Installations

ADA Insulation
Safety Covers

Engineeringlmartlolutions

~

SPEClllCAllON
&APPUCAHON
llAHUAL

Applied as a slurry coating
Xypex is a chemical treatment
that waterproofs by penetrating the concrete with a crystalline formation that "plugs"
the pores of the structure preventing water seepage . Xypex
is ideal for use on the "inside"
of wet underground structures. Call toll free 1-800-9614477 or visit our web site at
www.xypex.com

The new flush exit device is
designed for use on TOTAL
DOORS in single, pairs and
double egress pairs. Ideal for
corridor & elevator lobby applications in all commercial facilities. The exit device allows continuous , uninterrupted sightlines in corridors when doors
are pocketed in the open position. Its quiet operation is ideal
anywhere noisy hardware is a
problem. TOTAL DOORS can be
retrofitted into existing door
frames , saving time & expense.

Heat-N-Glo introduces model
PIER-TRC, a three-sided direct
vent fireplace that can be terminated vertically or horizontally
to accommodate nearly any
application. The PIER-TRC is
perfect as a room divider, bar,
end of counter or a wide variety
of creative installation possibilities . As with all Heat-N-Glo fireplaces, the PIER-TRC can be
operated by remote control for
the ultimate in convenience .
Call 888-427-3973.

Plumberex Specialty Products,
Inc. is the only company that
manufactures a complete line of
ADA safety covers for commercial & residential applications,
meeting all building & fire codes
with a -0- smoke rating . The
Handy-Shield™ Safety Cover is
the one and only ADA safety
cover on the market with a
"Dual" fastening system to help
deter theft! For more information
call 800-475-8629 , Website:
www.plumberex.com or email :
plumberex@earthlink.net

Xypex Chemical Co.

Openings

Heat-N-Glo

Plumberex Products, Inc.
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Ornamental Picket Fence
with a Purpose

Retractable Roof
Enclosures & Skylights

SMART Expression 503

New EchoSorb®
Acoustical Panels
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Monumental Iron Works™ is a
modular system with the solid
look & feel of authentic wrought
iron. When assembled, it creates
one of the strongest ornamental
fence systems on the market.
Welding processes are eliminated to avoid red rust problems .
MIW utilizes a duplex coating
of polyester resin over hot-dip
galvanized steel for corrosion protection. Master-Halco, Baltimore,
Maryland 21040. 410.676.2744
Email : spec@fenceonline.com
Web site: www.fenceonline.com

Custom designed retractable
roof panels and operable skylights create year-round settings. At the touch of a button,
motorized panels retract to open
50% of the roof area, letting in
sunshine and fresh air. Maintenance-free thermally broken
aluminum framing. Enclosures
ideal for restaurants, patios,
pools and atriums. For more
information, call 800-267-4877,
Email: openaire@openaire.com
or visit www.openaire.com

Pre-wired for almost any type
of peripheral , the SMART
Expression 503 is ideal fo r
classrooms, training rooms and
meeting rooms. With it, you can
seamlessly integrate equipment such as a projector, com puter, printer and DVD player.
For more information , visit
www.smarttech.com/products

Absorb those annoying speech
distorting reverberations in large
spaces. Panelfold , Inc., manufacturers of space division products,
introduces EchoSorb® .75 NRC
acoustical panels. Stock 24" x
48" panels are available in 4 standard colors. Other colors or panel
sizes may be specially ordered.
Brochures and fabric color selectors avai lable upon request by
Fax: 305/688-0185 or E-mail:
sales@panelfold.com. Visit our
website: www.panelfold.com

Monumental Iron Works™

OpenAire Inc.

SMART Technologies Inc.

Panelfold
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E-mail: Ally_Wingate@McGraw-Hill.com

MANUFACTURERS' SPOTLIGHT
Shoji - Custom Dividers,
Passage and Pocket Doors

Bigfoot Systems®
Footing Forms

Site Furniture
of Distinction

What's new at Wausau Tile?
Our New Products catalog is
now available, loaded with
items, ideas, and innovations
built to last. We have the unique
ability to provide custom services for precast concrete and terrazzo as well as precast con crete and thermo-plastic coated metal site furnishings. How
can we assist you today? Just a
phone call can get the ball
rolling . 800-388-8728

Shoji maker of choice among
trade. Custom Shoji screens
built with unsurpassed joinery
and design. Made in the USA
using the finest hardwoods,
durable facings and exceptional
craftsman techniques. Perfect
for room dividers, window coverings and doors. Commercial,
Hospitality and Residential
projects. Order 28-page catalog featuring latest in Shoji
Design ideas. 800-634-3268 or
www.cherrytreedesign.com

Bigfoot Systems®Footing Forms
is the only code recognized,
evaluated, quality engineer
designed, plastic footing form for
construction tubes that meets or
exceeds the building codes
throughout
North
America.
Bigfoot Systems® fit all 611 , 8",
10", 12", 14", 16", and 18" construction tubes.

Keystone Ridge Designs, Inc. is
the architect's choice for premier
site amenities. Offering a full line
of steel furnishings, we pride
ourselves on exclusive designs
and our patented powder coat
finish, KEYSHIELD,™ that is
unparalleled in the industry.
Quality, craftsmanship, and dedication to your creative vision are
the hallmarks of Keystone Ridge
Designs. For more information
please call 800-284-8208 or
e-mail: KeystonRdg@aol.com.
www.keystoneridgedesigns.com

Wausau Tile

Cherry Tree Design

F&S Manufacturing, Inc.

Keystone Ridge Designs

Innovations
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"New" 31 OTechnology.
See It and Forget It

Housing Design Possibilities
with Precast Concrete

Tile Roofs: Variety & Style
That Lasts a Lifetime

Columns, Balustrades
& Mouldings

LATICRETE International, Inc. is
launching its amazing "new"
LATAPOXY®310 Stone Adhesive
standard and rapid-curing epoxies. Stone installers will save valuable time, labor & money.
Featuring a unique non-sag consistency, these 2-part epoxies
are designed using European
"spot bonding" style of installation
for marble, granite, stone slabs
and large format ceramic tiles.
For instructional CDRom: 800243-4788, ext 295. Outside USA
203-393-001 O, ext. 295.

Free. A new Housing CD and
accompanying Precast Housing
Solutions, a 16-page brochure,
illustrate the many design possibilities and the increasing role of
Precast concrete products .
Design possibilities include
hotels, motels, residence halls,
single and multi-family dwellings
as well as retirement and healthcare facilities. Call 800-9478800. Ask for Kit AR 1.

A tile roof adds classic beauty
-and real value-to any structure. Tile comes in an array of
colors and finishes, from bright
blue to subtle brown, rough textured or smooth. They can simulate wood or slate, and be
installed in a variety of patterns. And tile roofs are so
durable they can last 50 to 100
years! For real beauty and
value, nothing compares to tile.
Call 1-888-321-9236 or visit us
at www.rooftile.org .

Melton
Classics
columns,
balustrades and mouldings are
the standard for quality and
design. Columns are offered in
fiberglass , poly/marble, GFRC
and wood. Balustrades are
offered in synthetic stone,
poly/marble, polyurethane and
cast stone. Ask us about cast
stone and polyurethane mouldings and details. 800-963-3060,
meltonclassics.com

Laticrete International

PCI

Roof Tile Institute

Melton Classics
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The Garland Company, Inc.
www.garlandco.com

State of the Art
Stainless for Construction

TO ADVERTISE: Contact Ally Wingate
T: (800 ) 484-4042 ext 3042 IF: (770) 889-9152
E-mail: Ally_Wingate@McGraw-Hill.com

Quick-Spec .. the Desktop
Companion for Architects!

TimberGrass Bamboo

STA N DING S TRONG ON TOP

OF NORTH A. MER ICA

Pharo: Sreven Young

Design flexibility, resistance to
high wind pressures, weather
tight and boldly attractive all
describe Garland's exciting line of
high performance standing seam
roof systems. The Garland
Company, inc. is an ISO 9001
certified company offering highperformance systems that meet
today's roofing requirements.
nationwide roof evaluations,
moisture testing, inspections &
maintenance programs available.
3800 E. 91 st Street, Cleveland,
OH 44105 800.741.3157

Stainless Tubes for load-bearing
structures, double facades and
interior elements enable an
attractive and durable result with
economical life cycle cost. Safe
and hygienic. Surface finish e.g.
brushed, polished or pickled.
Extended range: up to 12" square
x 1/2", and rectangular up to 16"
x 8" x 1/2". We offer expert consultation for our clients' projects
and technical support for designers on our website. For inquiries
call +1 -610-525-7706. Our new
website: www.stalatube.com

The new Quick-Spec from
lnterEdge Technologies offers a
fast, finger-tip reference to a
complete range of fire & safety
rated products. For in-depth
product information & options,
manufacturing video & CSI
specifications just slip out the CD
& go. It's a must for those who
don't have time to wade through
the office library or search the
web for clear fire & safety glazing solutions. Fax:415-289-0326,
email : interedgemsf@aol.com;
www.firesafe-glass.com .

Beautiful, durable, renewable
bamboo panels for cabinetry,
built-ins, furniture, or molding.
Precision tongue and groove
flooring, prefinished or unfinished, three, four and six foot
lengths. Full line of accessories.
Environmentally safe adhesives
and water-based, solvent-free,
100% solids , non-off-gassing
coating. Ideal for commercial and
residential projects. Call toll free:
800 I 929.6333 or visit www.timbergrass.com

The Garland Company, Inc.

Stalatube Inc.

lnterEdge Technologies

TimberGrass
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Barrier Gate Operators

North Country Slate

Stair treads with Landing

Now, Insulated Metal Panels
from Thyssen Bausysteme

+

STEPSTONE, INC.

FAAC is the world's largest
specialized manufacturer of
hydraulic operators for barrier,
slide and swing gate systems.
Barrier features include 100%
continous duty ope ration , the
ability to raise beams up to 23
feet , and control panels with full
system compatibil ity. Highspeed and economy models
available. Call 1-800-221-8278
for full color brochure or visit
www.faacusa.com.

North Country Slate offers a new
brochure explaining the design
and performance advantages of
their remarkable roofing material
to your residential customers. In
six glossy pages, "Slated for
Excellence" presents all the features and benefits to your client,
the homeowner. Make sure you
have this brochure on hand for
your next discussion on slate
roofing. For more information, call
800-975-2835 , email us at
info@ncslate.com
or
visit:
www.northcountryslate.com

High quality pre-cast concrete
Stair treads and Landings have
a place in high-rise buildings,
apartment buildings, university dormitories, parking structures and commercial buildings. Available in a variety of
colors and finishes, designs
comply with ADA and may be
mounted on steel or wood.
Call toll free 1-800-572-9029
for our free CD. Visit our Website: www.stepstoneinc.com.

For more than a quarter century,
international architects have
opted to enclose their buildings
with exterior metal panel systems from Germany's Thyssen
Bausysteme GmbH . Now, insulated metal panels from this
ThyssenKrupp Steel company
are available in North America.
These project-proven, competitively priced components offer
new options for demanding
designers. Contact authorized
distributor New Century Building
Systems. Call (856) 863-2666.

FAAC International, Inc.

North Country Slate

Stepstone, Inc.

New Century Bldg. Systems
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Contact: Copyright Clearance Center
Phone 978-750-8400 •Fax: 978-750-4470
Web address: www.copyright.com
Please note that the maximum number of copies granted for
commercial use is 500. Schools may obtain Permission to make
up to 1,000 copies for classroom use.
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Mortar Net

TM

b The Difference Is In The Cut

The Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation headquarters in Kansas City,
Missouri (below) is an ideal examp le
of Mortar Net's proven success as
the market leader in mortar collection
devices with its patented shape and
open weave design .
There's no better method to control
mortar droppings, prevent damming
and promote drying than original

eader
Mortar Net'" for brick cavity wa ll s or
the innovative Mortar Net™ Block for
CMU wa ll construction.
For trouble-free cavity wa lls that
last a lifetime, specify Mortar Net""
products every time.

800-664-6638

www.mortarnet.com

SOLICITATION OF INTEREST
JFK International Airport •
Building #60 Landmark Structure
(Formerly known as the TWA Flight Center at Terminal 5)
The Port Authority of NY&NJ hereby invites expressions
of interest in the adaptive reuse of Building #60, also
known as the TWA Flight Center at Terminal 5, a landmark
structure designed by Eero Saarinen, located at John F.
Kennedy International Airport in New York City.
Parties wishing to receive a Solicitation of Interest must
send a written request identifying the individual or firm
name, address, type of business and telephone number
to the address or fax below. The Solicitation of Interest
package will be available on or about January 2, 2002.
Interested parties must submit the Expression of Interest
form that will be provided in the Sol icitation of Interest
package no later than January 31, 2002.

JFK Redevelopment Program
The Port Authority of NY & NJ
JFK International Airport
Building 14, Third Floor
Jamaica, NY 11430 USA
Attn: Joseph Dixon
Fax: 718-244-4595
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MICHAEL LATAS

ARCHITECTS I ARCHITECTURAL DESIGNERS
Santa Monica, CA. Mail Resume to: Gensler Hiring
Committee, 2500 Broadway #300, Santa Monica
CA 90404. Please, no phone calls, faxes or emails.
EEO/Affirmative Action employer.

& ASSOCIATES

Executive search and professional recruiting services.
Serving th e construction and A/E/P industries exclusively
nationally and internationally since 1975.
Your premier source for executive, managerial, and
difficult-to-fill professional-level needs.
Contact our Architecture/Engineering Division.
MICHAEL LATAS

&

ASSOCIATES

1311 Lindbergh Plaza Center
St. Louis, MO 63132
(3 14) 993-6500 • Fax: (3 14) 993-0632
(800 ) 280-7811 • http: //www.Latas.co m

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGNER
Formulate basic design concepts for interiors of private buildings/residences; consult with clients;
prepare info regarding design, specs, materials and
cost estimates in connection with projects and integration of architectural elements. Req. Bachelor's in
Architecture or equivalent and 2 yrs. exp in job
offered. Resumes to: Garcia, Brenner & Stromberg,
Inc., 751 Park of Commerce Drive, Suite 118, Boca
Raton, FL 33487.
ARCHITECT, CHICAGO
40 hrs/wk, 9-5, $34,000/yr. Design and build residential and commercial structures emphasizing Japanese
timber construction, organic architecture and passive
and active solar energy. Must have BA in Architecture
and 1 yr experience in the job offered. Applicants
must show proof of legal authority to work in the US.
No Calls - Send 2 Copies of Both Resume and Cover
Letter To: Illinois Dept of Employment Security, 401
S State St - 7 North, Chicago, IL 60605, Attn: Brenda
Kelly, Ref: V-IL-27184-K. An Employer Paid Ad.
ARCHITECT
Architectural firm specializing in health care and education seeking the following: Senior architect iwth
minimum of ten (10) years experience with full responsibility for large projects and possess organizational and
leadership skills. Must be licensable in the State of
Michigan. Competitive salary and fringe benefits based
on qualifications and experience. Send or fax resume to:
Human Resource Manager, Gunn Levine Associates, 726
Lothrop, Detroit, Michigan 48202. Fax (313) 873-8090.
ARCHITECT
Architect for firm in Plantation, Florida. Bachelor
Degree in Architecture or foreign equivalent and 5
yrs. exp. Mail resume to Ocampo & Assoc., Inc. 817
S. University Dr., Suite 109, Plantation, FL. 33324
SENIOR PROJECT DESIGNER
WPB, FL - Senior Project Designer for hospitality
design firm. B.A. in Architecture + 5 yrs exp. in job
offered. Formulate basic design concepts for interiors of
hotels & international hospitality projects. Consult
w/clients, prep info re. designs, specs, materials, cost
estimates in connection w/design/construction projects
in Europe & Far East. Must have exp. in Asia & Europe
projects. Comp salary. Fax resume to (561) 650-7000
ARCHITECTS - ALL LEVELS I ALL SPECIALTIES

JR Walters Resources, Inc. specializing in the placement of technical professionals in the A&E field.
Openings nationwide. Address: P.O. Box 51214,
Kalamazoo, MI 49005 Tel: 616-381-5463 Fax: 616381-1141 E-mail: jrwawa@jrwalters.com VISIT our
web site at www.jrwalters.com
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PROJECT MANAGER
BA in Architecture req. Send ad w/resume to:
Designworx, 43 Tesla, Ste. 100, Irvine CA 92618.

FACULTY POSITIONS
THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN
SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE
FACULTY POSITIONS OPEN

The University of Texas at Austin School of
Architecture invites applicants for two positions at the
rank of assistant professor, starting in the fall of 2002.
The school is looking for candidates whose strength is
design and whose ambition is to reach and teach at
the forefront of architectural design as grounded in
human experience. Special interest/ expertise in contemporary construction or interior design will be a
plus, though not absolutely necessary. Interested individuals should send a letter of interest and
self-description, together with a few representations
of their work, to Michael Benedikt, Chair, Faculty
Search Committee, School of Architecture, The
University of Texas at Austin, Austin, Texas 78712,
before March l, 2002. Selected applicants will be
asked for more information. Austin is one of
America's most vibrant and livable cities, with the
University of Texas at Austin-an Equal Opportunity
Employer-at its heart. Offering a working environment second to none as well as competitive salaries,
the School of Architecture consistently ranks in the
top ten in the nation. We seek to make it better yet.
For more information, visit www.ar.utexas.edu.
ARCHITECTURAL I CONSTRUCTION
MANAGEMENT SPECIALIST

Architectural I Construction Management Specialist,
Department of Architectural and Manufacturing
Sciences. Nine-month tenure track position in
NAIT accredited program, beginning August, 2002.
Masters and License in Architecture required.
Expertise in architectural design, construction
administration and management, presentation and
modeling applications, building systems, construction methods and materials and statics. Background
must include both residential and commercial applications. Submit a letter of application, curriculum
vita, unofficial transcripts and three letters of recommendation to : Architectural I Construction
Management Specialist, Department of Architectural and Manufacturing Sciences, 1 Big Red Way,
Western Kentucky University, Bowling Green, KY
42101-3576. For a detailed job description see:
http://www.wku.edu/Dept/Support/HR/ Review of
applications will begin January 15th 2002. An
Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer.
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AT URBANACHAMPAIGN, SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE

Three tenure-track Assistant Professor positions
beginning August 21, 2002. Two Structures Positions Responsibilities: teach required courses in structures to
undergraduate and graduate students and structures
Option MA.rch candidates. Qualifications: MA.rch,
MSAE or MSCE degree and architecture or structural
engineering license; or a Ph.D. with research experience related to building structures. One Practice and
Technology Position - Responsibilities: teach architectural practice and management courses and
coordinate MA.rch and MArch/MBA management
Option. Qualifications: MArch degree & professional

license; and either an MBA or extensive professional
experience. Teaching experience desirable. Women
and minorities are encouraged to apply. The
University of Illinois is an Affirmative Action/Equal
Opportunity Employer. For further information:
www.arch.uiuc.edu/Admin/School/positions.htrnl. Tel:
217-333-1330,Fax:217-244-2900.
FACULTY POSITION
TENURE-TRACK FACULTY IN
ARCHITECTURAL TECHNOLOGY & DESIGN

The School of Architecture at USC has begun a
search to fill a faculty position in architectural technology and design . Primary criteria are proven
excellence in design with an emphasis on technology, potential for teaching excellence, the ability to
carry out research in Architectural Technology,
Materials and Methods or associated fields and
potential for leadership in the field. A record of
excellence in scholarship and/or professional practice is required. Interests in advanced materials,
computer simulation, construction processes, and
sustainability will also be considered. The new faculty member will teach courses at the undergraduate
and graduate levels and guide graduate thesis work.
The University of Southern California is located in
the heart of a dynamic metropolitan region, the
American gateway to the Pacific Rim. USC has
28,000 students on two campuses and ranks in the
top 10 among private research universities in the
U.S. in federal research and voluntary support. The
School of Architecture offers a B. Arch. undergraduate program as well as graduate programs in
Architecture, Building Science and Landscape
Architecture. The School has a long tradition of
research in Building Technology through the work
of teachers like Conrad Wachsmann, Pierre Koenig
and Ralph Knowles and alumni who enjoy reputations for their design applications of advanced
building technology. Applicants should submit a letter of interest and an illustrated resume as soon as
possible to: University of Southern California,
School of Architecture, 204 Watt Hall, Los Angeles,
CA 90089-0291, Attention: Faculty Search
Committee. Portfolio and/or examples of publications will be required after the initial screening
process. Applications will be reviewed by the committee as soon as they are received. The search will
remain open until the position is filled. The
University of Southern California is proudly pluralistic and firmly committed to providing equal
opportunity for outstanding men and women of
every race, creed and background.

RENDERINGS
WATERCOLOR RENDERINGS
Fortune 500 clientele, Watercolor: 11" x 17" 3 days.
12" x 22" 5 days. Evocative, Poetic, Cost Effective.
Visa, MC, AmEx. Mayron Renderings, 1-800-5379256, 1-212-633-1503. Visit www.mayronrend.com
DIGITAL RENDERINGS
We bring your residential designs to life. (617)
357.0136. Visit our portfolio at www.cwa3d.com
INDUSTRIAL VISUALIZATION
AND WALK-THROUGHS

Highly detailed 3D renders & animations. Affordable
rates. (480) 730-6344 Email: kjohn24@qwest.net

SPECIAL SERVICES
ARCHITECTURAL MODEL STUDIOS
Professional model making services worldwide. Fast,
productive, cost efficient model shop with in-house laser
cutting. Help others see your ideas as you do. Zoyes East
Inc. (800)939-9930. www.architecturalmodel.com
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Power, Functionality
& Attention to Detail

Reach 275 ,000+ active architectural professionals at all
stages of their careers. Recruit nationally and interna-

FLATLAND

tionally. Combine Print and Online advertising to fill key
positions quickly and effectively:
• Promote your firm as a great place to work in the
magazine and on architecturalrecord.com
• List your available jobs in the magazine or on

Call (800) 247-2032 for Free Working Demo

Architecturalrecord.com

• Create an online job fair customized for your firm
• Drive traffic to your own website with your ad in the
magazine or with links from Arhitecturalrecord.com
FOR RECRUITING RESULTS, CALL ALLY WINGATE
AT

1-800-484-4042,

.. .Abundant 2D Tools; Easy to
Learn and Use ...
... Powerful and Useful ...
Cadalyst Magazine, October 1996

EXT.

3042.

FLATLAND 6... Serious Two
Dimensional Drafting for
Building Design Professionals
00 Ashcraft Arch'tect ral Com
~

220 Glen Street. Glens Falls , NY 12801

ter G a h'

(518) 798-4631 (800) 247-2032

Free Trial
Already undertaking
work on behalf of USA
Architects/Detailing bureaus
References on Request

Advance Informatics
e-mail : sanjaya@vsnl.com
www.cadinformatics.com
Tel : 888-342-8257 Fax : 800-886-2664
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Architectural License Seminars

Post Office Box 1962

Web: www.alsOnline.com
Tel: (310) 208-7112
E-mail: alsOnline@earthlink.net Fax: (310) 824-7028

Cumming, GA 30028

These microscopic, glassy spheres are fly ash - and at ISG Resources, we
sell millions of tons of them every year.
Produced by burning coal at electric power plants, fly ash might be
destined for disposal in a landfill. But when added to concrete, fly ash
makes concrete easier to work with, stronger and more durable.
Fly ash also allows concrete producers to reduce the amount of cement
that they use. That means less energy is consumed to manufacture
cement and there are less greenhouse gas emissions from the process almost a ton of C0 2 saved for every ton of cement that's not produced.
In addition to concrete, fly ash is used in mortars, stuccos and a variety
of other building materials.

That's an improvement worth specifYing.

!ISGI\

RESOURCES

1.888.236.6236
www.isgresources.com
Contact ISG fo r free technical literature
and information on how fly ash use
benefits the environment.
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Profile

Q

What is your work about? Everything I do, whether for a
: hospital, a business, or a residence, is about comfort,

healing, and faith. When I was beginning my career, landscape
design appealed to me as a form of sculpture and as a way of
showing my commitment to the environment. It seemed to be
the perfect combination of art and civic responsibility. What I
have realized along the way is the tremendous power gardens
can have on people's psyches. My work, it seems, is always a
series of programmatic responses to complex emotional issues.

For example? I designed a roof garden for the Bank of
America building in San Francisco. The company was struggling with personnel issues because they have many
employees who work more than one job and are always
exhausted as a result. They have many computer programmers who never see the light of day. So we made an active
environment using recycled materials, with generous
benches where people sleep during their breaks. It is like a
private sanctuary for every employee.

Sanctuary does seem like a better word than garden or landscape
for what you create. The word garden, from the German garten,
originally meant enclosure. So if you think about this in a metaphysical way, a garden should be more than just a pretty
object. It should be like an embrace.

The issues of people suffering from cancer are something you can
relate to all too well, it seems. Being in a hospital is a terrifying
process because you lose control over your own body. When
you have a cancer, it is a long-term proposition. For months,
sometimes years, there are significant, invasive courses of
treatment. I created a garden at the Marin Cancer Institute
where I used the source plants for the different pharmaceuticals employed to treat cancer. For instance, the plant
catharanthus roseus is used to make Vinblastine Sulfate and

Topher Delaney: Healing
the world, one garden at a time

Podophyllin is made from phodophyl/um peltaltum . We created a booklet with a descriptive narrative that people can
use to educate themselves while enjoying the spaces. In the
act of learning about their treatment, people regain some
sense of control over their destinies.

What are you working on now? I just returned from New York.
Interviewed by Elizabeth Harrison Kubany

I've designed a memorial for those who died on September ll;
not for the site of the World Trade Center, specifically, but for all of Lower

After she was diagnosed with breast cance1~ Topher Delaney, a San Francisco-based
artist and landscape designe1~ made a pact with God. If she survived, she swore she
would devote her work to helping others heal. Now, almost a dozen years late1~
Delaney has created a specialty in the design of healing gardens for hospitals and
sanctuaries for residential and business clients. A new book, Ten Landscapes
(Rockport, 2001), displays some of Delaney's residential projects, which, like her
institutional work, is as colo1ful, upbeat, and unorthodox as the artist herself
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Manhattan below Canal Street. The idea is to present the family members with an
index of species of trees that currently thrive in Manhattan and to let them
choose the kind of tree they'd like to memorialize their loved one. Each tree would
have a plaque with the name of the person who perished and his or her age and
hometown, or some other text. This would celebrate the memory of those killed,
and also be a gift of hope to the city. A tree is a wonderful symbol of the future.
Photograph courtesy SEAM/Topher Delaney

